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of what they already live in.

This work is dedicated to those

who leave all the trappings of certainty behind,

armor, weapons and the fear of no control,

and who inspire us to live
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Statistical patterrts of animal morphometry reflect interactions between

animals and landscapes at a number of scales. Uni-modal distributions of

morphometry have been used as evidence that animals respond to

continuous distributions of environmental variables. A new synthesis -

animal body mass lump analysis - tests discontinuous patterns of animal size

as evidence of animal interactions with discontinuous patterns of landscape

structure. The objective of this thesis was to test both landscape and non-

landscape based explanations for their power to predict the generality and

consistency of discontinuous patterns of animal size distributions.

Lump analysis is a reliable method for Ending discontinuities in

animal size distributions. Lump partem, a pattern of dumps separated by gaps



in an animal communily's body mass size distribution is robust to variance

in body moss size estimates (within species) and to error in censusing species

occurrence. These lump patterns are not arti/acts o/ random sampling from

in 150 ecosystems in 18 biomes found in a wide variety of climates and

landscapes. Landscapes of similar landscape structural complexity

consistently exhibited similar lump patterns with a high degree of

correspondence in the locations of lumps and gaps. The degree to which

diffcrertce in landscape structure increases. Lump structure predicts the scale

and texture of landscape use by maiiunal species insofar as those species

within a body mass lump use similar features of landscape geometry.

I found that non-landscape hypotheses also explain lump pattern, but

at different levels than those explained by landscape-based hypotheses.

Phytogeny appears to explain broad, coarse levels of lump pattern common to

most mammal communities globally. Body size patterns evident at high

taxonomic levels (Order) correspond to three zones on the size axis where

lumps are commonly found in mammal communities. Competition for

resources within a single range of scale appears to explain fine levels of lump

pattern, the size distributions within the lumps. Body sizes of species within

lumps are more evenly dispersed than expected by chance.



CHAPTER 1

ANIMAL INTERACTIONS WITH LANDSCAPES;
REINTEGRATING ECOLOGY OVER MULTIPLE SCALES

Ecosystem complexity rs a function of how we choose to describe systems.

'Systems become complex when, in seeking understanding or prediction, toe

inuoie levels of organixation that are distant in lemporospalial scale, or are

characterized tiy entities of disparate types." (Allen and Hoekstra 1992)

IntroducUnn

Ecological titeory evolves via a series of splits and remtegiations. New

avenues of inquiry split the Held and burgeon into separate disciplines.

Splits aie frequently bounded by theoretical and/or logistical constraints, and

the gaps between these bounds often provide rich new sources of inquiry

which stimulate reintegration (Pickett et ai., 1994). Ecology's emergence as a

physiology and biogeography (Schimper 1903, McIntosh 1985). Since that

time numerous splits and reintegrations reflect efforts to expand the scope of

ecological research to explore the ever-wideiting scales of environmental

change or anthropogenic impact. Splits or reintegrations often mark the

emergence of a sub-discipline to address questions at specific scales, such as

populations, communibes, ecosystems, and biomes.

Ecology is currently challenged to address problems of change at

unprecedented global scales. Attempts to predict potenbal climate impacts

emerged between community and ecosystem ecology. Strict reliance either



on the ' organistnal focus' of community ecology or on the "process focus" of

ecosystem ecology has proven inadequate as a conceptual framework for

testing ideas about change over a broad range of time and space scales. This

gap offers an opporturuty to integrate Che latest advances of separate

disciplines into a broad synthesis. Increasingly, both disciplines recognize the

reciprocal actiorrs of organisms and ecosystems as a critical "frontier of

integration" in ecology (Pickett el al. 1994). If disciplinary protocols are

relaxed such that neither organisms nor processes are assumed to be constant

(Damuth 1987, Cale 1988), what phenomenon integrates the results of their

One promising synthesis gives a more flexible frame of reference for

ecological interactions. It considers organism-process interactions as part of

the functional dynamics of "complex adaptive systems" (Brown 1995; Lewin

1992: Kauffman 1993; Holling 1986. 1992). In systems models components

may Interact over different, distinct temporal and spabal scales. This view

departs from research tradidoiu which rigidly frame the space/time scales at

which information is envisioned or collected. For example, Karieva (1989)

notes that roughly 80 percent of all manipulative ecological field experimenls

were performed at the scale of one meter quadrats. Since interactions are nol

studied exclusively at orte scale-specific reference (deme, population,

commuiuty] analysis may consider any appropriate range of scale. This

scale ranges and those which cross scales, such as the contagious processes of

fire or pest outbrealrs.

A key thread within this synthesis is that statistical patterns of animal

behavior and morphometry can be used as indices of important interactions

al a number of scales. The shapes and bounds of statistical distributions of



1995). The lest of whether intrinsic or extrinsic processes are the primary

first discuss the synthesis of this theory in terms of the development of theory

that links patterns of organism size and behavior to those of processes and

landscape structure. 1 shall examine the questions which have emerged

during this synthesis and shall conclude by describing the tests I shall use to

probe those questions.

The organism is a common node in many 'traditional’ ecological

world models and is widely used as a point of departure to integrate ecological

theory (Huston et al. 1988). This focus is evident in studies relating

morphology (body size) to a wide variety of processes including physiology

(Kleiber 1961), developmental and reproductive sbategies (Pianka 1974; Kiltie

1984), longevity (Eisenberg 1981), social organization (Jarman 1974; Eisenberg

1981), home range (McNab 1953; Hareslad artd Burmell 1979), and community

structure (Pianka 1974; Damulh 1981; Robinson and Bedford 1986). How

ecological theory Is integrated depends on the scale at which processes and

related organism size distributions are studied. For example, population

ecologists look at intra-specific variability of individual sizes and use

populations dynamics studies (Ricker 1975, Hughes and Connell 1987). Small

scale population processes (growth rates and mortality) have been compared

across different environmental types as potential causes of bi-modality in

population size distributions (Huston and EleAngelis 1987).



The focus shifts from intrs- to inteMpecific siie variability when

community ecologists define patterns of community organization. Lawton

(19B9) quantified relationships between population density, species diversity

and mean body size. Most such studies have examined commuruty

Damuth 1967. Gaston and Uwton 1983. Maurer and Brown 19SS, Blackburn et

al. 1990). Patterns of mammal community structure have been correlated

1980; Eisenberg, O'Connell, and August 1979; Kinnaird and Eisenberg 1989;

Brown (1995) proposed "macioecology" to explore overarching patterns

at larger scales (biome to global scales in space and decadal to millennial in

time) in order to bridge gaps in understanding cortceming processes defined

at smaller scales by population and community ecologists. By forging

evolution, the new initiative of macroecology aims to establish a more

diversity of species os affected by interactions between organisms (inter-

specific) and their environment.

Some general trends do relate artimal morphometric patterns to large

scale evolutionary, ecological and climatic patterns. Mammal body size

correlates strongly with seasonality, the amplitude of seasonal climatic

variation (Undstedt and Boyce 1984). For evolutionary lineages, the general

trend for body size to increase (Cope's Law) now appears to apply only to the



(LaBarisera 1989). Regional (sub-conlincntal) trends show that population

density scales negatively with body size (Peters 1983). Fot both temperate and

with increasing density. A weak trend (low correlation coefficient) is also

evident for birds (Peters 1983).

Numerous regional scale studies of attlmal body size distributions

(Van Valen 1973; May 1978, 1986, 1988; Bonner 1988; Dial and Marzluff 1988;

Morse, Stock and Lawton 1988; Lawton 1990; Brown and Nicoletto 1991;

Maurer, Brown and Rusler 1992) find the same body size pattern irrespective

of the kind of animal (bacteria, trees, fishes, insects and mairunals). The

regional size pattern is highly modal with a pronounced right skew (see

bottom of Figure 1-1) indicating the predomirtance of small over large

species (May 1988, Lawton 1989) and to the higher densities attained by small

organisms (Peters and Wassenberg 1983, Brown and Maurer 1986, Damuth

1987, Lawton 1989).

Hutchinson and MacArthur (1959) suggested that the greater capacity of

Morse. Stock and Lawton 1988; Lawton 1990). If environments are self-

similar in structure at all scales, then most resources will be available at the

tiny scales where they can be most densely packed. However, fractal

geometry is not universal; many structures are self-similar only over certain

ranges of scales (Holling 1992). Furthermore, the regional size pattern for

animals (May 1988) does not display the highest abundartces at the smallest

sizes. Abundance increases to a modal size (around 100 grams for terrestrial



mammals; around 30 grams for land birds (Brown, Marquel and Taper 1993)

Brown and Nicoletto (1991) found that for mammals the regional

distributions are uttiform, and those for biomes are internedlate. They

explain the flattening of body size frequencies at local scales as a result of

processes at several scales which amplify the frequencies at the large and

small size extremes. At small scales the physiological limitations of small

animals requites their consumption of high energy resources whose patchy

presence at most sites. Large animals are found at most sites due to their

broad home ranges. At all scales local competition excludes similar sized

Macroecology searches over broad scales for patterns which reveal

processes which regulate species abundance, distribution and diversity

(Brown 1995). However, few such broad scale studies of animal

morphometry envision process interactions within the framework of

distinct, different spatio-temporal scales. Most such studies use an implicit

"Gleasonian" world model; they see the world as a multi-axial irexus of

overlapping environmental gradients. Processes ate inherently "scale

invariant" in that their impacts are seen to overlap in space and time (Figure

The degree of overlap implicit in this "continuous" world view is such that

the aggregate distribution of impacu is viewed as unimodal density function

which spaits all scales. Unimodal size distributions ate likely products of
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Figure l-I. Continuous World Model- scale invariani operation of ecologic
processes selects for a continuous distribution of animal sizes (graph after
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imimodal models of process impact distributions- It naturally follows that

the modal size for any animal group (e.g. mammals) is considered 'optimal' at

all scales for a habitat or ecosystem (Brown 1995; Brown and Nicolleto 1991).

of ecosystem behavior cun counter to a 'continuous" world view. The

clustering of time series data for meso-scale structuring processes such as

insect outbreaks (Clark et al-, 1979, McNamee et al. 1981, Holling 1988, 1992),

fires (Clark 1990), and floods (M. B. Fiering 1983) into small sets of repetitive

cycles or periodicities does not appear a likely product of processes randomly

overlapping over broad scales. Some degree of aggregation of the time

behavior of processes is suggested by sharp peaks in time series spectra.

Similarly, computer simulation models provide little support for the view of

ecosystem behavior as a product of many variables interacting similarly at al!

scales. Mathematical models of systems as different as African savannas and

Canadian boreal forests (McNamee et al., 1981, Holling 1980, Holling 1992,

Walker et al., 1969, Steele 1985) suggest that the essentials of ecosystem

behavior appear in the dynamics of relatively few variables (Holling, 1992).

The differences in variable speeds (cycling limes) are about an order of

magnitude, again suggesting qualitatively different temporal behavior

Exploration of complex systems behavior (Kauffman 1991, 1993, Perry

1995) using computers suggests that a continuous world is an unlikely context

for the evolution of complicated entities such as organisms or ecosystems.

Evolution appears possible only when the behavior of system variables is

confined to a small set of relatively stable cycles (attractors). Stability results



from hierarchical structure with severe corstralnts on the number of

interactions which are significant to any vanable (O'Neill el al. 1986, Allen

and Starr 1982, Allen 1992). In the continuous world the operation of

ecological processes at all scales implies a multitude of potential interactions,

many of which arc significant. Chaotic collapse occurs in simulated systems

with such a liberal density of significant connections (Kauffman 1991, 1993).

Structuring process (fire, flood) periodicities suggest the same kind of

temporal clustering of attractors which appear in simulated systems in which

evoluHon is possible. Aided by increasing sophistication of computer

calculation and remote sensing, larger scale ecological research has added

evidence of clustering of behaviors or impacts in space.

Evidence for scale-specific ranges of impact for ecological processes

continues to accumulate. Processes important at one scale range may appear

local scales correspond well with micro-scale patterns of the litter and

variance at regional scales (Meentemcyer 1978, Meentemeyer 19M).

These lines of evidence suggested to Moiling (1992) that small sets of

plant, animal or abiotic processes act in a manner analogous to keystone

species (Paine 1966) to organize the spatial distribution and patch sizes of

species in terrestrial ecosystems. Holling s (1992) "Entended Keystone

Hypothesis" summarized these suggestions by positing that processes "form

interacting clusters of relationships, each of which determines the temporal

and spatial structure over a constrained range of scales." A landscape's

spatial hierarchy is a nesting of smaller structures within larger and larger

aggregates. Hierarchical structuring results from the coincidence of processes

cycling with different periodicities in spatially nested sets. Thus local areas
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operating at fast speeds are nested within more slowly cycling regions. The

specific space/titne scale ranges of these sets of structuring processes define

the dimensions of landscape units or "lumps" within the hierarchy.

Measuring the dimensions of these lumps and linking them to the fauna

which exploit them could establish the parameters for a new model of

interactions between organisms and the environment.

Efforts to define landscape structure and examine its influence on

ecological processes coalesced into a discipline within the last four decades

(Wietu 1995). Quantitative landscape ecology examines structural (spatial

geometry) and functional relations at scales of hectares to square kilometers

(Turner 1989). Landscape structure is defined as the spatial distribution of

materials, species and energy as they relate to size, shape and number (Turner

1989). Landscape function consists of the interactions between spatial

elements. This avenue of inquiry expanded the notion of ecological processes

structuring the landscape with evidence that structure in turn influences

processes. Turner (1989) demonstrated links between spatial structure (patch

size and the distribution of patch sizes) and process rates. For example,

critical thresholds in patch density may determine whether the spread of

disturbances is related to disturbance intensity (high density) or disturbance

frequency (low density) (Turner el al 1989). The effects of landscape structure

(patchiness) on organizational processes has been studied at the levels of

population and metapopulalion structure (Rogers 1987, Bernstein el al. 1991,

Gilpin and Hanski 1991) and community and ecosystem dynamics (Pickett

and White 1985, Caswell and Cohen 1991). If process periodicities entrain

other variables such as vegetation (structure) and animals, Ihen a model of
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interacdcpns in a discontinuous world is enriched by feedbacks between

structure and processes.

Attempts to define landscape structure which is linked to animal

behavior and community organizaHon continue since MacArthur's (1966a)

species. The question of defining landscape structure at multiple scales In a

discontinuous world is more complicated in that it demands that all forms of

structure, vegetadonal and otherwise, be accounted for.

Hierarchical definitions of system structure can be criticized as an

Human bias can influence the measure of both structure and function. For

instance, the iinear scale adopted for a map determines patch number, size

and shape (Gardner et al 1987). The measure of functional flows between

patches are also affected by the spatio-temporal bias of the observer (Turner

1989).

Two approaches are commonly used to avoid scale bias in defining

landscape structural patterns. The first (Krummei et al. 1987, Milne 1988)

searches for pattern by consciously avoiding a human reference scale in

measuring partem. The measure of ecological pattern is influenced both by

how data is bounded artd resolved and how spatial and temporal

relationships are calculated. The space and time dimensions of data must be

eapbdtly defined because of the current lack of widely accepted sets of spatial

scales to define or measure ecological processes or patterns (Moiling 1992).

Calculation methods are another source of bias in testing spatial and temporal

ecological patterns. Bias is minimized by using 'objeertve' (scale invariant)
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algorithms at many different scales to derive a cross-scalar measure of palfem

complexity (Mandlebrot 1982, Gunderson 1992). Fractal geometry is one such

attempt to define objective landscape structure (Kmmmel et al. 1987, Milne

1988, O'Neill et aL 1988, Turner and Ruscher 1988).

Animals linked to landscapes bv scale-

Another approach avoids human bias in seeking an "organism-

centered view" of the environment (Whittaker 1975, Turner 1989). The

assumption is that animal survival is linked to its perception of structure at

scales which reveal patterns critical to its survival (Turner 1989). This

approach follows the intuition of MacArthur that the physical structure of the

environment organizes biotic communities and the morphology and

behavior of associated animal spedes (MacArthur and MacArthur 1961;

MacArthur et al. 1966a). MacArthur's trend-setting example related vertical

stratification of vegetation to avian diversity.

Some attributes of animal perception and response correlate with

animal morphometry. Mammalian auditory perception scales with body size

(Eisenberg 1990). The frequency range of sound production is lower for large

bodied mammals (Caider 1984), and maxima of frequency perception covaries

negatively with body mass (Dooling 1980). If those perceptual faculties which

mediate artimal interaction with landscape scale with size, then size indexes

The study of animal movement patterns has neither the theoretical

nor the empirical basis to establish a "mechanistic basis" for landscape ecology

that links perception to structure (Ims 1995). However, broader inferences

have been drawn from patterns of animal Incidence and vegetation structure.

Patterns of species distribution, community structure and habitat use are
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dearly associated with vegetation structure and habitat con/igurahon or

"physiognomy." Larger more heterogeneous forests have higher avian

species diversity and more bird pairs (Freemark and Merriam 1986).

Additionally, body size scales with the size and texture of landscape objects.

Mega-fauna such as grizzlies disCTiminatc and respond to specific macro- scale

structures, for example they seldom use habitat within 100 meters of a

highway, whether the road is in use or not {Turner 1989). Dubost (1979)

demonstrated that ardodactyl size correlated with the structure of the

undergrow* they exploited so as to minimize resistance from vegetation.

Demonstrations that landscape elements such as patch size, shape and

diversity influence resource use suggest that animal interactions with

landscape structure organize communities (Fragoso 1997). However, can

organizing rules suggested by studies of community components (single

species or guilds) be extrapolated to the enhre community?

Darlington (1957) proposed that extrinsic factors will cause biotic

this "Principle of Complementarity" similar spatial distributions of

selection such that the same niches will be filled irrespective of the initial

phylogenetic slocks. Paleobioiogical evidence suggests that vegetative

structure (for example, cover) is another environmental factor which

organizes communities, making them "complementary" in a fashion

analogous to Darlington's principle (Eisenberg 1990). For example, even

when carnivore assemblages became extinct, Iheir replacements were

remarkably similar in body size and form (Martin 1990). In this example
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when communities remain similar in vegelative cover, primary consumers

and primary productivity.

Wiens (1984) suggested that the composition of animal communities is

so dynamic that such "ephemeral" phenomena are not reliable indices of any

rules of ecological organization. Ejctreme fluctuations in year-to-year species'

abundances for birds (Wiens and Rolenberry 1981) and mammals (Brown

1995) suggest that there is no 'community balance" from which to predict the

community's future. If an animal community does nol represent some stable

equilibrium, how could any association between animals and environmental

factors last long enough to influence evolution or even the community's

long term organization? If communities are non-equilibrial and reflect

fluctuating influences of fast and slow variables, then a static dehnition of the

evidence of macro-scale "complementarity ", measured across biomes

(Darlington 1957) or aeons (Martin 1990), suggests that larger scale associations

of structure and animal community organization exist in relative

equilibrium. Similarly, broad community patterns such as species

composition are much more stable than fluctuating abundances.

Ephemerality (Wiens 1984), appears scale dependent. The composition

of the local ground foraguig bird guild may fluctuate dramatically and show

little relation with small scale floristics. But bird communities correlate well

"eastern mesic prairies", "xeric shortgrass prairies", and " western shrubsleppe

habitat." The question remains, however, at what scales are animal

communities stable enough to justify their characterization
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Discontinuous Animal Size Distribution: Lump Structure

Figure 1-2; Discontinous World Model driven by self'Organlzation of lumpy
landscape structures and animal morphologies.
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structures. However, opportunities to feed, breed and hide are not simple

functions of spatial geometry. The interaction of temporal discontinuities

(process periodicities) witii spatial hierarchy is a self-organizing process which

maintains a lumpy world. Qualitative structural distinctions between lumps

could spatially reinforce opportunities presented by the temporally

temperature oscillations parallel the trajectories of canopy volume in high

latitude deciduous forests. The lumpy model posits that animals interact

distribution of process cycling speeds, impacts and physical structures. The

atmosphere is shown as a space/time model of the lumpy world (Figure 1-3).

In this study
1 propose to compare the relative influences of intrinsic

and extrmsic factors on animal size as a test of two world views. Intrinsic

influences on animal size variation can be quantified as the animal

categories. Testing extrinsic influences requires quantiBcation of landscape

structure. That task begins with the description and ranking of Hre spatial

dimertsions of 'objects' in a hierarchical model of animal-landscape

Terms describing environmental features (vegetation, land cover) and

hierarchical levels of animal association (organism, deme, population) need

to be related by a some standard reference frame of spatial dimensions.

Currently no such reference frame is commonly accepted by the various

ecological disciplines. Community ecologists define 'community' according

to the scale demanded by the question at hand (P. Feinsinger, pens.

.
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Figure 1-3; Model of discontinuous distribution of space/fime dimensions for
operation of atmospheric processes, forest structures and bird foraging scales.
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and ecosystem ecologists use a similar sliding scale to define ecosystems.' So

the bacteria in an abandoned aluminum can be considered as a 'corrtmunity'

as may all wolf populations over 1000 square kilometers. The history of

to insist on strict delineations for each term, for that forecloses discussion of

other efforts to study animal-landscape interactions. However, to avoid

confusion, 1 shall try to follow the spatial scales delineated in Figure 1-4. The

dimensions and examples associated with these terms ate arbitrary, but they

form a clear and objective basis for discussion.

Summary and Overview of Chapters

In this chapter I have striven to establish the bases for the continuous

and discontinuous world models. 1 have set the context for this study as an

investigation of both models using patterns of animal size as irtdices of

animal interactions with the environment. In the succeeding chapters 1

provide the conceptual and methodological bases for my tests. 1 test the

robustness of my pattern detection methodologies and then apply them to a

range of animal communities to look for informative differences and

similarities of body size pattern. I shall test explanations based both on the

continuous and discontinuous world views and then draw my findings into a

summary synthesis. The details of each subsequent chapter are as follows.

In Chapter 2, 1 discuss the conceptual and methodological foundations

for using animal body sizes to explore interactions between animals and

landscape structure. I describe the advances made sirtce the first attempts to

test the existence of multiple modes in body size distributions. These

advances establish the existence and generality of lumpy body size
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demonstrate egulerity of patte

favorable context for further research. This context is enriched by recent work

which Units patterns of landscape structure with those of lump structure. 1

then describe and discuss the various hypotheses which explain lumpy size

Finally, I describe some of the shortcomings of a variety of prior techniques

for determining the number of modes in size distributions so as to highlight

the advantages of the GaP Analysis (Restrepo, Renjifo and Marples 1997).

1 test the robustness of GaP Analysis methodology for statistical analysis

of size distributions before 1 use it to test landscape and non-landscape

hypotheses on actual animal body mass data sets. Specifically 1 shall lest the

from two types of variability in the body size data sets. The first is related to

sampling enor due to techniques which inadequately census the space/time

dynamics of animal populations. The second error source potentially arises

from the size variability inherent within species' populations. I strive to

sustain the fluidity between the posing of hypotheses (Chapter 2) and

application of subsequent tests (Chapters 3 - 5) by placing these qualifying

probes of GaP Analysis in Appendix A.

In Chapter 3, 1 test lump body patterns across a wide variety of biomes

for Internal consistency (commonality) when comparing animal

communities landscapes of similar structure and for uniqueness (singularity)

when comparing animal assemblages in different landscapes. 1 lest whether

such lump patterns are scale dependent by carrying out these comparisons at
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similarilies and differences of lump structure reflect commonalities and

uniquenesses, respectively, of landscape geometries.

In Chapter i. 1 test extrinsic or environmental explanations of

ecosystem-level lump structures. I examine whether lump structure reflects

the complexity of landscape geometry at different scales (blome, ecosystem,

habitat). For a wide variety of structurally distinct ecosystems 1 quantify and

numerically correlate landscape geometry with lump structure (number of

lumps). Finally, I test lump structure for its capacity to predict landscape

structure use by mammals at the scales of ecosystems and biomes.

In Chapter 5, 1 examine at several levels explanations of ecosystem

lump structure based on the continuous world view. 1 arbitrarily distinguish

explartations of lumpy size patterns based on animal responses to external

structure from those based on inter-organismal interactiorts as extrinsic' vs.

'intrinsic.’ At t)<e level of entire animal communities I examine intrinsic

explanations of lump structure as posited by the trophic , morphological and

phylogenetic hypotheses. At two levels (animal community and animal size

distributions within liunps) I lest the prediction that compeiition-irtduced

character displacement causes body masses to be more evenly spaced along

the size axis than expected by chance. At the level of entire animal

communities the intrinsic-based hypotheses can be rqected if I find

commonalities of lump structure with some distinct differences: 1) when

comparing different trophic levels of the same taxa in the same landscape, 2)

when comparing different taxa in the same landscape.

In Chapter 6, 1 summarize the findings of the preceding five chapters

and I discuss a synthesis of these findings in terms of the potential to expand

this lirte of inquiry beyond the present study.
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The breadlh of theory addressed in this work is formidable; the

methods used to analyze and present data are novel, and the volume of data

processed to test these questions is cottsiderable. The prospect of engaging all

three challenges simultaneously brings to mind a Czech film director's

corrunent on enraged farmers who charged with pitchforks at Nazi tanks in

1938. 'It is so hard to distinguish between the 1 percent who succeeded and

were lauded as heroes and the 99 percent who failed and were regarded as

fools." 1 present the salient conclusions of this work as landmarks to aid the

reader in navigating these information-rich territories.

• GaF Analysis is a reliable method for finding discontinuil

body sire distributions ("lump pattern") which are consist

other methods. ]l is robust to errors introduced in animal

variance in body mass (within species) and by certsusing ei

• The preponderence of evidence supports the Discontinuo;

biomes, and my simulation experiments show that such d

not likely to be the products of chance-

• Landscape-based hypotheses explain much of the lump pa

common within a biome or between diluent biomes. Tw*

evidence link lumpy body sizes to landscape structure. 1 c

common patterrts of lumps shared between animal comn

from landscapes of similar Ian

in animal

with most

: data sets by

' of species

:istently find

ities coming

ind that theadscape structure (biomes). I
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Non-landscape hypotheses also explain lump pattern, but at different

levels than those explained by landscape-based hypotheses. Phytogeny

mammal communities globally. Body siae patterns evident at high

taxonomic levels (Order) correspond to three zones on the size axis where

appeals to explain narrow, very fine levels of lump pattern, the size

distributions within the lumps. Body sizes of species within lumps are

more evenly dispersed than expected by chance.



CHAPTER 2
TESTING ANIMAL-LANDSCAPE INTERACTIONS

USING CONTINUOUS AND DISCONTINUOUS MODELS

Inlroduclion

The theoretical framework for most inquiries into animal responses to

distributed opporturtities which I described as the continuous world model'

(Chapter 1). The clustering of time and space behaviors of ecosystem

processes strongly suggests a discontinuous world of separate levels operating

in parallel at separate scales. The study of animal size distributions as indices

of the interactions of arumals with the operation of these processes attempts

to test links between the funcboning of ecological processes and mechanisms

of evolution or commimlty organization. Discontinuous patterns of animal

morphometry ('lumpiness') have been cited (Moiling 1992) as evidence of

Three conditions must be sabsfied to show that lumpiness is useful in

testing artimal landscape interactions. First, lumpiness must have some

generality. We must regularly find lumpy patterns in a wide variety of

pattern must be repeatable. Second, the technique of finding lumps must

reliably find such patterns. And third, some trend should link patterns of

animal morphometry or lump structure with patterns of structural

complexity in the landscapes the animals inhabit.

25
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In this chapter I first marshal the limited but compelling evidence that

all three conditions have already been demonstrated sufficiently to establish a

firm foundation for tiiis work. Then I present a suite of hypotheses to test a

range of eicplanations, based either on continuous or discontinuous world

models, as to why patterns (lump or otherwise) exist in animal size data.

Finally, I compare the relative strengths of different methods for examining

animal size data sets for discontinuities or for multiple modes (lumps) in

order to provide data for testing these hypotheses.

Multiple modes in animal size distributions have been found for birds,

mammals and herps and have been taken as evidence of a variety of

ecological processes. Valverde (1964) and, later, Legendre (1989) found multi-

modal pattern in the size dIstribuHons of mammal communities in the form

of disjunctions in the cumulative distribution function of mean adult body

masses for species. Legendre (1989) associated disjunctions separating tvro

dusters of animal body masses with relatively open habitat and the lack of a

disjunction as evidence of dosed habitat. Griffiths (1986) found

discontinuous size distributions ( "polymodality") in numerous taxa (birds,

insects, and plankton), which he attributed to three possible, though not

mutually exclusive, causes: vegetation structure, avian guild structure and

trophic relations ("spedes stacking"). Allen, Forys and HoUing (unpublished

manuscript) describe multiple modes in body size distributions of bird,

mammal and herp communities in the South Florida everglades landscape

and show a trend between 'endangered' status and a species’ position on the

edge of the discontinuities which demarcate modes in the size distribution.

Holling (1992) found multiple modes or lumps' in adult body size data

for birds and mammais in the boreal forest and prairie biomes. Hypotheses
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based on phylogenedc, trophic or guild categories provided little if any power

to explain "lump structure"; the presence and location of modes in size

distributions. Membership in any of these three categories bore little if any

relationship to membership in any lump or group of lumps. The only

hypothesis which resisted disproof attributed differences between lump

structures of animal communities in separate ecosystems to qualitative

differences in landscape structure.

The usefulness of lump analysis in linking animal communities to

landscapes is suggested by three sets of observations (Holling 1992). Pint,

comparisorts of lump structures between communities of similar landscape

structure showed a regularity of pattern or commonality (species in different

size ranges or lumps). Lump structure commonalities were strongly evident

for forest and prairie mammaiian and avian data sets, compiled at the biome

level from boreal latitudes, and for avian data sets at the boreal forest biome

level and at the scale of the North American continent. Second, lump

patterns showed a singularity related to the uruqueness of each community's

landscape structure (communities with different architectures have lump

patterns which differ in the location and/or presence of lumps). Lump

structures of avian data sets compiled regionally at boreal latitudes showed

stark differences in terrestrial versus pelagic and forest versus prairie

comparisons. Third, the complexity of lump structures consistently

correlated with that of landscapes. More complicated landscapes, such as

than those of simpler' landscapes, such as pelagic, marine environments.

Restrepo, Renjifo and Marples (1997) found multiple modes in 19 bird

communities from 'Upper Lowland' and Lower Montane' and 'Upper

Montane' forest sites in Columbia. A link between the complexity of lump



structure and that of landscapes is suggested by two observations. Greater

numbers of lumps were found in communities with complete forest cover (as

opposed to fragmented, pasture sites) and in sites with greater variability of

vertical vegetation structure.

Hostetler (1997) found multiple modes in size distiibutiorts of bird

communities from four temperate eco-regions in North America. Both

commonality and singularity were evident in comparisons of these avian

lump structures. Regularity of lump pattern is suggested by identical lump

numbers and very similar scale ranges of most lumps when comparing all

sites. Singularity of lump pattern is evident when inter-site comparisons

revealed some degree of lump pattern mismatch in the medium to large size

range (IQl-^ to lDl-5 grarrts). The relative similarity of landscape structural

complexity between all sites compared precluded any demonstration of a

cortsistent trend between lump and landscape complexity. However,

Hostetler’s work reveals a unique link between lump structure and landscape

pattern by the demonstration that birds in each size lump respond to at least

one aspect of landscape pattern (tree canopy cover) at different scales.

The demonstration of lumpy size distributions in several forest and

grassland biomes in North and South America raises the question as to how

general the occurrence of lumpiness is. To test the range of ecosystem types

in which discontinuous body size distributions are evident I applied Holling’s

(1992) BMOl ('Body Mass Difference index") method to bird, bat and

mammal body size data sets taken ftom data sets from ecosystems In some

11 biomes on 3 continents. Application of Holling's (1992) criterion to

identify 'significant' discontinuities (BMDl values larger than the mean plus

one standard error) revealed lumpy (multi-modal) body pattern in every

single ecosystem. However, if the underlying size distributions are actually
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continuous, might such lumpy evidence be a false signal created by random

or incomplete sampling?

random draws from continuous size distributions. For each observed body

same range of body sizes and created a mock data set by randomly drawing

from that continuous distribution n times, where u = the number of species

in the data set. I then applied the Holling 8MD1 method to this mock body

mass data set using his criterion for significance' and counted the number of

lumps found. 1 repeated this process 1000 times for each observed data set to

determine mean and standard deviation statistics for number of lumps found

in 1000 mock data sets. I then graphed the frequency distributions of lump

numbers found in actual data sets and in mock data sets (Figure 2.1), The

qualitative differences between the actual and mock lump frequency

distributions of lumps suggest it is highly unlikely that observed lump

structures result from random sampling from continuous body mass size

distributions.

Work to dale (Holling 1992, Reslrepo, Renjifo and Marples 1997,

Hostetler 1997) on animal body mass size distributions have established

lumpy body mass patterns as a general phenomenon for a variety of laxa over

a range of landscape types. Links between lump structure and landscape

structure are evident in the similarity between lump patterns found in

found in communities with contrasting landscape structure, and in

similarities of response to landscape pattern by arumals in the same lump.

The regularity and consistency with which lump pattern has been found is a

coarse but intriguing measure of the reliability of lump pattern analysis.

ues often give qualitatively similar determinations of lumpDifferent techniqc
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Number of Lumps

Figure 2-1; PropoHion of lumps found using the Holling BMDI on observed
and simulated data sets of mean adult body masses for species of birds and



investigabon casts doubt on the idea that lump pattern results from random

sampling error.

These observations establish a basis ftom which to probe further as to

why iump body size pattern is found. While landscape structure has resisted

disproof more consistently than any other explanation of liunp pattern, it is

premature to ignore other explanations. The compiexity of large scale

systems derives in part from a diversity of causal processes operating at

different scales, and non-linear systems behavior suggests that the relaHve

importance of these processes may change with bme (Allen and Starr 1982,

Levin 1992). This dynamic uncertainty inherent in complex systems must be

embraced not by reducing the scope of invesHgation so as to cast a strong light

on one expiartabon. Rather uncertainty must be embraced by considering in

parallel all sound explanaborts for ecological pattern. The chances of detecbng

mulfiple influences on pattern are increased when those influences are

represented separately in a suite of hypotheses tested in parallel (Wiens 1984;

Marples and Moiling, in submission). I now discuss a range of explanaborts

for the existence of pattern in body size distribubons and formalize them as

testable hypotheses.

The relatively long history of research based on a Conbnuous World

Model (Chapter 1) has generated a variety of explanations for patterns of

animal body size. By contrast the novelty of the Disconbnuous World Model

combined with the imposing challenge of describing the discontinuibes and

resultant struchual forms of such a world have yielded but a single broad

explanabon to date (Moiling 1992). I now describe the basU for these

explanaborts and state them as hypotheses.



Hypotheses Basgd on a ConBnuQiis World Modgl

The study of animal morphometry as an index of animal inleracKons

with ecological processes was given considerable impetus by the contention of

Hutchinson (1959) that competition in animal communities is reflected in

Hutchinson (1959) proposed that an observed minima of bill-size similarity

species. Such size ratios purportedly result from character displacement', a

shifting in morphometries of the two competing species accompanying a

change in the resources sought by either species (resource partitioning).

Competition-induced character dispiacement has also been described as an

evenness of spacing of animal morphometries along t)te size axis. A lively,

and often bitter, debate has embroiled attempts to demonstrate (Lack 1947, J.

Brown 1975, Schoener 1983, and Moulton and Pimm 1987) or refute (ConneU

1980 , Arthur 1982) the existence of character displacement as evidence of

competition. The possibility that such even spacing of animal sizes could

also result from species sorting in the process of community organization is

included in the hypothesis statement below. By this token the gaps which

separate liunps result from competitive size displacement either at the long

term (evolutionary) or short term (community organization) scales.

Animal morphological sizes are spaced on llie size axis wilh a greater

degree of evenness than expected by chance. This 'over-dispersion'

refleels a divergence of body sizes and resource usage in response to

organizational (species serting).
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Gaps in body size distributions might also result from evolutionary

constraints which limit the number of size ranges possible for an organism.

Such constraints might act at local scales of community organization (H2)

with a limited number of discrete size ranges to choose from, at broad scales

of evolutionary rates (H3) limited by physiology or ontogeny, or at broad

scales of evolutionary possibilities funneled by a limited set of locomotory

modes (H4) which are competitive on land or in the air. I designate H2 as the

Macro-Phylogeny hypothesb, to suggest the linkages between size ranges in

which lumps are found and membership in higher taxonomic levels such as

Family or Order. Paul Marples offered "Noah's Ark" as a more intuitive title

for Holling's (1992) "Urtier hypothesis" (H3). And the title "Limited Morph"

(H4) was originaDy suggested by Holling (1992).

The originel size ranges of a limileil number of ancestral forms have

expanded somewhat because of adaptive radiation. These limited

expansions result in a global size disiribulion with a limited number of

modes of greater fretjuencies of species within itmtletf ranges of size. In

the process of community organizolion lumps result from random

selection of species from these multiple modes .

H3 Noah's Ark CUrripr"!

The species of animals hove been drawn from a limiled number of

ancestral forms whose arganizational constraints preclude evolution of

intermediate sizes even though such sizes would find adaptive

possibilities in a landscape with continuously distributed

opportunities.

H4 Limited Mnrph

There are only a limiled number of life-forms (e.g. locomotory modes)

possible for animals, each of tvfitcfi is constrained to function
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effeclivtly onVy over a limited range of sizes. There are so few of these

life-forms possible, that sizes of animal cluster into a small number of

clumps eocn if the spatial attributes of their habitats are continuousiif

distributed.

The possibility that predator-prey reiationships require substantial siae

differences has been suggested as the basis for muld-modal size distributions

in aquatic environments (Kerr 1974). Gaps in size distributions might aiso

result from position on the food chain, where the size requirements for

foraging on low quality resources (herbivores) are significantiy greater than

those for foragers on more concentrated resources (carnivores). Both trophic

interpretations of gaps in size distributions are subsumed in the Trophic

Trough hypothesis (H5) below.

Size-dependent trophic interactions will initiate and maintain lumpy

patterns of body-mass distributions independent of any other

mechanism.

Hierarchical world models based on qualitatively different operating

speeds of organizirtg processes were suggested as early as 1973 (H. Simon) as a

much more plausible basis of biological evolution than the random

organization of opportunities found in a Continuous World- However, only

recently have the implicatians of such a model been extended to ecological

patterns of animal communities. Moiling (1992) proposed that a

discontinuous world would entrain not only behaviors but ultimately the

morphologies of organisms. For each distinct ran^e of scales at which objects

are apparent (landscape lump) in a discontinuous world, certain body size

ranges would be most adaptive, causing morphologies to cluster over time
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into body size lumps. HolUng (1992) posed this idea as

Discontinuity' hypothesis.

Animal s shoulil demonslrali the existence of a hierarchicai structure

and of the discontinuous texture of the landscape they inhabit by

having a discontinuous distribution of their sizes, searching scales, and

behavioral choices. Landscapes with different hierarchical structures

should have corresponding differences in the clumps identified by

such a bio-assay.

Both continuous and discontinuous models are sources for a suite of

explanations for lumpy body patterns. An array of methods exist for detecting

such patterns in order to test these hypotheses. Controversy over detection

methods previously used (Manley 1996) and the sheer number of alternatives

require careful selection of the best available method. I now discuss the

funettoning and relative merits of these detection methods.

For systems as broad and complex as ecosystems finding a robust

statistical model for the distribution of a variable such as body size is non-

trivial. The non-notmality and non-independence of data often make

conventional statistics inappropriate for community level questions in

ecology (Gotelli and Graves 1996). Current statistical theory provides no

rigorously defined models of underlying distributions for variables in

multivariate systems. In the absence of known distribution models

nonparametric estimates of density functions can be made. Some statistic

tools have proven useful in the early, exploratory phases of research to

establish the existence of skewness or multimoldality, but the robusmess aand
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remains debatable. In this secbon I review the methcxls used to explore

animal size distributions and explain the relative advantages of new methods

used in this study.

Ease of application and comprehension make histograms a popular

subjective methods of applying and interpreting histograms can bias the

detecbon of multimodal distributions. Choices which arbitrarily influence

the definition of modality include specification of 1) bin width, 2) data origin

and 3) "coordinate dlrection(s) of the grid of cells" (Silverman, 1986). The

degree of smoothing in a size distribution is particularly sensitive to bin

width, and such choices lack objective guidelines to protect against biases

either for or against multi-modality (HoUing, 1992). Silverman (1986) makes

a similar criticism of kemal estimates, a flexible and sophisticated method of

smoothing histograms: "Subjective choice in sizing the smoothing parameter

(h) allows exploration of different interpretations of the density estimate, but

no universally accepted objective method is available. ' Independent

other methods.

Cumularive Distribution FuncHon

Cumulative Distribution Fimctions (CDFs) are attractive tools because

they are widely used and can quickly convey an intuitive, graphic

understanding of a data pattern. Sorting the mean adult body masses of

species of a single taxon in ascending size order, a gap is identified where rank

lump is characterized by a relatively large increase In rank with a small



size. The limibtione of this5 method emerge when it is applied to

data with inconspicuous discontinuities. CDFs clearly reveal only those gaps

of extreme sue; discontinuities in most data sets ate so difficult to detect that

subjective judgment becomes too great a factor.

Cluster analysis developed around the challenge to define "groups"

even the existence of the groups. As Silverman (1986) states "...the number

of groups and the rules of assignment into these groups have to be discerned

solely from the given data, without reference to a training set (p.l30).''

However, cluster analysis has yet to evolve an objective, generally accepted

method for defining modality in statistical distributions. Despite the

development of hundreds of clustering algorithms, no single method is

regarded as "best" (Manley 1986). The generality of the clustering method is

undermined when different algorithms can produce markedly different

results on the same data. Interpreting the results of cluster analysis is highly

subjective. Fot example, cluster analysis performed on univariate data under

SAS software can output multiple definitions of the number of clusters

found, starting with one cluster and continuing as high as the clustering

criteria specified by the user allow (SAS Institute Inc. 1988). Indices (Cubic

Clustering Criterion, pseudo F and pseudo statistics) accompany each

interpretation of the number of clusters found in the data set. Proceeding up

or down the ranking of cluster number interpretations, a local maximum in

such indices suggests a higher likelihood thal ihe number of clusters

associated with that maximum is important. However, there is no

independent test for the significance of an interpretation of how many
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Log Body Ma&i

Figure 2-2 - Extrapoladon of cumulative distribution function (a.) for loglO
body masses of shortgrass steppe mammais from southwest Kansas to an
interpretation of lump structure (b.) wherein each gray box represents a
distance along the size axis occupies by a cluster of species of relatively similar
size (body size lump). These lumps are separated by gap' zones on the size
axis which are occupied by no or very few species.
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Multi-modality can be defined by identifying data clusters, and it also is

indicated by the identification of the discontinuities which separate clusters or

modes in the data set Split moving window boundary analysis (SMW) was

developed for location of boundaries separating relatively homogenous soil

units along transects (Webster 1973, 1978). SMW detects discontinuities in

multivariate data which are ordered in one dimension by comparing

dissimilarity metrics derived from two halves of a "window" or a sequential

group of samples from the data (Webster 1973, 1978, Ludwig and Cornelius

1987). In twro of the many possible applications of SMW by Marples (pets.

(equator 2.1) or as an absolute difference (equation 2.2).

^A/Wr.’i-I^ Xs,/ (2.1)

SMWd.= Xf,- ^S. 1.22)

The utility of SMW is limited by the fact that it only detects "relahve"

discontinuities (Webster 1973). This can lead to spurious "detection" of

(Cornelius and Reynolds 1991). Split Moving Window analysis, as such,

lacks objechve methods to determine the statistical significance of a

discontnuity in a uruvaritate size data set. However, the discontinuities it
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other methods such as hierarchical clustermg analysis and, as shall be

discussed, the Body Mass Difference Index and Gap Pattern Analysis.

Body Mass Difference Index

The lack of objective methods to determine the statistical significance

of a discontinuity is shared by the method of Holling (1992) which defines

modes in a univariate, serially ordered data set by identifying the

discontinuities or "gaps" which separate them. Holling applied this method

to find the number of modes or "lumps" in size distributions of birds or

mammals inhabiting the boreal prairie and forest biomes. Gaps were

cpiantified by the Body Mass Difference index (BMDI) as the size difference

between the species n-3 and species n»l divided by the body mass of the nih

spedes raised to the y potver (Equabon 2.3). Various values for /were

explored to debend the resulting BMDI indices.

SAfD/ = [5..,-5._,]/(5_)r (23)

A consistent bias is evident in the output of the SMW and the BMDI

when applied to a serially ordered univariate size data sets. Using aruma!

body masses derived from spedes assemblages compiled either at the

ecosystem or biome levels, values for either index appear larger for

gaps in the middle. This skew in emphasis to the smallest and largest

extremes of a data set manifests itself as a U-shaped pattern (Figure 2-3),

further complicabng the location of meaningful or significant disconfinuibes.

The techniques described so far estimate data density patterns without
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Fi^re 2-3. Comparison of gap statistics generated using a split moving
window ratio algorithm to locate discontinuities in a size distribution of
mean adult body masses sorted in ascending order. The body masses were
assigned to a species list of non-volant mammals identified in a rainforest
community near Belem, Brazil (Medelin 1989). A third order polynomial
(thick dark line) is fit to the SMW gap statistics to highlight the U-shaped
trend wherein values at the smallest and largest extremes are inflated.
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patterns. Their prime purpose is to uncover interesting patterns whose

properties merit further investigation. Without kimwn distributions for

reference there are no standards agairtst which to measure significance and

weed out spurious patterns. One criterion for rejecting pattern is to

demonstrate chat it can be generated in the absence of any process which

hypothebcally might have created the pattern. Such ejection criteria can be

synthesized through the use of null models. Gotelli and Graves (1996).

define them as follows;

-.a patlem-genenling modt! tha! is based on randomizalion of

ecological data or random sampling from a knoion or imagined

Manley (1995) employed a bump-hunting technique (Silverman 1986) to

generate null models to challenge Holling’s (1992) finding that the body mass

distributions of boreal prairie birds and mammals are lumpy. Manley used

statistical simulation to test models of one to progressively greater numbers

of modes for their fit to the size distributions of the boreal taza examined by

Holling (1992). ManJey (1995) foimd the best fit with a imimodal model,

though he found some evidence for two modes in the underlying size

distribution. However, he concluded there was very little evidence to

support multimodality or lumpiness beyond two lumps.

GaP Pattern Analysis fGPAl

Marples (in submission) claims that Manley's use of the Silverman

bump-hunhng technique is so conservative during the exploratory phase of

research that it is vulnerable to Type II error. Marples (Restiepo, Renjifo, and

Marples 1997) developed Gap Partem Analysis (GPA), a methodology similar

to Silverman's, which allows detection of modes within a size distribution

arison of their location among multiple data sets. GPA involvestg multiple da
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generation of null models of species size distribution through computer

simulation using a kernel estimate of data density of a species size (n) pool.

The species pool is derived from either one or multiple (non-redundant) size

density is simply a smoothed histogram of the daw. The smoothing window

width is adjusted until the kemal estimate of the data density distribution is

unimodal. The null distribution has one mode by design so as to establish

the size of gaps one would find if the actual, underlying distribution is uni-

After ordering the observed data set by ascending size its data density is

compared to that found in a null distribution. The basis of comparison is the

Relative Discontinuity (Dj). This is a statistic generated by statistical

simulation iterated thousands of times- Computer simulation generates

thousands of mock distributions drawn at random from the theoretical null.

Over all iterations a distribution of gap sizes is generated at each species rartk

by calculating absolute discontinuities (dt) for each pair of neighboring species

(equation 2.4).

= (2.4)

The Relative Discontinuity (Dt) is a value found for each species which

measures the proportion of absolute discontinuities calculated in all

discontinuity. This value establishes how rare a discontinirity would be in a

unimodal size distribution, and this rarity is used to determine the

significance (alpha) level of the gap (for more information about

methodology see Restrepo, Renjifo and Marples 1997).

GPA



One salient innovation of GPA is the determination of the significance

of gaps with minimal bias through comparison across multiple data sets.

The relative rarity of a gap observed in actual size data can be established by its

ranking within a simulated null distribution of gap sizes. Significance is

determined by equating relative rarity with a probability value, independent

structures of data sets from different ecosystems which have different source

characteristics such as number of species, minimum and maximum body

masses, and range of body masses.

The PattemMatching approach runs as a True Basic program, entitled

PattemMatcher, written by Paul Marples (Marples, unpublished data). It

determines lump structure by examining univariate body size data sets for

scarcity (gaps). The PattemMatching method establishes the probability of

finding modes in a data set by comparing its lump pattern with those of a

group of data sets which share similar characteristics. Marples has grouped

data sets based on similarities of landscape characteristics, such as data sets

from a region vrithin a biome, however non-landscape characteristics could

also be used to group the data sets. The PattemMatching approach statisticaliy

tests potential matches between the lump patterns of these different body size

data sets within the group. The degree of mismatch (m) is a weighted sum of

distances along the aize axis where lumps in either data set line up with gaps

complete' misses by establishing a 'distance-from-the-nearest-lump' value at

each point along the size axis. Along those size-axis intervals wvhich do :
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comspond (For example, lump in one data set matched with gap In the other)

the distance values are summed to generate an m value.

Each site's body mass data set is modeled as a size distribution tvith a

variable number of modes depending on the resolution (smoothing

parameter) of the kernel estimator. The degree of mismatch between the

various size distribution models for both sites is tested in a factorial design,

beginning with unimodal deTinitions up to b x J: modes, where fir is arbitrarily

set by the user. For each model a size distribution is Et to the actual data with

the smoothing parameter adjusted to give the number of modes specified by

the model. For example, for a 2 x 2 model, mismatch (ntots) would be

measured for bimodal approximations of each site's lump structure.

The significance of the mismatch observed for that model is then

determined by establishing the likelihood of mismalches if the underlying

size distributions of the data sets were actually unimodal though represented

as multimodal. For each model a statistical distribution of mismatches is

created by sequential calculation of mismatches in 10,000 mock data set pairs.

For each site a mock data set is generated by random sampling ti times from a

continuous unimodal distribution with the same size range as the original

data set. A frequency distribudan is fit to this derivative data set with the

number of modes specified by the model. The locations of lumps and gaps

are then established by finding the inflection points in each mock data size

distribution. Mismatch is then calculated between the two mock lump

patterns. For each model the degree of mismatch expected with a significantly

small frequency is determined by finding which is greater than or equal

to those m found in the lower 5 percent or 1 percent (depending on the

alevel desired] of the simulated mismatch distribution. If ntsii < s iricaic

then the degree of mismatch is considered significant. PattemMatcher



combinations of modes which are most likely lo be significant.

CPA was the first detection method offering reasonable estimates of

probability levels for discontinuities in size data. However, these estimates

were derived from comparisons of each data set with simulated data based on

a continuous null model fit to the actual data. GPA is appUed one data set at t

time, and when a certain alpha level is chosen, then only one model of the

lump structure is estimated. Pattern Matching (PM) offers a novel

with arrays of models for each other data set in a group drawn from

landscapes either of similar or dissimilar structure. The PM process

establishes a likelihood not for each mode within a size distribution but for

each possible model of modes or lumps when compared to models of similar

In this study I present the results of 4 years of work in determining

models of lump numbers for more than 150 ecosystems using GPA. While

methodological constraints prevent the use of PM for all of my data, the risk

posed by not using the more advanced technique is of interest. To this end I

analyzed a subset of my data sets (Table 2-1) using both methods to estimate

the best model of lump number for each data seL I examined a total of 6S8

lumps in some 81 ecosystem body mass data sets from 17 biomes. Table 2-1

lists the biomes by which ecosystem body mass data sets were grouped

(column 1), the site names of the ecosystems (columns 2 - 4), the numbers of

lumps found in each ecosystem by GaP analysis (columns 5 - 7), the numbers

of lumps found by the model wilh the highest probability value using Pattern
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Matching (columns 8 - 10), and the absolute differences between lump

numbers found using both methods (columns 11 - 13).

The filial three columns list the probabilities determined by Pattern

Matching for different lump models for ecosystem body size data sets.

Column 14 lists probabilities for lump models found using GaP Analysis.

Column 15 lists the probability associated with the best lump model found by

Pattern Matching. Column 16 lists the change (increase) in probability

associated with any 'superior' lump model found by Pattern Matching.

Column 15 merits attention, for while many lump models have high

probabilities ( >0.8), there are many models with far lower values. Even using

Pattern Matching it was often impossible to find a 'significant' lump model.

This fact is underscored by the relatively low mean probability value (0.66)

and high variance (032) of probability values.

CPA considered one data set at a time, while PM loolced at each data set

in comparison to other data sets from the same biome. The absolute

difference between GPA lump number estimates and those provided by PM

averaged about 1.15 lumps per data set. This average represents a 133 percent

change in lump number in absolute {*/-) terms. The overall mean increase

(Column 16) in the probability of a significant match between lump patterns

of different ecosystems was only 0.17 (from 0.49 to 0.66). This is a notable but

not remarkable increase, given that a few extreme outlier values boost this

number disproportionately. Twenty-three out of thirty values were lower

than 0.17.

Therefore, even assuming the superiority of the PM method, one still

obtains qualitatively similar results from GPA- Rather than challenge the

results already obtained by GPA, these findings give a measure of confidence

with the older method. These findings accord with results from most

methods listed above which I have explored over the yeais; the numbers



predicted by different methods rarely differed dramatically. The dramatic

change wrought by the architect of these statistical advances, Paul Marples, is

our ability to quantify the probabilities associated with specific discontinuities

and the intervening lumps (GPA analysis) and those probabilities associated

other community body siae data sets from similar landscapes (Pattern

Matching).

Lump (GaP) analysis is threatened by two sources of error which

potentially undermine the reiiability of body mass data sets taken from

animal communities. These two error sources are incomplete censusing of

animal communities because of temporally unstable populations and

In Appendix A I found that GaP analysis is robust to observed levels of these

error sources because it reliably found known lump patterns (boreal prairie

bird and mammal data sets, Holling (1992)) at simulated error levels which

were higher than those observed in the field.

1 found that observed levels of these error sources in mammal and bird

body mass data sets exhibit right-skew (Figure 2-4) frequency distributions.

For both error sources the frequency distributions are sketved to the right with

a long tail to the right signifying that the vast majority of species exhibit little

variation in body mass or in temporal abundances in the populations. The

minority of species which exhibit high variation introduce relatively low

levels of slochasHcity in determining lump structure which are unlikely to

significantly imdermine the capacity of lump analysis to find the underlying
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i
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Intra-species variance in spatio-temporal

distribution or body mass size

Figure 2-4. Right-skewed frequency distribution characteristic of either error

source (temporai popuialion fluctuations or intra-spedes size variation) in

animaJ body mass data sets.

I found that lump analysis is robust partly because such right-skew

distributions of size or abundance variation make animal body mass data sets

relatively stable and reliable. That is to say that it is unlikely that the species

composition or the body masses of a animai community data set would vary

drastically over time. I could not avoid such conclusions when I found lump

source. I made my computer simulations extreme by allowing not a minority

but all spedes to exhibit the same level of variation, in size or in

presence/absence. When I applied lump analysis to these simulated body

variation in birds, though marginally so for mammals. The resistance of

lump analysis to such severe simulations of variation supports the

hypothesis that it is robust to observed, smali-to-moderate levels of variation

both birds and

spedes



Summary

In this chapter I have cited evidence which establishes a firm basis for

fiirther exploration of lump structure as an index of animal landscape

interactions. Namely, sufficient demonstrations of the generality of lump

structure, the reliability of lump analysis techniques, and links between

animal morphometries and landscape structure have been made to encourage

further probes. I have reviewed a suite of hypotheses which allow parallel

explain the existence of lumps or discontinuous size distributions in animals,

bumpiness is found In animal communities from a wide variety of

landscapes and is a useful pattern for these tests.

I have also reviewed the relative strengths of a variety of pattern

detection techniques and discussed tiie fundamental robustness of lump

analysis, namely, that many of these techniques give relatively similar

estimates of lump numbers at an ecosystem site. I have discussed the

improvements in recent methodological advances of Paul Marples. For

example, by linking gap statistics with alpha levels, GaP analysis offers a

sound basis to compare lump patterns at different sites. It is possible that

Pattern Matching improves estimates of probabilities of lump pattern, but the

lump numbers estimated by both techniques do not differ greatly. 1 conclude

that GaP analysis is a reasonable techniqixe for comparing lump patterns, and

shall be the lump pattern method employed in this study. I found GaP

Analysis to be robust to the degree of risk introduced by several sources error

inherent in arumal size data sets. In succeeding chapters I will apply lump

(Gap) analysis to bird and mammal body mass data sets to define a lump

pattern for each animal community and then will lest the power of landscape

and non-landscape hypotheses' to predict Ihe lump patterns I find.



CHAPTER 3

LUMP PATTERN TRENDS IN SIMILAR LANDSCAPES;
TESTS OF A DISCONTINUOUS WORLD MODEL

Introduction

Having established that Lump (GaP) Analysis is robust to various

sources of error within animal size data sets (Appendix A) I now use it to

examine lump pattern similarity within and between biomes and larger scale

systems as a test of predictions of the Textural Discontinuity Hypothesis (H6).

In tests using lump detection methods similar to GaP analysis, the Textural

Discontinuity Hypothesis (H6) has resisted disproof in a limited number of

landscapes, primarily boreal prairie (Holling 1992) and forest (Holling 1992,

Hostetler 1997), temperate forest (Hostetler 1997, Allen, Forys and Holling, in

review) and tropical montane forest and paramo (Restrepo 1997). In all these

tests the trend between landscape structure and lump pattern was more

compelling than any trend predicted by a non-landscape hypothesis.

Several interesting questions follow on these initial results. How

general is this trend; could it be found in a wide variety of landscape types?

How consistent are these trettds: are there lump patterrts which repeatedly

characterize particular landscapes and allow one to distinguish between

different landscapes? At what scales of landscape might such trends appear

general and consistent ?

consistency in explicit tests of landscape-based predictions of animal size

distributions in a variety of landscapes. However, predictions made by non-
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landscape explanations o/ lump pattern (HI - H5) are implicitly challenged in

these tests as well, and 1 incorporate the results of this chapter with further

tests of these non-landscape predictions in Chapter 5.

In this section I discuss what the landscape-based hypothesis (H6)

predicts about atumal size distributions, review the results of previous tests of

this hypothesis and describe the basis for the new tests I shall apply.

Broadly speaking, the Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis (H6) posits

that lump pattern is a bio-assay' of landscape structure, such that

discontinuities in animal size distributions will reflect gaps in the

hierarchical pattern of landscape architecture. Alternatively the modes or

lumps in an animal size distribution can be seen as evidence that groups of

similar-sized animals respond to clusters of object sizes in the environment.

For example, one might expect three lumps in the size distribution of atumals

living in a world divided into three ranges of scale (micro-, meso- and macro)

for objeeb (Figure 1-2). Speaficaily, H6 predicts that lump patterns from

animal communities in landscapes of similar architecture should be similar,

and that those from communities in structurally different landscapes should

be different Pattern similarity between lump structures is a measure of the

degree lo which features, such as lumps or gaps, share the same locations on

The utility of animal size distributions as bio-assays of landscape

structure rests on the consistency or replicability of body size patterns in

relation to landscape architecture. If lump pattern similarity can consistently

identify features common to animal morphometry in sites in similar

landscapes then one can also use this bio-assay to distinguish different

landscape types. In this chapter I test H6 by examining lump patterns at
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difierent scales for their similarity within groups of landscapes of similar

structure. I probe the generality of H6's predictions by testing the replicability

of the similarity of these patterns over a wide variety of landscape types

(biomes). I now discuss how similarities of lump pattern have previously

been demonstrated.

Previous Tests of a rascontinuous World Model Hypothesis

Holling (1992) found specific support for The Textural-Discontinuity

hypothesis in the commonalities and the distinctioris between lump patterns

of boreal bird commuruties. For example, a high degree of commonality is

found between the lump patterns of boreal prairie birds and boreal forest birds

in all scale ranges except those associated with architectural distinctions

between the two landscapes: the much greater volume of micro-scale

vegetative texture (tree needles, leaves) found in the boreal forest canopy as

compared to that found in the prairie (short grasses). Only the boreal forest

data set has a lump in the smallest size range, as predicted by H6. Similarly,

Holling (1992) found support for the prediction (H6) that ttte relative lack of

micro- (vegetation) and meso-scale (patches) objects in fresh water and pelagic

envirorunenls would result in a dearth of lumps at all but the largest size

ranges for those bird communities. However, in comparing macro-scale

lump patterns between these aquatic environments one finds 'commonality'

in that these latter, large-scale lumps do overlap to a noticeable extent

comparisons of frugivorous bird assemblages did find distinct lump pattern

similarities in comparisons of different neotropical montane forest and

piramo habitats. The Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis was supported by the

observation of fewer lumps in structurally simpler' habitats, based on the
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assumption that forest is architectuially more complex than pasture.

Support for the Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis is also evident in

lump pattern commonaiities and distinctions between European and North

American bird communities compiled for the boreal and temperate forest

biomes (Hostetler 1997). Within each biome, iump patterns from both

continenlB strongly overlap at the micro- and macro-scales
, but lumps in the

meso-scaie site range <16J - 316 g) do not. This follows the prediction of the

Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis that contrasts in meso-scale architecture

(fragmented European forests vs. more continuous North America forests )

wouid be reflected in lump pattern differences at meso-scales.

All the studies cited above describe similarities and differences in lump

pattern at different scale ranges only in qualitative terms. Lumps in different

systems either overlap or they do not. More rigorous tests of commonality

and distinctions in lump pattern require careful definition of the parameters

by which pattern can be measured- I now describe those parameters in the

context of the design of these tests.

The study of pattern is highly scale dependent. What pattern is fourtd

strongly depends on the size of window through which it is viewed (extent)

and the resolution with which it is defined (grain). Tests of the Texturai-

Discontinuity hypothesis (H6
) compare two patterns, iandscape and lump

structures, using different levels for grain and extent. Previous tests of H6

mostly relied on robust, quaiitative definitions of landscape structure based

on assumptions that data sets from the same biome come from landscapes of

relatively similar structure. Such landscape comparisons varied the spatial

extent from continent (Holling 1992), to biome (Holiing 1992, Hostetler 1997)
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to eco-region (Hosteller 1997) to ecosystem (Hostetler 1997, Restrepo 1995).

For the description of landscape objects, grain was varied in coarse jumps

between micro- (vegetation physiognomy), to mesa- (patches) to macro-scales

(geomorphology). The exertion to this trend was Hostetler's (1997) fine

discrimination between categories of patch size. Previous tests of H6

examined lump pattern with a fixed grain, species mean adult body mass, and

a semi-fixed extent, the range of body masses which varied according to the

size of the animal community found within the spatial extent used to define

landscape structure.

Uncertainties about the scales at which ecological processes operate and

at which landscape objects' are apparent to animals necessitate the

comparison of lump and landscape pattern at a number of different scales.

There is no single scale at which the landscape is structured or at which

animals respond to the environment. Pattern at each scale potentially reveals

imique infonnalion about space/time dimensions of animal-landscape

interacHons. For example, if lump pattern is not reliably linked with

landscape pattern at the landscape study site level but is at the biome level,

this might imply that the 'noise' of local community organization processes

distorts the bioassay function of lump pattern, but that this noise is drowned

out by integration of pattern at the biome level.

In this chapter I test predictions of the Textural-Discontinuity

hypothesis by examining relations between lump and landscape patterns. 1

test these relations for their generality and consistency over ranges of scale

which are unprecedented in their breadth. I lest the consistency of lump

pattern by quantifying pattern regularities ('commonality') betvreen animal

communities in similar landscapes. I test the generabty of lump pattern by

examining its consistency in a wide variety of landscapes, over 17 different
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biomes. I do this by varying the grain and extent with which lump pattern U

defined over the fullest range of known values. For example, I vary extent by

examining the commonality of lump pattern at different spatial scale ranges,

near-global levels. 1 vary grain by testing for commonality using various

degrees of integration of lump pattern, from lumps to clusters of lumps. 1

begin these tests at the smallest spatial scales, landscape study sites wifttin

biomes, and repeat them at the super-biome and near-glcAal levels.

Hostetler (1997) found sufficient commonaUty or pattern matching

between the lump patterns of three avian communities in the temperate

forest biome to characterize the entire group with a ten lump model. In this

section I address the question of whether lump pattern commonality is

general to other biomes. In the absence of a recognized standard for

consistency in pattern matching between lump structures, 1 employ both

visual and numeric tests of lump pattern commonality. 1 standardize the

numeric lest to the extent that I quantify the degree of lump pattern

commonality found in random collections of animal body mass data sets and

then compare numeric results of observed and random collections within

1 determined the lump patterr

17 biomes by applying lump analysis

(Appendix E). I used a common

s their respective body

I range 1 it provided
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a reference standard for interpreting GaP stadsbcs at alpha levels between 0.01

and 0.2 regardless of species number (n). When I estimated the significance of

a discondnuily value I employed a conservative estimate of statistical 'effect

size' <0.2) (Lipsey, 1990). In this way I sought a compromise between Type I

and Type 11 errors by keepirtg statistical power within middle ranges (0.45 to

0.6 for mammals and 0.5 to 0.7 for birds) (Lipsey, 1990).

I present lump patterns of biome groups (all the landscape study sites

within a biome) for graphic comparison tising StackClumps software

(Marples, unpublished data). Lump structure as shown here is uruvariate in

that it is only defirted along the logio body mass size axis. This definition of

structure uses the limits or gap-edges of lumps to break the logio size axis into

distances between edges occupied by clusters of species (lumps) and distances

occupied by relatively few if any species (gaps). As the name suggests, the

univariate lump structures of all study sites within the larger scale context

(biome or super-biome) are graphed horizontaUy and stacked atop one

another to aid visual comparison of overlap of lump and gap areas between

sites. Each lump is depicted as a box with the degree of shading indicatirtg the

density of species in the lump. White boxes usually have less than 4 species;

black boxes have upwards of 10 species, and the various shades of gray have

intermediate numbers of species. Gaps ace indicated by empty spaces which

horizontally separate the lump boxes.

patterns of different animal communities? Since many of my biome groups

comparison scheme for preliminary data exploration and quantify this
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scheme In more rigorous, subsequent tests. I introduce the qualitati

scheme now and describe the quantitative methodology later when

Following precedent (Holling 1992, Restrepo 1995, Hostetler 1997,

Allen, Forys and Holling, in review) I define pattern in animal body size

distribuhons by the locahons of lumps along the size axis. The bounds of

each lump are set by the mean adult body masses of the smallest and largest

species in that lump. I determine the extent to which lump pattern is shared

between animal communities at landscape sites in a group
(
commonality )

by the degree to which lumps and gaps of the communities in question

overlap on the size axis. Figure 3-1 illustrates both high (Biome 1) and low

(Biome 2) degrees of commonality. In Biome 1 the majority of landscape

study site lump structures share the same locations for lumps (black boxes)

a^ gaps (horizontal spaces between lumps) , while in Biome 2 there is hardly

a single location on the size axis (loglO body mass) for which a majority of

landscape study sites exhibit a lump or a gap.
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The amount of taxonomic (species) overlap between sites is shown on

the left hand side of each graph by boxed numbers which join the lump

patterns in question with brackets. Initial comparisons between landscape

animal data sets suggested that Sorenson's Index Is sensitive to difference in

data set size(n). Marples (unpublished data) determined a simplified version,

'Small Set Similarity’ (Equation 3-1), of Sorenson's Index which does reflect

the extent of overlap with less sensitivity to n. This index appears especially

effective when the disparity of data set sizes is extreme.

patterns within 17 biomes are found in Appendix H. I present a subset here

variety of landscape types and climates: boreal forest (Figures 3-2 and 3-3),

northern temperate forest (Figures 3-4 and 3-5), temperate tallgrass prairie

(Figures 3-6 and 3-7), and neotropical rainforest (Figures 3-8 and 3-9).

Pattern commonality is readUy evident in all graphs. The regularity

with which gap and lump zones overlap on the size axis is visually apparent

in this subset (Figures 3-2 through 3-9) and in many of the StackClumps

graphs presented in Appendix H. The shading in the boxes adds another

dimension of pattern matching, for lumps of similar shading (species density)

especially in the logio body mass size ranges of 1.18 to l.M, 2,6 to 3-6, and 4.6 to



5.5, for boreal foresl mammals (Figure 3-1). This shading pattern overlap

suggests that species densities tend to line up in addition to discontinuities in

the size distribution.

Within the context of lump pattern shared with each blame group, lump

structures of individual communities are specific enough to distinguish them

from other communities. Uniqueness of lump pattern is evident in that each

biome group has lump patterns from certain landscape study sites which

differ sUghtly or moderately from the others. No two landscape study site

between sites. For example, the lump patterns of mammals from Rocky

Mountain and Yellowstone National Parks (Figure 3-3) differ sUghtly in the

meso-scale size range (2.8 to 3J logio body mass) despite a 0.90 index of species

similarity. The limited uniqueness of lump pattern supports the Textural

Discontinuity hypothesis in that it suggests that lump structure faithfully

lefiects the unique spatial geometries of each community 's landscape as well

as the landscape structures common to all communities within the biome.

Many pales of the landscape study site animal data sets within biome

groups have high indices of species similarity. However, visual comparisons

suggest that species similarity is not always highly cocrelaled with lump

pattern commonality. Relatively high degrees of pattern overlap are evident

Examples of such good' pattern matches with relatively low similarity

indices (indicated here as percentages in parentheses) include: Tallgrass

prairie bird communities (Figure 3-6) such as Bridger and Konza(17%),

Tallgrass prairie mammal communities (Figure 3-5) such as Konza and

Montana Bison (36%), Northern temperate forest mammals (Figure 3-3) such

as Itasca and Rocky Mountain National Park (43%).
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Tests o( Commonality

induce electro-mechanical

The human eye is capable of ab

idiots like computers to approximate them. This dilemma continues to

haunt such initiatives as Pattern Analysis and such specific applications i

remote sensing (Gonzalez 1987). Therefore, the qualitative, visual sense

pattern commonality between landscape study sites in biomes cannot be

dismissed lightly. However, instruments capable of delicate measuies m
also be highly susceptible to noise. Perhaps during the evolution of the

human eye the ability to find subtle pattern was selected for at the expens

the ability to reject spurious pattern, and we infer more pattern matching

than actually exisb? What is the risk that the qualitative sense of pattern

many random events?

I addressed this risk by developing a simple quantitative measure of

lattem commonality and then comparing the results when applying it to

tacked lump structures of actual biome groups (Appendix H) and to groups

if landscape study site lump structures assembled at random. I used the

nean number (4) of study sites found in my actual biome groups, and

ssembled 'random biomes' by selecting actual landscape lump structures at

andom from any biome group and placing them ip groups of four.

I measured gap commonality because It is easier to visually discern

aps mutual to lump patterns of different landscape study sites than it is to

ee mutual lumps, and their quantification is less prone to error. I did this by
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drawing straight lines verticaily through the gaps in the SlackCluinps graphs

to see how many landscape lump patterns the line passed through without

touching a lump- 1 quantify a gap commonality index (CO) as a ratio of the

number of gaps shared by a plurality (> 75%) of landscape lump patterns in a

biome divided by the total number of gaps in aU landscapes in the biome

group (Equation 3.2).

Where

= number of gaps common to 75 percent of all landscapes, and

s total number of gaps in all landscapes in the biome group.

appear to be the product of random associations of animal size distributions,

nie gap commonality index (GCI) found between landscapes within actual

biomes is mote than double that found in random biomes (Table 3-1) for birds

or mammals. GCI values for mammal biome groups are distinctly higher

than those for biome groups of bird communities. This distinction is visually

apparent in that gaps between mammal lumps tend to be wider along the size

axis than those between bird liunps, and this increases the likelihood that

gaps are shared between mammal communities.

Species similarity indices are higher in actual than in random biomes,

but again the overall association between species sunilarity and pattern

commonality is not clear. Mammal biomes have higher GCI values than bird

biomes, yet the species similarity indices found in mammal biomes are lower

that those found between landscape study sites in bird biomes. TTie stark

contrasts between actual and random biome groups are even more evident



when 1 graph

:

3-10).

plots of GCI values nn :

These siumnary statistics for GCI values suggest a qualitative difference

between actual and random biome lump patlems. However, certain factors

related to climate, vegetation type or number of landscape study sites in the

biome might introduce trends in GCI measures of lump pattern within

biomes. To examiite these potentials I ranked biome GO values and list

them along with climatic rone (boreal, temperate, tropical) and the number of

ecosystem lump structures assembled to represent the biomes for both

mammals (Table 3-2a) and birds (Table 3-2b). The majority of observed biome

GO values are beyond the range of GCI values found in random biomes,

though three marrtma! biome groups, temperate prairie, tropical wet forest

and tropical dry deciduous forest, do fall in that range as indicated by shading

in Table 3-2a. For these latter three biomes, the degree of gap commonality is

low enough to have been the product of chance. No trend between climate or

vegetation type and GCI value is apparent in bird biomes, and the very slight

trend between climate and GCI values evident In mammal biomes can be

ributed
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Figure 3-10. Mean values and standard error statistics /or species similarity
and gap pattern commonality (GCI) measured between pairs of animal
communities (bird or mammal) at landscape study sites within observed
biomes and biomes created by random assembly of animal data sets.

number of landscapes in the biome group and found non- significant

relationships (p < 033 for mammals and p < 0.412 for birds) with little
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(c = - 0.223), respecKvely. I conclude that neither climate nor number of stuc

sites in the biome appear to significantly influence the CCI as an index of

lump pattern commonality when applied to bird or mammal body mass dal

comparison between biomes by quantifying my exploratory visual

determinations of gap pattern matching within biomes. However pattern

visual measurement on graphs. Representation of lump pattern with a

systems such as between biomes and between super-biomes. This problem is

especially acute with bird biome data wherein gap widths are much smaller

than those found in mammal lump pattenrs. To minimize potential pattern

matching measurement error I confine subsequent tests to mammal data sets.

An additional problem with these initial pattern teats using the GCI is

that my random biomes' only partially approximated randomness by

confining the pool for random choices to existing landscape study site data

sets. TTus approximation does not truly randomize the location of lumps,

just the choice of which landscape study sites to group. In this way it retains

whatever collective symmetry that might exist between actual landscape

study site lump patterns. A number of landscape and non-landscape factors

could contribute to this aggregate lump symmetry. Under this kind of

pseudo-randomization these factors might relate lump patterns from

different biomes and give inflated indices of pattern commonality. For

example. If any of the non-landscape hypotheses (HI - H5) contributes in
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Table 3'2- Designatioris of climate, laitdcover, gap conunonality index values,

and number of ecosystem lump structures associated with biome groups of
mammal (A.) and bird (B.) community lump structures. Shaded GCI values
fall in the value range found for biome groups of randomly assembled
community lump structures.

Temperate

Tropical

Tamperate

Tropical

Temparate

Tropical

Tropical

Tropical

Temperala

Tropical

Tropical

Tamparala

Tropical

Tropical

Tamparate

Tropical

Tropical

Temparata

Tropical

Tropical

Tropical

Meditarranean

Aslan Rain Foreal

ShorlGrass Pralna

Northam Foreal

Savamta with ForasI

WoodlartdiSavanrta

Lowland Ralnlorest 2

Lowland Ralnlorast 2

Alrican Qresalanda

S. African Rain Foreal

Lowland Ralnldraal 1

TallGraaa Prairie

Wal Foreal

Dry DecU Foreal

B. Bird Community Lump SIfuclures

LanOcovBr Type CO A
SoLtIhaaal Foreal

ShorlGrass Prairie

Northern Foreal

Lowland Ralnlorear 1

Scrubland

TallGraaa Prairie

Lowland Rainforest 2
NW Tamp For

Low Wei Forest
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, thenwhole or In part to explaining lump pattern

locomolory mode or trophic level might ret

between landscape study sites in different bi

certain structures or architectures may be qi

though they ore found in different climates o

underslory migjit have very similar forms in

omes. On the landscape level,

lite similar or identical even

)r biomes. For example, trees and

i forests of radically different

I more comprehensive attempts to

ndomiae within-biome lump

For simpler numerical comparisons of pattern within and between biomes I

reduced liunp partem shared by landscape study sites within biomes to a

fixed length, 0.01 logio body mass, and placing in each bin a decimal fraction

which I call 'Liunp Frequency'. Lump Frequency represents the ratio of the

number of landscape study sites with a lump at that location divided by the

total number of landscape study sites in the biome. Lump Frequency values

vary from 0 (no lumps in any landscape study site at this bin location) to 1 (all

landscape study sites have a lump at this bin location). Each data sel had a

unique range of body siae values and therefore a uruque vector length. To

made only along those portions of the size axis in which both sets had Lump

Frequency values.

1 use the Tallgrass Prairie and Temperate Desert biomes to illustrate in

Figure 3-11 the ttansition from visual (stacked lump structures) to numeric

(Lump Frequency vectors and Indices of Prominent Pattern Cor

representations of lump pattern commonalitv. Both biomes visua

monality)

ally exhibit
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3-11 a Sc b). Very high vector values for Lump Frequency

reflect common lump zones and ate evident visually as peaks (Figure 3-11 c &

d). Low vector values fer Lump Frequency reflect common gap zones and are

evident visually as valleys.

My attempts to show pattern matching by statistically correlating Lump

Frequency vectors of different systems (inter-lartdscape or intet-biome)

showed promising early results. Comparisons of systems with very similar

lump pattern graphics had high correlation values (> 0.5), and inter-system

comparisons with low lump pattern similarity had low correlation values (<

0). However, it was very difficult to interpret correlation values in the

middle’ range (between 0.15 to 03), and randomization of pairings of systems

values. For example, random pairings of landscape study sites or

biomes with different lump structures often gave relatively high correlation

values which were not easily distinguishable from pairings of systems with

These suspiciously high values appear to result from correlation of

middling' lump patterns, those patterns which fall between the extremes or

ptominences' of high flumps) and low (gaps) Lump Frequency values. 1

revised the definition of 'prominent' lump pattern using these extremes as

thresholds to filter out the possibility that such middling lump patterns

introduce the 'noise' of random, local historical events. I created an Index of

Prominent Lump Pattern Commonality which is a measure of the fraction of

the size axis occupied only by the prominent peaks and valleys in Lump

veclots. 1 define as 'prominent all Lump Frequency values falling

('strong lumps') or below 0.20 ('strong gaps'). That is to say, I

equency
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fractions in c Cc d), which measures the portion of the size axis occupied by
extremely high and low Lump Frequency vector values.



counted as 'strong lumps' or 'strong gaps' only those features shared by 80

percent or more of the landscape study sites in a biome or a super^biome.

1 quantified prominent' lump pattern as a ratio by counting all the

Lump Frequency values above and below these thresholds and dividing each

by the total number of bins in the vector. Using the example of the Tallgrass

Prairie biome lump structure (Figure 3-Jlc), 6 percent of the siae axis is

occupied by prominent lumps and 38 percent is occupied by prominent gaps,

giving a total Index of Prominent Lump Pattern value of 0.44. The Temperate

Desert biome has a greater portion occupied by prominent lumps, giving it a

higher total FLP index value of 0.63. 1 found no bias or trend between the

Prominent Lump Pattern index and the number of study sites in a system

when I correlated them. The findings were not significant and had little

power to explain the variance in index values for gaps (i^ = 0.102) or lumps (t^

= 0.011).

1 created fake biomes' as models of actual biome data sets with

randomized lump patterns so as to measure what prominent patterns of

Lump Frequency results from chance assoaations of lumps within biomes. I

randomized lump pattern within biomes at the level of each landscape data

set. 1 did this by retaining the same range of body sizes, number of lumps, and

size range within each lump as I found in the actual landscape data set.

Within the body size range of each landscape data set I randomized the

location of these lumps. I assembled each of these randomized landscape

lump patterns into a biome group, such that each fake biome had as many

landscape data sets as the observed biome group. 1 measured Lump

Frequency vectors for each fake biome and then measured the portions of the



Graphic inlerpretations (GCI values) of significant gap pattern

commonality within biomes are supported by statistics of prominent lump

and gap pattern index values (Table 3-3). Mean PLP index values suggest that

actual biome size axes were occupied on average 34 percent by strong gaps and

17 percent by strong lumps. If I sort actual biomes by PLP index values for

gaps or lumps I find no trend relating either type of strong pattern to climate

or landcover type.

The very strong degrees of pattern commonaUty indexed by Prominent

Lrunp Pattern does not appear to be a product of random association of

lumps- It occurs slightly less than twice as often along the site axes of actual

biomes compared to fake biomes (Table 3-3). When 1 divide the fake biome by

actual biome PLP index values 1 find ratios of 0-62 (gaps), 0.46 (lumps), and

0.57 (total pattern). The wide disparity between the statistics of real and fake

biome PLP indices is evident in the lack of overlap between standard error

bars (Figure 3-12). I corrfirmed this result through a student's t-lest which

found highly significant (p < 0.0001) differences between mean PLP index

Both the GCI and the PLP index tests suggest that far higher levels of

commonality in lump patterns exist within biomes than expected by chance.

These trends appear

:

type
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Table 3-3. Indices of strong pattern commonality for lumps and gaps
measured for 14 blome assemblages of mammal body mass data sets compiled
for landscape study sites. Strong pattern is measured as Lump Frequency
values greater than or equal to 0.8 (lumps) or less than or equal to 0.2 (gaps)



Ptomin€nt Gap Partem within Biome

Figure 3-12. Mean and standard error statistics for indices of Prominent Lump
Pattern (commonality shared by a super-majority of all sites) within biomes
Values were calculated for observed (real) groups of landscape-level animal
lump patterns and for groups of lump patterns which are simulations (fake)
of randomized lump patterns Values indcit strong' or prominent pattern,
the proportion of the animal body mass size range occupied by gaps (x-axis) or
lumps (y-axis) in 80 percent or mote of the landscape data sets within the
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lump pattern commonality and uniqueness support the Textural-

Discontimiity hypothesis. These findings do not preclude the possibility that

animal-landscape interactions are evident at other scales. The likelihood that

processes affecting animal morphometry operate at multiple scales (Holling

1992) makes it useful to compare body size patterns over a range of scales

(spatial extents and grains). Variation in the degrees of lump pattern

matching from scale to scale may help Identify the particular processes and

the scales at which they affect animal morphometry.

Perhaps processes operating at scales larger than biomes influence

animal lump pattern. In this section 1 test this premise by looking at

landscapes over a range of spatial extents larger than biomes. I look at lump

pattern within these areas using a variety of grain resolutions. 1 now describe

the assembly of animal data at scales larger than biomes and the different

grains resoluHons with which to resolve lump pattern.

landscape study sites to spatial extents larger than biomes. 1 did this by

'super-biomes' by aggregating the

Including mammal body mass dat landscape study sites from very

Momes on different continents or over

created a grasslands super-biome by adding

tallgrass prairies to those of African grasslands. Similarly, I created a



rainforest super-biome by adding neotropical rainforest study sites to those of

the paleotropics.

The increased diversity of grain resolutions used to define animai

rnorphotnetry has significantly expanded the range of hypothetical links

between animals and ecological processes. For example, the discovery of

multiple modes or lumps (Griffiths 1986, Holling 1992) in size distributions

created novel opportunities to test links between animal morphometry to

processes organizing landscape architecture in addition to guild structure and

trophic relations. The interpretation of these modes for location and number

remains an area of intense debate (Marples, in submission.). Changing the

grain resolution with which lump pattern is defined can significantly alter

the number of lumps found. For example, shifting the value of the kemal

estimator in smoothing a size distribution can generate a variety of

To address the variability of possible interpretations of lump structure

it is prudent to vary grain as the spatial extent of a system increases.

Therefore, over a range of extents I display lump structures using two new

grain resolutions in addition fo the stacked lump patterns of landscape study

sites. 1 illustrate how I use the two grain resolutions to narrow and expand

the lump structure presented by StackClumps (Figure 3-13).

of lump pattern common to most study sites in a biome (Figure 3-13 A).

With needle grain resolution I use a fixed distance (roughly 0.05 loglO body

mass) or bin-width' along the size axis within which I determine whether a

majority of ecosystems exhibit a lump or gap at that iocation on the size axis.

This is shown by the width of the dashed lines extending vertically through
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A. Biome lump structure resolved at Needle grain resolution.

B. Biome lump structure resolved at Cloud grain resoluUon.

of a hypothetical biome. The middle grain is defined by the sizes of the gaps
which separate lumps, and the aggregate lump structure is represented by the
stacked lump patterns of 5 animal communities {a-e) within the biome. The
narrowest grain ( Needle") shows those zones (gray polygons) common to a

majority of all communities at a resolution of 0.1 loglO body mass. ITte
coarsest grain ('Cloud’) flexibly encompasses the zones occupied by clusters of



axis. The

ary lump

itUm ol this approach

around 4.0 loglO

range. The same procedure was used to delirieale

corrunon gap zones (normally represented by white polygons but not shown

here so as to maintain the clarity of the illustration ).

1 use a flexible grain, 'cloud' resolution, to give a more expansive

interpretation of biome lump structure by encompassing areas along the size

axis where lumps appear to cluster (Figure 3-13 B). By contrast with use of the

needle grain, this approach is more liberal and does define a common lump

zone around 4.0 loglO body mass. In summary, all three grain resolutions

(needle, lump and cloud) are arbitrary renditions of biome lump structure

that allow me to vary the focus on patterns of animal morphology as I lest

their correspondence with patterns resulting from different ecological

processes, both landscape and non-landscape.

In each graph I present three resolutions for lump patterns of study

sites assembled at the supcr-biome spatial extent I supplement Ihe stacked

lump patterns of ecosystem smdy sites with needle and cloud resolution

lump representations to contrast lump structures of relatively similar biomes

such as southern and northern American temperate forests (Figure 3-13),

neotropical lowland and montane rainforests (Figure 3-14), north American

short and lallgrass prairies and African grasslands (Figure 3-15). and

woodland/savannas and savannas with toresls (Figure 3-16).



Lump pattern commonality is graphically apparent within and

between biomes in each of these comparisons (Figures 3-13 through 3-16). For

example, I find conspicuous aligrunents of lumps around the 1.8 - 2.0, 3.2 • 3.6,

4-0 - 4.2, 4.7 - 4.8, and 5.0 - 5.4 ranges of loglO body mass for mammals in the

Woodland - Savanna super-biome (Figure 3-18). [n the same graph there is a

conspicuous absence of lumps between 2.0 - 3.0 loglO body mass. However,

the fact that significant portions of these lump patterns can be rendered at all

commonality, because these grains can't be employed unless a majority of

landscape study sites ^are pattern. In the absence of pattern commonality

the needle and cloud portions of these graphs would be blaidt.

Needle resolution lump pattern focuses attention at relatively narrow zones

repeatedly appear in these graphs around loglO 30 and 30-4.0. However,

lump pattern commonality trends are not uniform across all biomes. Each

needle resolution. Similarly, there is little difference in number (4 lo 6) of

clouds in all these inter-biome pattern comparisons, but the locations and

pattern variation between landscape sites and between biomes suggest lump

pattern uniqueness at each level. For example, the relative lack of lumps at

grasslands (Figure 3-15). Comparing two north American biomes, northern

than southern temperate forests (Figure 3-13).
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Thes« exploratory tests build a qualitative link between patterns of

animal morphometry and landscape structure at scales larger than biomes.

Similarities of landscape structure between sites are qualitative benchmarks

to the extent that they ate commortly recognized (Udvardy 19^, Bailey 1995)}

forest patches are more structurally similar to open, grassy woodlands than to

It would help to establish some more rigorous reference point in the

relations of two such non-standardized variables as lump and landscape

patterns. One reference point might be to determine how much lump pattern

commonality can be found in super-biomes as a product of chance

asaodatiorts of lump pattern within the landscape sites. I carried out such a

reference test by enumerating super-blome liunp patterns exactly as I did for

biome lump patterns. I h-artslated super-biome lump pattern into vectors of

Lump Frequency values, which I then used to quantify the degree of strong

lump and strong gap pattern within each super-biome. I also randomized

super-biome lump pattern and created 'feke' super-biomes exactly as I did for

biome lump pattern. I then calculated mean and standard deviation statistics

for strong lump and gap pattern both in observed and fake' super-biomes,

and tested the statistical difference in these mean values for strong pattern

using the student's T-test. 1 now present results of these tests.

lump patterns of landscape study sites within super-biomes (Table 3-3)

I find significant amounts '



on average 29 percent by strong gaps and 10 percent by strong lumps. In

scaling up from biomes to super-biomes, the amount of strong gap pattern

remains about the same, but the amount of strong lump pattern has fallen by

40 percent, from 17 to 10 percent of the size axis. It appears that addition of

shared by a strong majority (greater than or equal to 80 percent) of all

Strong pattern correlation resulting in high Prominent Lump Pattern

(PLP) index values appears less likely in super-biomes to be a product of

random association of lumps than it does in biomes. As vrith btomes. overall

pattern correlation is much higher in observed as opposed to fake super-

biomes, but the difference is much stronger with respect to lump pattern

correlation. Strong gap pattern occurs slightly less than twice as often along

the size axes of observed super-biomes compared to fake super-biomes (Table

3-3), and strong lump pattern occurs only one fifth as much in fake as in

observed super-biomes. When 1 divide the fake super-biome by observed

biome PLP index values 1 find ratios of 0.60 (gaps), 0.20 (lumps), and 0.39 (total

These mean values are significantly different. A graph of mean PLP

Index values (Figure 3-18) for observed and take super-biomes shows no

overlap between standard error bars for gap and lump strong pattern. I

confirmed this result through a student's t-tesi which found highly

significant (p < 0.0001) differences between observed and fake biome mean

PLP index values for gaps or for lumps.
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Table 3-4- Indices of Prominent Lump Pattern (strong pattern commonality
for lumps and gaps) measured for 6 supet-biome assemblages of mammal
body mass data sets compiled for landscape study sites. Strong or Prominent
pattern is measured as Lump Frequency values greater than or equal to 0.8
(lumps) or less than or equal to 02 (gaps).
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Figure 3-18. Mean and standard error statistics for indices of Prominent Lump
Pattern (commonaUty shared by a super-majority of aii sites) within super-
biomes. Vaiues were calculated for observed (real) groups of landscape-level
animal lump patterns and for groups of lump patterns which are simulations
ffoke) of randomized lump patterns . Values index 'strong' pattern, the
proportion of the animal body mass size range occupied by gaps (x-axis) or
lumps (y-axis) in 80 percent or more of the landscape data sets within the



Truly 'global' lump partem would represent the collective

recognized within the range of that taxon- The numbers of species and

landscape types represented in this study are considerable, but in the aggregate

could only be seen as an instructive sub-sample which estimates global

pattern. Hence the term para-global' for the spatial extent of thU test of the

Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis. I now examine para-global lump patterns

for internal consistency or commonality using a variety of graphic

Grarthic comparisons nf lump partem

range which are shared as gaps or as lumps by a majority of mammal

communities over a wide variety of landscape types. I now demonstrate this

para-global lump pattern commonality over a range of scales and grain

interpretation of overall lump partem. I then show aggregate lump patterns

which 1 found at reduced grain sizes but increasing spatial extent.

At a coarse grain, individual lumps, I stack the lump structures if

mammal landscape study sites from ten different forest biomes along with a

visual interpretation of lump pattern commonality at needle resolution at

the bottom (Figure 3-19). The latter suggests common gap zones at 2.0 - Z2,

2.8, 3a - 3.4, and 4.3 loglO body mass and common lump zones at 23, 3.0, 3.4 -

3.6, 3-8 - 4.0, and 43 loglO body mass.
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I approach more closely to global scales by looking at all landscape

types. Including forests, over larger spatial extents. I do this by aggregating

lump pattern from biome to super-biome levels and looking for

commonality by marking the lump aones in the size range which ate mutual

to both super-biomes. I stack graphs of zones of lump overlap betv/een super-

biomes (Figure 3-20) and find all the major lump pattern commonality zones

which 1 found in Figure 3-18 as well as some new common lump (1,4 - 1.8 and

53 loglO body mass) and gap (4.6 loglO body mass) zones.

As a final estimate of para-global lump pattern, 1 graph all biome lump

patterns as Lump Frequency vectors (Figure 3-21
) and find all the above lump

and gap commonality zones shown with sharper detail. For example,

common lump zones now appear as separate peaks at 1.4 and 1.8 loglO body

mass. Similarly, major common gap zones are evident around 1.0, 1.6 and 5.0

logic body mass. I summarize these find

Table 3-5. Summary of loglO body mass si

lings in Table 3-5.
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bioassay o/ some process(es) which are universal to iandscapes all over Ihe

world. If these processes organize landscape structure into similar patterns in

all landscapes, then the Texturai-Discontinuity hypothesis (H6) is supported.

For example, if plant physiognomies
( "a tree is a tree is a tree") or terrain

geomorphologies are sufficiently similar across all landscape types, then lump

structure still might be the product of engagement by aiumal communities

with landscape architecture.

H6 is undermined to some extent if these global processes function

independently of landscape structure. For example, processes of competition,

terrestrial ecosystems. However, one must recall that para-global lump

commonality is an estimate of what lump pattern is shared among most

mammal communities, and it only focuses on zones with higher likelihoods

of having a lump or a gap. It accounts for the location of the largest gaps

which separate zones in which most lumps are found. It does not account for

the smaller gaps which separate lumps within these zones of higher Lump

Frequency. The lump patterns created by these smaller gaps and lumps are

the idenhfying features which characterize animal communities body mass

morphologies associated with specific landscapes or biomes. Any explanafion



Frequency of landscape study
sites exhibiting this lump pattern feature

S I

tot



In this chapter I have demonstrated that lump pattern is repeatedly

mammal body size data from landscapes with similar structure. These

features are zones along the body size axis which are characterized by lumps

or gaps which are mutual to a majority of sites within a biome or super-

blome. This lump pattern commonality is evident at the scale of biomes and

super-biomes. I have demonstrated at biome and super-biome scales that it is

extremely unlikely that such commonality is the product of chance

associations of lumps. I have also failed to find any notable ttend which

associates my indices of pattern commonality with such variables as the

number of landscapes in a spatial extent (biome or super-biome) or climate.

] have also demonstrated broad commortality in liunp patterns at near-

global spatial scales, by identifying zones on the size axis where lump or gaps

are more likely to be found. This does not account for the existence of many

landscapes, but it does help predict the general locations of lumps at global

Lump pattern commonality within landscapes of similar structure

(such as biomes or super-biomes) supports the predictions of the Textural-

Discontinuity hypothesis. Lump patterns common at global scales challenge

H6 under two conditions. First, there are no landscape structural elements

common to all landscapes which are associated with the species in lumps in

the global clusters of lumps. Second, there are non-landscape processes which

better explain the locations of these global lump clusters.
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In the next chapter I address definitions 0/ landscape structure and

compare them with lump pattern commonality within and between biomes

and super-biomes. In the final chapter I test the ability of non-landscape



CHAPTER 4
RELATED PATTERNS OF LUMP AND LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE IN

LANDSCAPES OF DIFFERENT STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY

Inlroduction

The Textural-Disconlinuity (H6) hypothesis' prediction that similar

landscapes are associated with similar lump structures is supported by the

internal consistency ('commonality') demonstrated between lump patterns

within biomes (Chapter 3). I have demonstrated the generality of lump

This demonstration rests on the assumption that intra-biome landscape

comparisons share more similarity in structure than Inter-biome

comparisons. Before I test predictions of 'non-landscape' hypotheses (HI •

H5) that lump and non-landscape patterns are linked (Chapter 5), the

assumption of structural similarity within biomes must be tested.

How dependably do traditional landscape classification schemes link

patterns of structure at all scales? Perhaps biome definitions of landscape

cover are biased towards micro-scale patterns of plant species associatiorts and

ignore pattern at meso- (patch) and macro-scales? In this chapter 1 probe this

several traditional landcover classification schemes- Second, 1 introduce a

novel approach for classifying landscape structure at multiple scales and

measure the variability in structural values within traditional landcover

classes such as biomes.

This new multi-scalar landscape classification scheme allows me to

ordinate sites based on structural complexity. This enables me to test mote

rigorously the power and generality of H6's prediction that landscape

structure is linked to lump structure. Namely, the lirtk between artimal

104
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morphometry and landscape structure is more general if it can be shown to

erode at a rate proportional to the degree to which structure differs. The

landscape classification scheme allows me to measure the degree of structural

difference between landscape sites, and I can measure the rate of erosion in

lump pattern matching between animal body mass data sets. In this chapter I

measure and compare indices of structure and lump pattern matching for a

wide variety of lartdscapes at scales from biomes to super-blomes.

Firtally, I confront H6's prediction by testing whether lump pattern

predicts the scale of landscape architecture which a species exploits. This

directly addresses the link between animal size and landscape texture by

examining if the mean body size of an animal lump corresponds to the

coarseness of the architecture which the animals in that lump use.

In summary, I test the Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis in this

chapter by addressing the following questions: How confident are we in

grouping ecosystem study sites based on common landscape features? How

much variability is there in characterizing landscapes? Does the degree of

matching between lump patterns correlate with structural differences

between sites? Does lump structure predict use of landscape structure?

Comparing and grouping ecosystems based on similarities of landscape

structure requires sufficient data from a standardized system for describing

structure. It is difficult to meet these criteria. The quantity and quality of data

1 found for landscape features (vegetation, fauna, physiography) was highly

variable. No sirtgle descriptive system for landscape cover or structure is

widely accepted (Brown and Gibson 1983, Bel! el al. 1991), and misclass-
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ification is quite possible due to errors of interpretation and vague

terminology.

In this chapter I try to avoid multipie sources of error by employing

several classification systems which utilize many factors associated with

landscape structure, particularly micro- and meso-scale structural features.

Climatic factors (temperature and precipitation) are utilized by Holdridge

(1971) to classify regions as 'Life Zones'. Climate-based schemes such as

Kdppen (1931) and Trewartha (1968) have been incorporated along with

edaphic factors and flora and fauna in the classification of North America

into eco-regions (Bailey 1995). A third system (Udvardy 1975) classifies

different spatial scales(sub-regional, regional, provinces). These associahorts

in turn ate loosely related to edaphic, climatic, serai stage, and physiographic

For each site I used the biome classifications and site descriptions found

literature. For North American sites I also consulted a dtird source (Bailey

199S), which combines climatic, edaphic, vegetative, and faimal data in

classifying eco-regions'. For sites outside North America 1 cross-checked

classificadons using biome maps of Udvardy (1975).

For Life Zone classifications 1 collected temperature, rainfall and

evapotranspiiadon data for each study site using data from the neatest

available weather monitoring station (Earth Info 1996, UNESCO 1978) I

checked evapotranspiralion and rainfall data against hemispheric maps

which displayed such data as isopleth gradient lines (Henning 1989).

in journal articles from which I derived my animal species lists and in related



Holdridge's Ufe Zone ClassiflcaHon (HLZCS) system (Holdridge 1947,

Holdiidge et al. 1971) is a classification system which attempts to integrate

climatic and vegetative definitions into a single model. The HLZCS consists

of three levels of classification which are applied serially. A Holdridge

diagram summarizes the system logic at each classification level, visually

linking vegetative and climatic data to landscape classifications. Figure 4-1

represents the first or primary level, which is defined by mean annual values

for precipitation and biotemperature and the potential evapotranspiratlon

raho (PET). The second level of the HLZCS refines the classification further

by incorporating latitudinal and altitudinal definitions. The third level Is

based on biome level vegetative cover.

The life zone of a study site is indisputably classified if the first two

levels of the classification process clearly indicate the center of a cell in a

Holdridge diagram. Classification questions which arise when a boundary

area ('transition zone) between cells is indicated in the diagram are addressed

by closely re-examining the vegetation type as well as revisiting

For each landscape site 1 compared two classificafion systems (life zone

and biome) so as to contrast vegetation with climate data in determining the

site's landscape structure type. Life Zone designations for all sites (see

Appendix C) generally agreed (72 percent of observations) with biome

classifications based on literature. Contradictions between both classificafion

occurred primarily when Life Zone analysis imcovered a greater
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variety of precipitation valuea than expected within biome groups. As a

consequence, some cases of high between-site variation in precipitation

values might warrant reclassification of some sites to other biomes. For

example, the Jautteche site (Appendbt C) is more humid than a "dry

deciduous" biome classification might merit. Clustering of climatic variable

values suggest that four biome groupings (Temperate Desert, Tropical Dry

Deciduous Forest, Tropical Wet Forest, and Woodland/Savanna Forest) could

each be usefuUy divided into two sub*groups. For example, the Woodland /

Savanna Forest biome might be subdivided into a Savanna and a Woodland

biome, and the Temperate Desert biome might be subdivided into Sonoran

and Great Basin desert biomes.

Paraliel use of several classification schemes decreases the chances that

some important factor was omitted in landscape classification. Since no one

system is universally accepted as a glt*al standard, balancing between

different schemes increases the chance that a reasonable estimate of a site’s

landscape structure was achieved. For example, Holdridge Life Zone

classifications (HLZC) are based on climatic models with parameters that were

calibrated primarily in the Neotropics. Consequently, the HLZC model does

not predict vegetation types accurately in seasonally dry climates (Schulze and

McGee 1978), or account for numerous vegetation types (Brown and Gibson

1983). So while the HLZC is adequate for wet tropical climates, it is prudent to

supplement it with other approaches.

Two sources of variation call traditional landcover classifications into

question. As discussed in the first chapter, a variety of spatial extents have

been applied to classification terms such as ecosystems and bior s. Such
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flexible use has not converged on any standardization for defining the spatial

dimensions of landcover units. The second source of variation is spatial

heterogeneity in patterns of disturbance, topography, hydrology, soil, plant

associations and climate. After more than a century of study it appears we are

only just beginning to appreciate the degree to which these factors Interrelate

in the operation of ecological systems (Holling 1987, Levin 1992, Wiens 1992)

and the maintenance of landscape structure.

My comparison of biome and life zone classifications accoimts for a

minority of these factors and still shows a notable amount of disagreement

(28 percent) based on climatic variability. The extent to which variation in

other factors increases the variability of landscape structure between study

sites remains undetermined, since the majority of other factors at meso- and

macro- scales are, at best, under-appreciated in traditional classifications. The

general agreement between the two classification systems suggests that there

is relatively little inter-site variation within a landcover type for micro- to

meso-scale features like vegetation physiognomy aitd patch type. However,

no one has demorrstrated a robust consistency in landscape structure at all

structure and introduce a new method specifically designed to measure

The Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis (H6) has received modest but

consistent support from qualitative associations of lump structure and

landscape structure (see review in Chapter 3). A more rigorous test of the

lirtieage between animal morphometry and landscape structure demands that
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both patterns be quantified. Quantification of animal morphometry as iuxnp

structure required exhaustive probes into totally novel statistical methods

(Maiples, in submission). Quantification of landscape structure Is no less

challenging, for it requires identification of 'objects' or 'structure' in the

landscape which are likely to be related to animal behavior. Veiy little is

known about what animals actually perceive or respond to. 1ms (1985)

concluded that we lack the empirical or theorebcal basis to link structure to

perception. However, the history of efforts to link animals to landscapes has

marshaled sufficient evidence to form the basis of this probe into

community-wide associations between animals and structure.

1 briefly review the historical basis of theory for my attempts to quantify

landscape structure. I then describe Che methods for quantification of

structure over the full range of spatial scales. 1 conclude by testing H6

through comparisons of patterns of lump structure and landscape quanta.

A growing body of evidence associates characteristics of animal

communities with spatially distributed features in the environment. Animal

community attributes related to spatial structure include community

assembly (Drake el al. 1993), population structure (Scribner and Chesser 1993),

resilience in predator-prey population dynamics (Huffaker 1958, (but see De

Roos, McCauley and Wilson 1991)), population persistence in patchy

environments (Hanski 1985, Unde 1987), metapopulation dynamics (Pulliam

1988) and persistence (Hanski 1991), species diversity related to horizontal

heterogeneity at withln-habital scales (Wiens 1974, Roth 1976) and between-

habital scales (Whittaker 1965, Cody 19^). In the latter case MacArlhur and

MacArthur (1961) provided a major impetus by relating verbcal stratification

of habitat vegetaHon structure with avian community diversity.
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Most studies linking animal community organization and landscape

structure are based on limited definitions of the animal community and of

the scale-range of spatial attributes to which animals may respond. Animal

communities are often defined at smaller scales such as phylogenetic

subdivisions (order) or guilds. For example, heteromyid rodent species

diversity has been linked to increased habitat complexity associated with

patchiness on temperate islands (Dueser and Brown 1960) and with vertical

vegetation structure and horizontal soil textures in temperate deserts

(Rosenzweig and Winakur, 1969).

Similarly, in most studies of animal commimities and landscapes, the

scales defirting landscape structure are usually confined to limited ranges,

such as micro- (individual plant species or physiognomies) or meso- (patch

sizes, edges, habitats). Habitat structure has most frequently been associated

with animal exploitation at micro-scales (Table 4-1). For example, habitat

structure and plant species composition have been tied to organization of

avian communities in terms of plant abundance and composition (Cody

1985). Tropical bird commuruty composition dyrtamically follows structural

changes associated with plant succession (Loiselle and Blake 1992). Relations

edges and ecotones have been studied for more than a half century (Leopold

1933, Gardner et al. 1991, Usher 1991).

tied to macro-scale landscape complexity. Species diversity in mountainous

regions exceeds that of flatlands (Simpson 1964, Cook 1969). This has been

attributed to a greater number of isolated valleys or habitats due to the scale

and degree of topographic variation allowing more species to be

allopatrically (Schluter and Ricklefs 1993).
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Table 4-1. Micro-scale definitions of habitat structure associated with animal-
structure interactions {after Bell et al, 1991).

Structural Measurement Sourer Sfudirs

Vertical

Vegetation Height Cody and Walter (1976)

Vegetation density at different Cody and Walter (1976)

Cody (1978)

Vegetation presence/absence at

different heights

Erdelen(1984)

Verticai vegetation density Wittenberg(1980)

Percent foliage cover at different

tree/shrub and understory heights

Karr and Freemark(1983)

Vertical woody and herbaceous
foliage density

Dueser and Shugart(1979)

Litter depth Wiens and Rottenberry(1981)

Karr and Freemark(1983)

Percentage cover sufficiently tall to Ewald et al. (1980)

Horitontal
Inter-plant distances Vince et al. (1976)

Vegetation spatial variation Wiens and 8ottenberry(1981)

Percent cover Wiens and Rottenberry(198!)

Ewald et aL (1980)

Plant density Vince et al. (1976)

Karr and Freemark(I9g3)

Wiens and Rottenberry (1981)

tree/shrub and understory heights

Karr and Freemark(1983)

Understory tree dispersion Dueser and Shugart(1979)

Stums sizes and density Dueser and ShuEart(1979)
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The breadth of research of most such studies does not usually exceed

one scale range (micro-, meso- or macro-) of landscape structure, foreclosing

any opportunity to examine animal interactions with landscape pattern across

The number objects of potential interest to an animal is staggeringly large in a

continuous world model- A bird might consider anything from a twig to a

cliff edge if it searches at all scales a continuum of all architectures suitable for

foraging. Hierarchical models of animal decision making and of landscape

structure reduce the diversity of potential linkages of behavior-to-structure to

a small number of subsets or hierarchical levels. These subsets can be

distinguished by similarities or overlaps in the spatial and temporal scales of

the animal behaviors and the regeneration times of 'objects' in the landscape

(Holling 1992, HolUng et aL 1996). For example, three sets of birds (kinglets,

grosbeaks, and hawks) are portrayed (Figure 4-2) to have three separate scale

ranges to exploit These scale ranges correspond to tree crowns, forest patches,

and forest stands, respectively. Such a hierarchical model highlights

hypotheses about the scale ranges of critical importance to survival; it does

not preclude exploration or use of objects at other scale ranges.

interactions have quantified lump structure but addressed landscape structure

and animal behaviors only generally. The intriguing qualitative associations

between lump and landscape structures discussed above (Holling 1992,

Restrepo el al. 1997) offer some of the few scale-specific examples of behavior-

structural links over a wide range of spatial scales. Hostetler's (1997)
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Figure 4-2: Model of discontinuous distribution of space/time dimensions for
operation of atmospheric processes, forest structures and bird foraging scales.
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association of specific body mass ranges of birds with specific scales of tree-

canopied patches is the lone example of a link between quanta of animal

morphometries and those of landscape structure.

While community-wide linkages between each animal species and the

scale ranges of objects it responds to are beyond the scope of this study,

reasonable estimates of the objects which potentially Influence animal

behavior can be made sensw Holling (1992). This assumption is safest at the

micro-scale, where associations between animals and plant physiognomies

are long recognized (Table 4-1). Meso-scale linkages between animals and

landscape structure are conceivable based on observations of foraging flocks of

birds or mammals which move from patch to patch. Animal-landscape

associations at the macro-scale are less easy to imagine, but are testable based

on simple assumptions of what might be perceived. For example, 2 can count

interfaces between major landcover types, such as coasts, large rivers, artd

mountain ranges, as macro-scale objects likely to influence a vdde variety of

based on objects broadly recognized to fit within these scale ranges.

Overvipw

One broad purpose within this study is to compare a wide variety of

landscapes based on differences in structural crunplexity. It is readily

understandable why this study is unprecedented, because the diversities of

landscapes (18 biomes) compounded by the varieties of structural objects

within each landscape constitute a vast scope of potential data needs. Such

overwhelming data demands often confront early, exploratory science, which

must resist the temptation to increase the precision of quantification until it
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has achieved a comprehensive but parsimonious overview which robustly

identifies a small, workable set of key features to examine. The variety of

possible measures is so great, that the greatest current danger is to narrow the

scope of inquiry prematurely. This potentially wastes the investment on

careful measures of some subset of objects and risks being trapped by a sense

of false precision. In other words, increasing precision would require

focusing on one spatial scale range, thereby missing the complexity inherent

over a number of scale ranges in the entiie landscape.

I tried to develop a structural complexity index which balances the

study's broad scope with attainable goals for data collection and with analysis

methods which are transparent but robust. This balancing required sacrificing

the comprehensiveness of data acquisition and the precision of object

complexity of a hierarchical landscape. Therefore, I expressly avoided data

which is costly in time or money to acquire, such as remote sensing. Instead I

censused landscape data which, when considered in total, are reasonable

estimates of structural complexity over Kale ranges which correspond to

hierarchical models of animal behavior. And I designed the index such that

it can be relatively rapidly quantified at low cost by reading the bletature.

discussing the area with people with on-site experience, or viewing pictures

of the site. I now describe the methods for quantifying structure over three

scale ranges.

I obtained verbal and/or pictorial deKriptions of landKape structure

from literature and by direct interview of researchers or site managers with

structural complexity over three arbitrary scale ranges (Table 4-2), which
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roughly correspond to vegetation architecture (micro-scale), land covet patch

structure (meso-scale). and geomorphology (macro-scale), respecBvely. The

structural elements examined in each scale range reflect hypotheses

concerning what architectures animals might exploit given a scale-dependent

perceptual grain and extent. This translates to the question; what vertical and

horizontal structural elements might be important to animals at these

qualitatively different time-space scales?

Dimensions of complexity; Within each scale range the index

quantifies structural complexity in two dimensions, vertical and horizontal.

Vertical complexity is indexed in the first column, and two aspects of

horizontal complexity are indexed in columns two and three, respectively.

Values in the second column index Horizontal Diversity, and those in the

third column index Horizontal Connectivity. The structural complexity

index for each scale range is the sum of the values in each of the three

columns. The structural complexity index tor the entire study site is the sum

of the values in the three scale ranges. 1 will now show by example how the

means of quantification differ in each column.

in terms of the height of the dominant structural element within each scale

range. This follows the assumption that opportunities to find and exploit

structure increase with object height. For example, at the micro-scale the

dominant structure is defined by plant physiognomy (grass, shrub and tree

forms). At the meso-scale the dominant structural element is the height of

most common type of vegetation community (desert, grassland, forest), and at

the macro-scale the dominant form is defined by the degree of convolution of

the landscape surface (flat, undulating, hilly, mountainous).
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The value in the first column assigned at each scale is the number

corresponding to the dominant structural element. Using the continental

boreal forest as an example, the dominant elements at each scale are valued as

follows; micro-scale (4 points for trees less than 30 meters tall), meso-scale (6

points for forest), and macro-scale (2 points for undulating terrain with

average maximum difference in elevation less than 25 meters and slopes less

than 3 percent grade).

the assumption that for some species opportunities to find and exploit

structure increase as the diversity of object heights increases over space.

Values were assigned by summing the number of vertical elements present

on site. I assigned a Horizontal Diversity index value at micro-scales based on

the number of plant physiognomies present. At meso-scales the Horizontal

Diversity index value was based on patch diversity by summing the number

of patch types resulting from a number of factors (slope, aspect, edaphic

patterns, disturbance processes). Ambiguities about patch type diversity

conservative assumption that only two stages existed unless more were

explicitly defined in the literature. Examples of the manner in which these

and other ambiguities were addressed in identifying patch diversity are

illustrated tor study sites in fourteen different biomes in Table 4-3.

1 assigned a Horizontal Diversity index value at macro-scales based on

the diversity of terrain profiles, such as flat, imdulating, hilly, mountainous.

Again, using the continental boreal forest as an example, horizontal diveisity

at each scale was indexed as follows; micro-scale (5 points for five different

physiognomies: graminoids, foibs, shrubs, understory, and trees), meso-scale
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(8 points for eight different patch types, see Table 4-3), and macro-scale (2

points for flat and undulating terrains).

Horizonlal Connectivity- In the third column I indexed Horizontal

Conrtecfivity in terms of horizontal distances between key structural

elements within each scale range. This follows from the assumption that for

some species opportunities to find and exploit structure increase as closet

proximity of similar structural types facilitates access to the landscape. This

applies especially to spedes which lend to stay within rather than to cross

between structural types. For example, some bird species are known to stay

within patch types and move along the boundary rather than cross into

another patch type (A. Krattet, pets. comm.).

1 calculated a Horizontal Connectivity value in ways unique to each scale

range. 1 calculated a Horizontal Connectivity index at micro-scales based on

horizontal and vertical distances between plant structures. For example, I

assigned the lowest value to bare substrate with no vegetation, medium

values to short profile vegetation with some horizontal closure, and the

highest values to dense stands of tall vegetation with multiple canopy layers.

At the meso-scale of patch structure, I calculated a Horizontal Connectivity

Index based on the diversity of patch types related to hydrology. This stems

landscape, because more and more patch types will be linked by water flow. I

calculated Meso-scale Horizontal Coimectivity values by summing the

number of patch types based on their degree of wetness.

At the macro-scale, I created an index of Horizontal Connectivity based

on the diversity of landscape cover types related to hydrology which are

evident when the landscape is defined with a very coarse grain <1 - 10

kilometers). This builds from the idea that hydrology cormecls the landscape
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by positing that the piesence of a landscape type at such a coarse grain is

evidence that relatively large portions of the landscape are linked by

species as the number of these macro-scale landcovera increases. 1 calculated a

Horizontal Connectivity index at macro-scales by summing for each site the

number of land covers evident at a very coarse spatial grain.

Using the continental boreal forest as an example. Horizontal

Connectivily at each scale was indexed as follows: micro-scale (4 points for the

sparse tree density of the boreal forest), meso-scale [4 points for four different

patch types, moist, damp, wet and liquid), and macro-scale (1 point because

only forest is evident at a very coarse spatial grain).

I list LSCl values for most landscape study sites, complete with index

values at each separate scale, in Appendix C 1 ranked biomes in decreasing

order of structural complexity as suggested by other landscape classification

schemes (Holdridge, Koppen, Bailey) as well as my own intuition and then

graphed this complexity ordering against mean and standard error statistics

for LSCl values (Figure 4-3). The LSCI estimates structural complexity in

relatively similar fashion to other classification schemes as indicated by the

relatively straight line progression from left to right in the graph. In additior

LSa values suggest structural similarities which might not be immediately

apparent. For example, the LSCl scores for forests across a wide latitudinal

LSCl values clustered for scrublands, savannas, and woodlands.



I quantified Lump Complexity (LC) as the number of lumps found for

an animal body mass data set using lump analysis. I applied lump analysis to

animal body mass data derived from on-site measures or from global com-

pendU (Dunning 1993, Silva and Downing 1995) to bird and mammal species

lists from some 150 landscape sites in 24 biomes. For each site I sorted the

body mass data in ascending order and analysed for lumps using GaP Anal-

ysis (Chapter 2, Restrepo et al. 1997).
1 present summary lump number statis-

tics for each biome sorted in ascending order of landscape complexity (Table 4-

«.

Landscape structural complexity appears to predict the complexity of

lump structure, as indicated by lump number, though prediction power is

higher in bird than in mammal data sets. 1 regressed Lump Complexity

against each biomes rank based on landscape structural complexity and

found significant relationships for birds (r2 = 0.817) and mammals (r* = 0.44),

wherein the higher r-squared value for birds indicates greater power to

explain the variability in the data. I found similar results when 1 correlated

Lump Complexity against LSCl (Figure 4-4) and found significant

relationships with similar differences in explanatory power for birds

(Correlation coeffidenl = 0.753) and mammals (Correlation coefficient =

0.366).

A number of sources of error potentially undermine the reliability of

cape Structural Complexity Index (LSCI). The LSCl was explicitly
the Lands



n and standard deviation values for landscape structural

ces calculated for twelve biomes.

Figure 4-3- Mear



Table 4-4. Mean and standard de\'iation statistics summarized at the biome
level ot lump numbeis found using GaP analysis on landscape study site body
mass data sets of birds and mammals.
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Figure 4-4. Number of lumps found at a study site correlated on landscape
structural complexity indices for bird and mammal body mass data sets in
ecosystems found in 18 biomes on 5 continents (95 percent confidence limits
encircled by gray line).
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designed for quick esHmaies of landscape structure in the absence of remote

imagery or direct field observation. Therefore, it explicitly ignores data of

those meso-scale structural elements which are costly to acquire, such as size

distributions, interval distances and degrees of conrtectivity associated with

patches. In addition to the iitformation knowingly excluded, there is a

potentially large data pool which is still unappreciated concerning exactly

what landscape structures are meaningful to animals. This uncertainty could

lead to errors of omission and commission in the indexing of landscape

structure. Between the known and unknown sources of error in determining

the LSCi, it is rtot safe to assume that it is a reliable index of landscape

structure. It is novel in the attempt to estimate structural values at three

scales, but little empirical evidence confirms the importance to animals of the

structures quantified. However, in the face of so many sources of error, the

degree of correlation between mammal and bird lump structures and indices

of landscape structural complexity (LSQ) is high enough to constitute modest

support for the Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis (H6).

So many uncertainties exist in quantifying landscape structural

complexity, that the LSCI's greatest contribution may be as a heuristic which

identifies scale ranges or particular objects for further testing. Even as a

scales may correlate best with lump structure and thereby dominate

determinations of landscape structure. 1 tested that possibility through

the structural complexity values (independent variables) for micro-, meso-

and macro-scales.

I found different results for mammal and bird data sets. For birds, the

overall correspondence between landscape complexity (LSCI) and Lump
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Complexity is far higher than for mammals, and it appears that correlatio

exists primarily at smaiier scales of landscape structural complexity. Miai

and meso^ale structural indices are significant predictors (probability > F

0.0004 and 0.0276, respectively) of avian Lump Complexity while macro-sc

structural indices were not significant predictors. For mammals, no

independent variable at any scale is a significant predictor of Lump

Complexity, while the overall LSQ is a significant predictor even though

explained variance is very low.

While both Lump Complexity values for birds and for mammals

correlate well with landscape structural values (LSCI), the degree of

correspondence is far higher for birds. Ecological and/or methodological

reasons may be involved. Several observations pertain both to the lump

landscape analysis methodologies. First, the number of observations diffe

greatly between birds and mammals. Increasing the number of bird

ecosystem sites might introduce as much variability as observed in the

mammal ecosystem sites. Second, with no basis to rank different structur

types in the landscape with respect to their importance in animal decisions

equal weighting was given to all types of structure. Increased underetandii

of animal-structure interactions may eventually allow not only ranking a

weighting the values for different structural types but inclusion of types

previously unappredaled. For example, meso-scale features such as patch

sise, inter-patch distances, and connectivity are very costly measures to

determine for any site and were expressly avoided in this index. Addition

such features to the index might increase correlation values between lump

number and landscape indices. Finally, as with PatterriMatcher analysis.
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The differences between birds and mammals in correspondence

between landscape and lump complexity values may relate to how the

different taxa perceive and respond to landscape structure. Perhaps birds

than mammals. HoUing(1992) posits that the birds exploit volumes (3

dimensions) while mammals exploit lines (1 dimension). These different

geometries of exploitation might result from differences in perception and/or

because their locomotory mode affords access to the landscape over a wider

variety of scale ranges than mammals. Exploitation of more facets in the

landscape might result in more potential niches for birds and cause the bird

community lump structure to aggregate into more lumps than the mammals.

For example, wading birds potentially interact across 5 scales of the south

Florida landscape: areal, home range, habitat, patch and food (Holling 1992).

Mammals may face multiple spatio-temporal scales in their behavioral

decisions, but mostly those mammals at the larger end of the size axis. For

example, it is difficult to imagine a shrew interacting with landscape

structures as large as a tree stand, let alone a forest. However, birds as small as

annual migrations as do the largest wading birds.

LSCl values address structure at all spatial scales and suggest structural

complexity rankings quite similar to those Implicit in traditional landcover

classificabons. This does not confirm their capacity to measure structure, but

definitions of landscape complexity. Significant correlations between LSCl

values and Lump Complexity values for birds and mammals over a very

wide variety of biomes give broad support to H6’s predictions of
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correspondence between patterns of animal morphometry and landscape

broaden my tests of the generality of the Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis

from intra- to inter-biome lump pattern comparisons. I now describe the

theoretical basis and methods for comparing the lump patterns of different

biomes in the context of this study's progression of tests of H6.

Previous tests (HoUing 1992, Restrepo 199S) of the Textural-

Discontinuity hypothesis (H6) used a new method of quantifying animal size

distributions (lumps) to establish quasi-quantitative links between animal

morphometry and landscape structure. In this study I created a series of tests

to probe H6 from different angles, escalating the degree to which I endanger

H6’s predictions about lump structure with each subsequent test. One basis

for probing more deeply was to increase the precision of quantifying lump

and landscape variables. The next probe of H6 involves a sophisticated

tests of H6. 1 now review this test series using a table (4-6) and a graph (4-5) to

1 designed a series of tests of H6 (Table 4-5) to address questions which

are increasingly exacting in their probes of H6's predictions. These questions

start with general predictions of lump pattern within a system (biome or

super-biome) and then focus on more specific predictions related to lump

pattern matches between different systems. I matched the increasing
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Table 4-5. Questions and related deRnitions of lump and landscape structure

used to probe the predictions of the Textural-Discontinuity Hypothesis.
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specificity of these predictions by progressively adapting the means of

indexing lump and landscape structure.

In Chapter 3 I began by testing H6's prediction (Question 1) that

similarly structured landscapes are associated with animal communities with

similar patterns of lump structure. I did not quantify landscape structure but

left it as a qualitative’ designation, grouping animal data sets by biome

classification, and I focused on one aspect of lump pattern complexity;

'commonality' or the degree to which lumps artd gaps of different ecosystem

lump structures align on the size axis. I illustrate the different questions and

structures (Figure 4-5), the Temperate Desert and Tallgrass Prairie biomes.

The Temperate Desert biome has a higher degree of Lump Pattern

Commonality (LPC) than the Tallgrass Prairie, as is evident by the higher

frequencies of overlap between lumps and gaps between the lump structures

of the ecosystems in each biome (Figure 4-5a and b).

Visual confirmation of (LPC) using StackClumps lepiesentaHons of

biomes sets the stage for (Juestion 2: to what extent does LPC result from

random events as opposed to landscape structural similarities? Commonality

does appear to result from random events when 1 index LPC only in terms of

gaps shared between ecosystem lump structures using the Gap Commonality

Ittdex (GCI). I visually delermirted the number of gaps shared by all

ecosystems in a biome, and then repeating the measure for random groupings

of actual ecosystem lump structures. The results supported H6 because GC

indices were several tunes larger for actual than random biomes.

I found the same differences in Lump Pattern Commonality patterns

between actual and random biomes when 1 quantify LPC more rigorously in

terms of both gaps and lumps by collapsing the shared pattern of LPC into a
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vector Lump Fiequency (LF). The LF vector is a line of numbers; each

number corresponds to a very small interval of the size axis and indicates the

frequency of ecosystems in the biome which exhibit a lump over that

interval. I illustrate this by graphing Lump Frequency vectors for Tallgrass

Prairie and Temperate Desert biomes (Figure 4-5c and d); peaks in these

vectors are associated with zones of frequent lump overlap, and valleys are

associated with zones of frequent gap overlap in the StackClumps

representations above (Figure 4-5a and b). The higher LPC of the Temperate

Desert biome is visually evident both in StackClumps and in the greater

number of tall peaks and deep valleys found in the Lump Frequency vector

representation (Figure 4-5c and d).

To better distinguish between the Lump Frequency (LF) vectors of

actual and random biome lump structures I created a derivative index called

Prominent Pattern Commonality (PPC). This fillers out the noise' of

moderate values in LF vectors and indexes only those lumps and gaps shared

by a super-majority (80 percent) of all ecosystems in a biome. The PPC index

represents the proportion of the size axis of a large scale system (biome or

super-biome) occupied by significantly high frequencies of common lumps

and gaps (see gray areas in Figures 4-5 c and d). For example, six percent of the

size axis of the Tallgrass prairie biome shows majority frequencies of lumps

and 38 percent of the size axis has majority frequencies of gaps, so the PPC in

total is 44 percent (Figure 4-5c). The higher lump pattern commonality of the

Temperate Desert biome is indicated by a PPC of 63 pereenl (Figure 4-5d). PPC

indices of actual biomes were significantly higher than those found in biomes

with randomized ecosyslem lump structures-



Figure 4-5. Lump pattern commonality in two biome assemblies of animal
community lump structures as measured visually in stacked formation (a &
b), as represented numerically by Lump Frequency vectors (c & d), and as
summarized by an Index of Prominent Pattern Commonality (bold decimal
fractions m c it d), which measures the portion of the size axis occupied by
extremely high and low Lump Frequettcy vector values. The degree of lump
pattern shared between the two biomes is shown visually as the overlap of
two Lump Frequency vectors (e), and the degree of overlap is scored (/) as the
index of Shared Lump Frequency.
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iignificantly high degrees of Lump PaRem Commonality (LPC) within large

scale systems of similar landscape structure. While it is unlikely that LPC

resulted from random events, these tests did not rule out the possibilities that

other processes besides those which determine landscape structuie contribute

lump patterns common to all systems, then any sub-group related to

Therefore, the resulb of Chapter 3 broadly support the Textural-Discontinuity

hypotheses, but they do not necessarily undermine non-landscape hypotheses

(HI - H5). This ambiguity frames the next challenge: to more rigorously

distinguish between the relative powers of these hypotheses to predict lumpy

For this chapter I pose two questions (3 and 4 in Table 4-5) which

explicitly test H6's predictions and severely challenge aU non-landscape

hypotheses at the same time. These questions address the ambiguity about

causes of lump pattern similarities within systems by jumping up in spatial

scale and examining which hypothesis best predicts similarities of lump

pattern complexity and correspondence between systems.

These quesHons are the most demanding tests so far of any hypothesis

(HI - H6) because they challenge a hypothesis to predict the correspondence

between rotrs of change in pattern matching between lump structures as the

difference in landscape structure increases over a range of very different

landscape structures, climates, and taxonomic compositions. As I compare

pairs of lump structures across all these systems if the degree to which

landscape structure differs corresponds to the degree to which lump
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structures correlate, then H6 gains strong support at the expense of HI

through H5.

Comparisons between systems (biomes or super-blomes) requites their

classification and ranking in terms of lump structure and landscape structure.

This increases the rigor of these tests becaure it does not hold either landscape

or lump variables constant; it allows both to vary independently. 1 developed

the LSCI to rank systems independently based on complexity of landscape

structure- I now describe how I used the LSCI and two new quanta for lump

structure to address Questions 3 and 4.

Question 3 is a probe of trends in landscape and lump pattern where

the complexity of each type of pattern is summarized as an index. I quantified

the complexity of lump structure as Lump Complexity (LC), the number of

lumps found in an animal body mass data set, and demonstrated significant

correlations between LC and the LSCI for mammals and birds. These tests

support H6 and endanger non-landscape hypotheses (HI - H5) because it is

very hard to imagine how any non-landscape process affects indices of

landscape structure and thereby contributes to such high correlations.

Question 4 escalates the danger for H6 by testing the prediction that the

rate of lump pattern matching between systems correlates with the degree of

structural or architectural similarity. In this chapter I use the LSCI to

determine the degree of structural similarity between landscapes, and I will

use Lump Frequency vectors to demonstrate lump pattern matching both

visually and numerically. I describe both techniques now.

I illustrate matching between the lump patterns of the Tallgrass Prairie

and the Temperate Desert biomes using Lump Frequency vectors in Figure 4-

5e. A fair degree of correspondence between lump patterns is visually



evideni because most of the LF vector peaks (high frequency of lumps) and

vaUeys (low frequency of lumps indicating gaps) coincide. Lack of pattern

correspondence is evident where peaks in Tallgrass Prairie LF coincide with

valleys in Temperate Desert LF at 1-0 - 1.4, 2.4, and 5.7 loglO body mass.

1 developed Shared Lump Frequency (SLF) as an index of pattern

matching which I find when f overlap two LF vectors. The SLF is designed to

index pattern matches ranging from complete hits to complete misses and

along the siae axis at fixed intervab but employed a variable grain which

flexibly corresponded to the siae of prominent peaks and valleys. The basis

for scoring a hit or miss is the relative difference in LF vector values as listed

in Table Complete hits or misses are determined where either prominent

peaks or valleys coincide on the size axis, and I score this numerically when

both LF vector values ate above 0.7 or below Oi respectively. Fractional hits

and OJ. For example, I score a 'half hif when two medium size peaks

overlap, i<. both LF vector values are between 0.5 and 0.7. I score a "three

Table 4-6. System for scoring the degree of pattern matching between values
(x) in Lump Frequency vectors of two systems (biomes or supei^biomes).
Total misses as subtracted from total hits to derive a Shared Lump Frequency
Index (SLF).
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quarter miss" (Figure 4-5 e) when a medium size peak and a gap overlap, ie.

one LF vector value is between 0.5 and 0-7 (peak) and the other is below Q2

f&p).

Inler-Biome Lump Pallem Compariaona

The Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis (H6) predicts that the degree of

pattern matching between lump structures of two different systems will

decline as the contrast in landscape structural complexity increases. 1 first test

H6 by graphicaUy demonstrating trends in pattern matching between lump

complexity). Then 1 describe a method for measuring pattern matching

between blome Lump Frequency vectors. 1 apply this method in pattern

matches between the Lump FrequeiKy vectors of some 15 biomes

representing a range of landscape structural complexity values.

I use three mammal biome Lump Frequency patterns as templates to

variety of landscapes (Figures 4-4 through 4-6). In each figure the difference

in landscape structure between the template and the contrasting blome

increases with each graph from top to bottom. For example, the template

blome lump pattern in Figure 4-4 is boreal forest, and the contrast increases

from northern temperate forest (Figure 4-4a) lo tropical wel firrest (Figure 4-

4d).

In each figure the downward progression (a through d) of graphs

exhibits a decline in the degree of pattern matching between lemplale and

contrasting biome lump patterns. For example, lump patterns of rainforest

biomes from two different areas of the Neotropics have a high degree of
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overlap (Figure 4-Sa), with some pattern mismatch around 3.0 loglO body

mismatch with those of neotropical rainforest (Figure 4-5c) at 35, 4.2, 45, 5-0,

5.S-5.8, and 65 loglO body mass. Similarly, temperate shortgrass prairie biome

(Figure 4-6b) than those of tropical wet forest (Figure 4-6d).

The declining degree of lump pattern matching shown in the

descending progression of graphs in each figure appears to visually

correspond to the increase in landscape structural difference. The

correspondence of the rates of pattern matching and structural differentiation

can be more carefully measured numerically. I now quantitatively lest

some 15 biomes to score Shared Lump Frequency indices.

I superimposed pairs of graphs of biome Lump Frequency vectors and

visually measured the degree of pattern matching so as to score a Shared

Lump Frequency (SLP) index using the scoring system listed in Table 4-6. To

standardiae my scores I repeated the scoring process until two repeats

produced virtually the same score. Some lump pattern paiis had such clear

similarities and/or differences that only two repetitions were necessary,

whereas some required up to five repetitions.

I used SLF index to test the Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis's

prediction in two ways, graphically and slallsHcally. I stratified the mammal

biomes into two groups, listed in the Legend of Figure 4-9, based on the

and 5 to 8, respectively. I did this to avoid pattern matching anomalies

arising from differences in Lump Frequency values caused by the number of
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Boreal Forest Mammals

Figure 4-6. Correspondence between mammal lump structure patterns (Lump
Frequency vectors) summed for all ecosystems m a biome. Boreal forest
mammal lump pattern is a gray background template against which black
Lump Frequency vector patterns of other biomes are contrasted.
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Figure 4-7. Correspondence between mammal lump structure patterns (Lump
Fluency) summed for all ecosystems in a biome. Neotropical lowland
rainforest mammal lump pattern is a gray background template against
which black Lump Frequency vector patterns of four other biomes a)
Neotropical lowland rainforest2, b) tropical moist forest, c)

woodland/savanna forest, d) savanna with forest, are contrasted.



Short Grasslands

Figure 4-B. Correspondence between mammal lump structure patterns (Lump
Frequency vectors) summed for all ecosystems In a biome. Shongrass prairie

mammal lump pattern is a gray background template against which black
Lump Frequency vector patterns of other biomes are contrasted.



ecosystems in a biome group. As already discussed (Chapter 3), I either found

no significant trend or weak but significant trends relating the number of

study sites in a biome to indices of pattern commonaUty (Gap Commonality

index. Prominent Pattern Commortaiity index). There is a small potential

that even such weak trends might artificially depress pattern matching values

between biomes with very disparate values for number of study sites. Blomes

with low numbers of study sites might have higher Lump Frequency values

associated with peaks because commonality might be easier to achieve

between smaller number of sites. Therefore, even in cases of peak alignment

between biomes, when i measure Shared Lump Frequency the chances are

more likely for fractional hits rather than full hits.

Within each stratum of biomes I ranked biomes by landscape structural

complexity (using mean LSCI values) and sorted them from high to low

values along the edges of a matrix. 1 then measured the degree of lump

pattern matching between biomes as Shared Lump Frequency (SLF) indices

for all pair combinations of biomes within each stratum's matrix. 1 graphed

trends between landscape structural complexity and SLF values within each

matrix (Figure 4-9a & b) with the self matched values forming the diagonal. I

found SLF irtdex values ranging between -4 (worst fit) to 7 (best fit) and

arbitrarily assigned the number 8 for all self-matches', pattern matches of a

biome's Lump Frequency vector on itself. Based on visual experience with

graphic comparisons. 1 arbitrarUy designate SLF index value ranges Into

classes of pattern matching as follows: excellent (> 4), very good (3 to 4), good

(2 to 3), fair (1 to 2), poor (-1 to 1), very poor (-2 to -1), and execrable (< -2). I

applied these classes of pattern matching when 1 identified zones of similar

degrees of lump pattern matching in the matrix by interpolating the SLF

values to generate contour lines.
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Textuial-Discontiiuiity hypolhesis' (H6) predictions. H6 posits that the degree

of lump pattern matching should decline as the degree of structural difference

increases between biomes. For both matrices lump pattern matches arc in the

'very good' ciass only when the biomes matched do not differ in ranking of

landscape structural complexity by more than 3, and usually 2 or less. That is

to say that on average 1 found fair to poor lump pattern matches when

comparing savannas with tallgrass prairies and scrublands and then declined

to the 'fair' range and worse when comparisons extended to forests (Figure 4-

9a).

The Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis’ (H6) prediction is more exactly

values in each matrix. Briefly, no contours would exist if landscape structure

is unrelated to lump structure. That is to say, if the ranking of biomes by

structural complexity on the sides of the matrix was irrelevant to the degree

of pattern matching between each pair of biomes, then no zones of similar

lump pattern matching indices could be found. There would simply be a

random mixture of isolated Islands of lump pattern matching values. The

contours of lump pattern matching values are not isolated or small and show

a striking regularity with which they cross the entire matrix in parallel and

of perfect matches' to the lower right hand comer of 'worst matchess'. This
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Legend for Figure 4-9

Figure 4-9. Matrices of values indexing the degree of lump pattern matching
between mammal body mass lump patterns of pairs of biomes. The lump

proportion of all landscape study sites in^the biom^hich exhibit a Imn^at
that body mass. Each matrix is contoured by interpolation between pattern
maicbrng values, which range from 8 (arbitrary designation of perfect match)

between biomes with 3 to 4 landscape study sites, and Matrix b represents
biocnes with 5 to 8 landscape study sites.
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structures. The downward trend is nol simply the product of

drastic agreement or disagreement at the extremes: it shows a fairly regular

progression through the intermediate differences of landscape structure.

However, each matrix map exhibits some irregularities in the downward

example, two anomalous depressions split the slope in the lower right hand

comer of Figure 4-9b.

The anomalies in trends in Figure 4-9 suggest some variance in

relations between landscape structure and lump pattern matching. I

measured this variance statistically by calculating a Landscape Structure

Difference Index (LSDf), the absolute difference in landscape structure

complexity (LSQ) values between each pair of biomes, and correlating the

LSDI with the index of lump pattern matching, the SLF.

This correlation (Figure 4-10) proved highly significant (p < 0.0001)

with a fair amount of the vanance explained by a linear model (r2 = 0.420).

This is a relatively low amount of variance given the considerable potential

for error to mfluence the assembly and analysis of animal body mass and

landscape structure data sets. The robust association between liunp pattern

matching and contrasts in landscape structure is firm support for the

Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis at the scale of biomes.

The relatively robust correspondences I found between inter-biomc

lump pattern matching and landscape structural differences do not confirm

that processes linking animals to landscapes operate primarily at the biome

level. These resulte build on the results of prev’lous chapters by extending
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Structural similarity between dlf/erent landscapes

Fi^re 4-10. Correlation of indices of Imnp pattern shared between binmes c

diAerences in landscape structural values for pairs of blomes. Landscape
structural differences are derived by taking the absolute value of the
difference between the indices of landscape structural complexity (LSCI) for
two landscape types each of which is typical for each biome as a whole. The
degree of structural similarity increases as these difference values decline.

that linkage from the ecosystem or landscape level to the biome level, but

It is possible that such linking processes operate at multiple ranges of

ale, and the
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scale. Such results would Identify the importance of that scale at the same

tiine that they help to deepen understanding as to the relative importance of

To broaden the hierarchy of scales at which animal-landscape links

have been tested, I now examine lump pattern matching and landscape

structure at diesuper-biome level. I aggregate landscape data sets of one

blome type which are found on different continents. South America and

Africa, for example, into super-biomes' data. 1 test H6's predictions exactly as

1 did for biomes by first graphically examirting matches of supet-biome lump

patterns across a range of landscape structural complexity values and then

testing the matches quantitatively.

I further test H6 by contrasting patterns of Lump Frequency vectors of

super-biomes of dissimilar landscape structure (Figure 4-11) and those of

similar structure (Figure 4-12). As H6 predicts, the degree of pattern overlap is

much higher in the latter than in the former. For example, the peaks and

valleys of grassland and woodiand/savanna super-biome Lump Frequency

patterns overlap over most of the size range except around 3.0 and 3.8 loglO

body mass (Figure 4-12c). By contrast, a majority of promineni lump pattern

features do not overlap when conb-asting Lump Frequency values of

rainforests vs. grasslands or boreal forests vs woodland/savanna (Figures 4-

11a and b).

Following the same procedure I used for biomes, 1 coi^tructed a matrix

with super-biomes sorted on each side in order of landscape structural

complexity, from simple' grasslands to very complex' rainforests. I then

measured indices of lump pattern matching (Shared Lump Frequency or SLF)
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Log lOBodyMass

Figure 4-11. Correspondence between mammal lump structure patterns
(Lump Frequency vectors) summed for all ecosystems in a super-biome. The
super-biome patterns matched arc grasslands vs. rainforests (a), woodland
savarma forests vs. boreal forest fb), and moist wet forests vs temperate
fbrests(c).
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Log 10 Body Mass

Figure 4-12. Correspondence between manuna) lump structure patterns
(Lump Frequency vectors) summed tor all ecosystems in a super-biome. The
supet-biome patterns matched are temperate forests vs. boreal forests (a),

moist/wets forests vs. rainforests (b), and woodland savanna forests vs
grasslands(c).
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by super-imposing pairs of graphs of super-biome Lump Frequency vectors

and used the scoring system listed in Table 4-6- 1 found SLF index values

ranging between -i (worst fit) to 6 (best fit) and arbitrarily assigned the

number 7 for all 'self-matches'.

I graphed a map of the matrix of super-biome pattern matches which

interpolated the SLF values so as to identify zones or contours of similar

pattern matching value (Figure 4-13). I found results quite similar to those

for biomes in terms of range of SLF values and the general slope and contour

of SLF values. In the former case, 'good' or better pattern matches (SLF index

values > 2) occurred between pairs of super-biomes vrith stnichiral rankings

differing by 2 at most. For example, the Grasslands lump pattern fit very well

with that of Woodland-Savannas, but the fit declined to ’fair' when

compared with Boreal Forests (Figure 4-13). The trend lirtking the degree of

lump pattern matching to the difference in structural complexity appears

slightly more distinct at the super-biome level than at the biome level. For

the matrix graph as a whole the slope of SLF values appears slightly smoother

than those found for biome matrices (Figure 4-9a and b), with fewer

numbers of landscape study sites (Figure 4-9b).

I statistically confirmed the tightness of the trend linking indices of

lump pattern matching and the degree of structural difference in landscapes

between pairs of super-biomes. 1 correlated (Figure 4-14) Landscape Structure

Difference Index (15DI) values with the index of lump pattern matching, the

SLF, and found this correlation highly significant (p < 0.0002) with a

considerabie amount of the variance explamed by a linear model (r^ = 0.671).
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muitipie scales (ardiileclures ranging from micro-scale vegetation to meso-

scale patch or forest stand).

Jf Landscape :

I took descriptions of habitat and landscape use by nonvolant

mammals from global compendia (Nowak 1991, Macdonald 1993) and

regional sources (Emmons 1990, Banfield 1974, Golley 1966). Avian habitat

assemblages: Canada (Godfrey 1986) and North America [Ehrlich 1988).

1 tested the Textural-Discontinuity hypothesis (H6) at a meso-scale

spatial resolution (habitat) of landscape structure using eight avian lump

structures derived from North American bird body mass data sets compiled at

the landscape level from four different biomes. These included: boreal

shortgrass prairie (Alberta), temperate midgrass prairie (Badlands), lemperale

deciduous forest (Finger, Amot, Yellowstone and Itasca), boreal forest (Taiga
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Biological Station, Green River) and temperate lallgrass prairie (Konaa). The

categories o( habitat use I examined were: generalist, coniferous forest, decid-

uous forest, thicket, marsh and grassland.

I compared patterns of lump structure with patterns of habitat use. 1

examined patterra of avian habitat use by species to see if they clustered in

relation to species' body mass or in relation to membership in a lump. I

found that no single habitat use category was found exclusively in any lump

or group of lumps or constituted a significant majority in any lump. With

few exceptions every habitat usage category is present in almost every lump.

This pattern is most pronounced with birds categorized as 'generalist', a

group which has the largest proportional representation in most lumps.

Birds whose habitat usage is mostly in deciduous forest also has broad

representation in all lumps.

Viewed by degree of representation some categories show slight

tendencies to duster over certain size ranges of lumps. Some vague bends

suggest that species which utilize thickets have their greatest representabon

in lumps of smaller species, while 'water' specialists seem to most

represented among lumps of larger sized species. These trends give modest

but general support for the prediction by H6 that body size correlates with the

fineness of the texture of landscape structure. But the predominant trend is

representation of all habitat categories across all lumps, a partem readUy

explained by the fact that the size distributions of these categories in boreal,

the avian size range {Figure 4-15).

In Tests 2 and 3 I compared patterns of landscape use with patter

sf different systems . In each
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Figure 4-15. Dislhbudon of sizes of birds by proportion of all species using
that habitat in boreal forest and temperate forest and prairie ecosystems.
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test I juxtaposed two lump structures ol different systems (either two

landscapes in Test 2 or two super-biomes in Test 3). The paired tump

structures were very similar except in one part of the siie range. The tump

pattern features distinguishing the two systems were either the presence

/absence of lumps or the differences in the size range of lumps. In both

systems being compared I examined use of habitat structure by species over a

range of body sizes which straddled the zone of lump pattern distinctions.

That is to say, I looked at patterns of lartdscape structure use by species within

the size rone where lump patterns differed as well as the two neighboring

Kenya) in the savaima/woodland biome by examining habitat usage by

a severe difference in size range in the second to smallest lumps (Figure 4-16).

The third largest lump (lump 3) 1s very narrow in the Gabiro lump structure

in comparison with iump 3 in Amboseli. The neighboring lumps (2 and 4)

occupy relatively similar size ranges in both data sets.

In either landscape, usage of habitat by species in lumps 2, 3 and 4 are

generally similar in a manner predicted by the lump structure. First, species

irrespective of which site they sre found aL Therefore,

runways. Second, the size rank of the lump correlates

the landscape texture; mammals in lumps wilh smalle

rith the
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larger mean body size lumps are examined. Mammals In lump 4 are

associated with fringes of forests and water bodies, while mammals in lump 3

use holes arid crevices between logs and stones.

These results suggest that lump strucmre may help predict the

landscape structure of a site. In the absence of detailed site descriptions, the

differences in size range and species density between species members in

lump 3 at both sites ought serve to predict that Amboseli has a higher

incidence of a certain class of structural features (hollows, holes, crevices,

termite mounds) than does Gabiro.

I use a lump structure contrast at the cloud resolution level to compare

habitat usage between species in simUar size zones of two super- biomes. For

example, comparing lump cloud structures of North American super-biomes

(Temperate Forest and Temperate Grasslands) reveab a cloud in the forest

size range (between 2.3 - 2.8 loglO body mass units) where none' exists in the

grasslands (Figure 4-17). While lumps are present in this size range in

indicated by white coloration, suggest a relatively low density of species in

this size range. Even if this zone were interpreted as a lump cloud, the

difference in species densities between forests and grasslands Is distinctive. In

like manner to the African savanna/woodland comparison, the Texluial-

Discontlnuity hypothesis gains support from the fact that lump cloud

relahvely dttle taxonomic overlap. Namely, lump clouds 2, 3 and 4 contain

species whose habitat usage patterns (idenMfied in the boxes
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separating the two super-biome lump patterns) are similar irrespective of

which super'biome group the/ are found. For example, species found in

lump 4 in either super-biome ace associated with relatively open landscape

architectures such as forest ecotones and meadows.

Further support for the TexturaUDiscontinuity hypothesis is found in

that the coarseness of landscape texture ubiiaed increases with the mean body

size of Che lump cloud. For instance, mammals in lump cloud 2 are

associated with grass and root-zone pathways while species in cloud 3 are

associated with ecotones and open spaces. The greater incidence of species in

cloud 3 in the temperate forest than in the grasslands could serve to predict

that certain structural types (trees and shrubs associated with multi-level

habitat usage) are more prevalent in the former region than in the latter.

Chapter Summary

In this chapter I have focused on landscape structure in its relation to

landscape dassificabon (both traditional and novel], to pattern matching

between lump structures of different systems, and to animal use of habitat. I

have found broad similarities of lartdscape structure within tradibonal

landcover classes, such as biomes. However three observabons suggest that

too little is knowm or measured about landscape sbuctuie to safely assume

that we can define it and link it to animal behavior. First, there is sufficient

inter-site variability in landscape structure reported at small scales to quesHon

the assumption that tradibonal landscape designabons reliably connote

structural similarity between sites. Second, both the tradibonal dassihcation

schemes and the one I introduced do not rigorously survey or measure meso-

ond macro-scale structures. Third, very little is known about what structures

are important in animal behavioral decisions and survival.
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Within the limitations of the landscape structural classifications

available, I found strong support for the Te»tural-Discontinuity hypothesis'

prediction that the degree of matching between lump patterns of different

systems correlates closely with differences in landscape structural complexity.

Further, i found modest but consistent support for the H6 prediction that

lump pattern, or membership in lumps, has power to predict the scale at

which mammals exploit landscape structure. Overall, H6 has resisted

disproof in tests of lump pattern commonality within systems (Chapter 3),

structure and to its use (Chapter 4). All non-landscape hypotheses (HI - H5)

are implicitly challenged by these observations. In the following chapter, I

probe these challenges further.



CHAPTERS
TESTS OF NON-LANDSCAPE EXPLANATIONS OF LUMP PATTERN

The prevailing paradigm of a Continuous World has been increasingly

challenged by mounting evidence of a Discontinuous World, an

envirorunent marked by discontinuities in space/time behaviors and

distributions of ecological processes. The broad focus of this work has been to

test animal size distributions for discontinuities as evidence of a

Discontinuous World, and, thus far, a landscape-based hypothesis has

provided the most compelling explanation of lumpy animal morphologies.

Though I have demonstrated consistent trends linking landscape features,

such as structural complexity, and discontinuous animal morphologies, that

weakens but does not eliminate any other explanation.

Another possibility is that the complexity of process interactions

inherent at large scales of landscapes or blames may involve not one but

multiple explanations which emerge from both world views. The soimdest

approach to such interwoven or co-dependent explanations is not to try to

wrest the mantle of authority in one direction or the other. Rather, one must

embrace this uncertainly as a whole, unraveling the different threads

simultaneously so as to see how much each might contribute to a robust,

overaU explanation (Wiens 1984; Marples, in submission).

In this study 1 have demonstrated that lumpy pattern at several scales

can be used to test the predictions of non-landscape hypotheses (HI - H5). I
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have shown lump pattern at the scale of landscape study sites in a wide

(commonality) between sites of similar structure (Chapter 3), and I have

demonstrated in comparisons between landscape sites that the degree of lump

pattern matching erodes at a tate proportional to the degree of structural

difference (Chapter 4). This chapter is devoted to testing how well non-

landscape hypotheses (HI - H5) predict the lump patterns demonstrated in

In this section 1 revisit the manner in which non-landscape hypotheses

HI - H5 predict discontinuous body size distributions. I review the results of

previous tests of these hypotheses and describe basis for the new tests I shall

apply.

To varying eatents all organismal or non-landscape hypotheses are

challenged if there are similarities in lump pattern associated with

similarities in landscape pattern. The Competitive Niche and Size

Displacement (HI) hypothesis does not predict lump pattern at the scale of an

entire animal community, because such evenness of body size spacing is the

separating size clusters). Finding similar lump patterns in similar landscapes

does not fundamentally refute the Macro-Phylogeny (H2), Noah’s Ark (H3),

Limited Morph (H4) or the Trophic Trough (H5) hypotheses, but one must

demonstrate a link between lumpy body size patterns and the criteria used by

each hypothesis. For example, when comparing animal communities, lump

composition at the finest levels (species or genera) (H3) or higher leveU



(/amily, order) (H2) or with aimiJar distribution pa

(H4) or trophic categories (H5). These possibilities

expressed as predictions. I present these prediction

frequent findings (Chapters 3 and 4) of similarities

each hypothesis 1 state its prediction and discuss its

as explanations of the

mplications for testing

Prediction: Animal morphological sizes are spaced apart on the size

axis with a greater degree of evenness than expected by chance. Similarities

lump structure between ecosystem sites result from similarities in patterns

This prediefion has been used to demonstrate at the sub-comiminity

level the effects of within-guild competition on such taxa as heteromyid

rodents (Brown 1975). At the level of all species and all guilds within an

entire animal community, evenness of spacing between species' body sizes

appears more Ukely to fill gaps or discontinuiHes rather than create them,

community level HI appears to predict the opposite of lumpiness, and all

demonstrations of lumpiness thus far are disproof of these predictions.

However, perhaps such spacing occurs at sub-community levels, such as

within groups of spedes of relatively similar body size (lumps). If such were

the case, lump structure at the whole community level might be partly a

product of spacing of body sizes within each lump. The regularities of even

spacing within each lump might make the discontinuities between lumps

This interpretation of the Competitive Niche and Size Displacement

hypothesis predicts that the lump structure of each landscape study site and

within lumps. Such an explanation does not necessarily challenge the
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Textursl-Disconlinuity hypothesis, for competition between species within-

lumps may be based on the ability to exploit landscape structure within a

limited range of scales. If such proves to be the case, then HI embellishes

H6s explanation of lump structure at the sub-community level of lumps.

H2. MacrrvPhvlogeny

Prediction: Similarilies in lump structure between lundscape studp sites

result from similar,-ties in macro-scale latonomic composition Ifamilies,

orders).

The Macro-Phylogeny hypothesis posits that phylogenetic pattern

influences lump pattern, but as a combination of evolutionary and

community organization processes. If a limited number of ancestral forms

radiated in size to a limited extent, then each radiation might comprise a

region of higher density in a size distribution. Therefore, limited phenotypic

radiation in evolution results in a continuous size distribuhon around a

common ancestor. However, if we look at the aggregate picture of all these

separate continuous size distribution associated with different ancestors vre

find a discontinuous size distribution. That is to say that the net result of

parallel radiations from a limited set of common ancestors is a discontinuous

size distribution with some regions much denser in species than others.

These regions of higher species density (modes) might each be associated with

broad patterns of phylogeny (macro-phylogeny) at the level of taxonomic

Orders or Families. As each ecological community organizes, species selected

drawn from the denser regions.

patterns which constrain the zones where lumps may occur as they form

during coirununity organization. However. H3 does not explain the
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occurrence of each gap between lumps at the landscape level; ll focuses on the

likelihood of finding clusters of lumps in certain portioru of the size range.

H3. Noah's Art

Prediction; Similarilies in lump structure between ecosystem sites

result from similarities In ttuonomic composition at the level of species, and

The Noah's Ark rUrtier" sensu HoUing 1992) hypothesis posits that

gaps do not emerge, they remain in size distributions because of constraints

on evolutionary possibilities for a limited set of ancestral forms. These

limitations constrain size variability even at narrow (species or genus)

evolutionary levels to the extent that gaps are not or have yet to be Hlled in

size distributions compiled for mean species body masses. Therefore, H3

predicts that lump pattern similarities stem from taxonomic similarities at

the level of species or genus between landscape study sites.

Ftsdiclitini Simffiin'tirs in lump structure between landscape study sites

result from similarities in locomotory modes of species in each lump.

In a world with a limited number of media (air, water, earth) and

surfaces (land, vegetation, wafer), perhaps only a limited number of

locomotory modes and structural designs are competitive. For example,

predation in the air can be accomplished by a limited set of modes such as

soaring, hovering and quick strikes from perches. Terrestrial terrain can be

exploited by a limited set of modes such as leaping, crawling, running,

climbing, digging, burrowing. Each mode of exploiting the air or ground is

possible from a specific wing and body morphology, so the Limited Morph

hypothesis suggests that a small set of body sizes arises from the limited set of

modes for exploiting the air or ground. H4 posits that lump structure should
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predict the locations on the size aids of dusters of spedes of the same

locomotory category.

H5. Trophic Trough

Prediction: SitniferitiM m lump structure IvliiiecR landscape study sites

result from similariries in (ropliic structure, fmiitiuiual lamps or groups of

lumps will haoe higher frequencies of one trophic category than unetlicr.

If qualitative size differences characterize participants in trophic

interactions, then these differences might be associated with the

discontinuities in size distributions which identify transitions between

trophic levels. Lump structure pattern should predict the locations on the

size axis of clusiera of trophic categories of one type.

Previous Tests of Non-Landscape Hypotheses

Predictions about liunpy size distributions made by non-landscape

hypotheses have generally failed to resist disproof. Holling's {1992)

comparisons of lump structures of different taxa in different landscapes

challenged predictions made by the Noah's Ark, Trophic Trough and Limited

Morph hypotheses- Specifically, finding different lump patterns {in terms of

location and number of lumps) for the same taxon in different landscapes

challenges the prediction by the Noah's Ark hypothesis that similar ancestry

should produce similar lump structures regardless of the landscape. A

further challenge to this hypothesis arises with the observation of similar

lump structures for different taxa in the same landscape. The radically

different ancestry of birds and mammals should not produce similar lump

patterns for both taxa. Holling's (1992) finding of similar lump structures for

different trophic classes (herbivore/omnivores vs. carnivores) of the same

taxa challenges the Trophic Trough hypothesis. FinaUy, the finding of similar



lump patterns in the same landscape for different taxa, birds and mammals,

challenges the Limited Morph hypothesis.

One avenue of inquiry based on the Continuous World Model has

continued to use evidence of size dispersion along a continuous size axis as

evidence supporting the Competitive Niche and Size Displacement

of animal morphometries in the body sizes of granivorous desert rodents

(Brown 1973, 1975, Bowers and Brown 1982, Price and Brown 1983), bill

lengths of birds (Schoener 1983, Moulton and Lockwood 1992, Moulton 1993).

HI has never been tested as a predictor of lump structure.

Summary: New probes of cnntiniiniis world b-pnth^

Previous work has tested otgartismal explanations of animal

community morphometry only at the landscape and biome scales in a limited

set of landscapes (mostly boreal forest and prairie in North America). In this

study I test predictions of lump structure over a wider variety of landscapes

and over a broader set of scales (landscape, biome, global). 1 wiU use statistical

tests to probe more rigorously the qualitative inferences (Holling 1992) that

there is little if any relationship between lump structure and membership in

vanous non-landscape categories. 1 lest each hypothesis in the order I

introduced them.

Over-dispersion of body sizes has been found at sub-community levels,

groups or guilds within a community, (Brown 1973, 1975, Bowers and Brown

1982, Pnce and Brown 1983), Schoener 1982, Moulton and Lockwood 1992,

Moulton 1993) and has been cited as evidence of compeHtlon. This pattern

has been tested at the guild level within a community using a relatively
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coarse definiHon of size distributions (size differences between members of a

guild). Craig Allen suggested a test of this pattern at a higher level which

incorporates all guilds in an animal community, namely, all members of one

taxon in a commimlty, and uses a finer definition of size distribution (sire

differences between species within lumps in the community size

distribution). In collaboration with Dr. Allen 1 pooled animal body mass data

sets and wrote computer programs to statistically simulate random body size

dispersion within body size lumps. I now describe the data sources and

detection methods for tests at both these scales.

1 collected mammal, bird and hcrp data sets of body sizes from sites

with rebable, comprehensive species lists. I took body mass values for birds

and mammals from a source most proximate to each study site, either from

studies in the literature or from global compendia (Dunning, 1990; Silva and

Downing, 1995). I selected twenty-one sites horn six different biomes (Table 5

-1) in the western hemisphere: boreal forest; temperate desert, forest, moist

mid-grass prairie and seasonally wet prairie; and neotropical forest.

DescripHon ni study sites

The 21 sites from which 32 animal data sets were assembled have

sufficient size (study areas ranging from hundreds fo thousands of hectares)

over the past few decades. These study sites exhibit a broad range of

configurations of landscape structure and climate-related parameters such as

rainfall, temperature, incident solar radiation, and evapo-transpirafion. The

diversity of climate parameters and landscape structures tests the generality of

animal morphometric pattern over a range of environmental contexts.
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Table 5-1. Data sources for tests of the CompetiBve Niche Displacemertt
Hypothesis. Locations of animal data sets are given by taxon and number of
species related to each study site in six different biotnes in the western
hemisphere.

Bio-gtographic Um(

Bird Mammal Herps

Forest Itasca

Savannah River

Mountain Lake Bio

Station

Prairie Badlands

Cottonwood

Desert Bryce

Canyonlands

Capitol Reef

Neotropical Forest

Dor«Lake

New Brunswick

Nopiming

Taiga BioSta.

Concepcion

French Guiana

Lacandona

Manu Nat Park



SlalisHcal Approaches

1 analyzed the data in four stages. First, I used Lump (GaP) Analysis

(Chapter 2, Restrepo « al. 1997) to determine the 'coarse' body size pattern,

the distributian of lumps, in each observed data set. This established a set r>f

lumps for each observed data set, and the number of species(n), the range of

body masses, and the body mass of each species within each lump. Second, I

measured the spadng between the species within a lump ('segment length
)

by calculating the size differences between neighboring species. I calculated

evenness of spacing; high variartce connotes little evenness. Third, I used

range as found in the observed lumps, but with the body masses of the species

selected at random within the size range. The size distributiorts within the

mock lumps therefore represent a random null against which to compare the

distributions within the observed lumps. I then calculated the variance of

size spacing between neighboring species in these mock lumps. In the fourth

stage I tested the difference between the indices of evenness I found in

I sorted body mass data for each taxon at each site in ascending order

and analyzed for significant discontinuities using GaP Pattern Analysis

(Chapter 2), 1 normalized mass data by taking the logarithmic trarxsform. Fo

continuous null distribution with the same n and range of body masses as

those in the observed data set. This continuous null model helps establish
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calculations. Similarly, I avoided the potential for exaggerated variation in

estiniates of variance in small lump populations (n < 5) by analyzing only

those lumps with it greater than 5. Of the 170 lumps occurring in 33 data sets 1

rejected 27 lumps by this criterion. Since the body masses of the smallest and

largest species in each lump are fixed during each simulation run, the species

between the ends are the only body masses drawn at random. 1 adopted a

conservative protocol that the number of simulated body masses would

always exceed the number (2) held fixed.

I took special precautions to simulate only the segment length variance

between species within lumps. Segment length variance exists at the level of

the entire animal community and is generated by the major discontinuities

or gaps which separate lumps. This community-level variance was segregated

out during simulations by rejecting any segment lengths which approached

*e size of the gaps on either side of the lump. That is
,
those segment lengths

which exceeded the mean of gap segment lengths defining the ends of the

lump. Such mean gap sizes were reasonable approximations given that gaps

on either side of a lump did not differ greatly in size.

Within each mock lump Ihe size spacing between species ( "segment

length' along the size axis) was calculated by subtracting the logic body mass

of the nth species from that of species n+1 . Evenness of spacing was

quantified by examining the variance of segment lengths within the lump.

Probabilities of observed variances occurring by chance were determined from

statistical simulation. For each lump 1000 simulation runs generated a

distribution of mock variances. The rank of the observed variance in that

distribution of mock variances approximated the p-value of the lump's

segment length variance-
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Slaee 4: Meta-Analvsis

Difficulties inherent in field conditions can erode the precision with

which animal body masses are determined and introduce variability in

animal body mass size data sets. At the coarse, community level of gaps

separating lumps, GaP analysis appears robust because the size of

discontinuities in vertebrate community body mass data exceed the observed

size variation in species mass estimates for 80 percent of boreal prairie birds

and all boreal prairie mammals (Appendbt A). However, at the finer, within-

lump. scale the sources of variation in size estimates due to sampling error

make it less likely to find any constancy or evenness of ratios of body sizes,

especially at a significance level less than 0.50.

Given the likelihood of distortions introduced by sampling error,

detecting meaningful trends required that the scope of investigation be

broadened through meta-analysis. Pattern at several levels (overall, within

taxon, within blome) was examined using binomial tests as follows. If

observed size variances occur at random. I'd expect the frequency distribution

of variances to be nonnal with a mean at 0.5. I created this normally

distributed frequency distribuHon of variances through computer simulation.

The observed variance in segment lengths could fall irtto one of two

conditions with respect to the distribution of mock variances generated by

simulation: ranked either above the SO percent rank or below it With the

conditions, I applied the binomial lest. Significant numbers of occurrences

below the 50 percent rank indicate greater evenness of spacing than expected

by chance. The probabilities that the ratio of occurrences above 50 percent to
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1 derived probabilily values 0/ observed variances occurring

by ranking them in null distilbulions of variance. Cot«idering all I

correlation between species number and probability value was evid

(Figure 5-la). (Juile similar curve fit patterns with near-flat regress

were also found for birds and mammals alone.

If species' siaes lend to cluster with consistency toward some portion of

the size axis within each lump, segment length variance could still be

significantly low. No size clustering by species within lumps is evident.

Regression of normalized segment length on normalized relative position

within the lump shows no significant trend either for all laxa ((Figure 5-lb))

or for mammals or birds separately.

Simuiared and obaerved trends m segment length variance within lumps

CStserved segment length variance had a strong tendency to be ranked

in the lower half of variance distributions generated by simulabon. This is

evident (Figure 5-2) in the left-skew of the distribution of rankings for

observed segment length variance. The distribution of variances expected

from a uniform distribution of segment lengths highlights this trend.

Seventy-four percent of all lumps (106 out of 143) from all sites had

variances ranked in the lower half of the null distribution. The chances 0/

(p<l.6 E-08),



Figure 5-1. Regression of (a) normalized values of within-lump inler-spedes
size differences (segment length) on within-lump position of a species
relative to the edge of the lump and (b) rankings of within-lump intet-species
size variances relative to 1000 simulated size variances (probability value)
against the number of species vrithin the lump-
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Figure 5-2. Observed frequency dislribution of variances in segment lengths
qr inter-species size differences within lumps in herp, mammal and bird data
sets compared to a hypothetical normal distribution created when inter-
species size differences occur with uniform random frequency.

with tiny probabilities ate evident for summary binomial teats for each taxon

(mammals, birds) and each biome (temperate, boreal, neotropical). When I

applied the binomial test to lump sums within each biome, a majority (7 out

of 10) had significant p-values. Mammal lump data sets, particularly in the

variances. Only half the bird lump data sets (boreal forest, temperate prairie)

showed significantly low variance at the biome level. The sample of herp

lumps from South Florida is too small (n = 6) to reasonably expect a

significant result with the binomial test. Considering each lump separately,

sixteen percent (23 out of 143) of all lumps showed low variance of segment

lengths at the 0.05 significance level.
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Tabie 5-2; Ranldngs cpf observed variances of segment lengths within lumps

Results • Summary

Animal body mass data sets exhibit over-dispersion of mean adult sizes

within the size ranges of lumps not within endie commimities. I found that

observed within-lump segment lengths exhibited much lower variance in a

majority of lump data seb, whether sorted by taxon or biome, when ranked

against segment length variances derived from lumps created from uniform

size distributions- Probability values lower than 0.001 from bi-nomlal tests

firmly support the conclusion that size spacing within lumps is more even

than expected by chance.

Size spacing between species within an entire community is not more

even than expected by chance. When 1 applied the same procedure to animal
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segment lengths exhibit lower variance than simulated segment lengths.

These results challenge the Competitive Niche and Size Displacement

Hypothesis at community level body size distributions but support it at the

nartowet levei of lumps. Previous tests (Brown 1973, 1975, Bowers and

Brown 1982, Price and Brown 1983, Schoener 1982, 1983, Moulton and

Lockwood 1992, Moulton 1993) have found confirmation for HI at the level

of sub-groups within a community, however, no previous test has been

applied to all species within a taxon of a community. Following the

ptedictions of HI, lack of even size spacing community-wide suggests that

competition is not operating equally for all species within a community

within lumps, evening the spacing of body sizes through character

The proposibon that competition occurs between species within lumps

does not necessarily contradict the predictions of the Textural Discontinuity

hypothesis, H6. One interpretation of H6 might explain the evolution of

competitive over limited range of spatial scale. Another interpretation of the

Textural Discontinuity hypothesis might explain lumps as the result of

species sorting during community organization. Either interpretation is

based on the competitiveness of body size in the exploitation of landscape

structure at specific scales. H6 would be undermined if it can be shown that

competition between species wilhin-lumps is not related to exploitation of
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spatial structure. One esample might be if species competed for a food source

with a spatial distribution which does not vary across scales.

I observe morphological over-dispersion in lumps of birds, mammals

and herps and not at the level of the entire community. I conclude that HI is

commuruty levels (lumps), and that inter-specific competition is most likely

occurring at the spatial scale exploited by species in a lump. The possibility

remains untested that 'over-dispersion' of body sizes at sub-community

levels, within lumps, might reinforce detection of discontinuities (and

therefore lumps) within community level size patterns. 1 now lest the

Previous tests (Holling 1992) have challenged H3, H4, and H5 based on

comparisons of lump patterns found in body size data sets of different taxa,

trophic levels, or body plarts. Such qualitative inference is a robust challenge

which is extremely helpful in prioritizing different avenues of inquiry in

eariy exploratory research- In this section I try to test more rigorously these

initial challenges of non-landscape hypotheses. In animal conunimity body

size data sets I examine patterns of membership in any of the categories

specified in H3, H4, and H5 and test their degree of association with patterns

of lump membership. That is to say I lest the prediction that body sizes

cluster in similar ways to clusters of phylogenetic, locomotory, or trophic



1 selected 20 mammal body mass data sets compiled from literature and

research station reports for sites in 7 biomes (Table 5-3)

Table 5-3. Locations of study sites from which species lists were used as

sources for body mass data sets used in Chi-Square tests of the Macio-
Phylogeny, Trophic Troph and Limited Morph Hypotheses.

No Biome Lontinenl lurisdiclion Site Name
1 Tundra N. America Kluane

N. Yukon N.P.

4

5

Zn!
N. America New Bnmswick

Saskatchewan

Manitoba

Green River

Prince Albert N.P.

Taiga Bio. Station

1

Temperate N. America Minnesota
Florida

Wvomine

Itasca State Park

Katherine Ordway Preserve

Yellowstone N.P.

10

temperate N. Amenca
California

Capitol Reel N.P.

Death Valley N.P.

Organ Pipe N.P.

12

13

Temperate
Prairie

N. Amenca bouth Llakota

Montana
Badlands N.P.

Bison

Konza Preserve

16

17

Grasslands ca

S. Africa

Amboseli

Golden Gate N.P.

19

20

Neotropical

Lowland
Rainforest

S. America

C. America Costa Rica

Manu N.P.

In each data set I assigned each species a set of seven different numbers

corresponding to membership in the following categories: lumps, niche

(trophic and locomotory) and phylogenetic. I arbitrarily assigned a number to

each mammalian order and family and applied these phylogenetic indices to
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each species in each data set. I assigned numbere corresponding to niche

categories as follows. It is frequently the case that species within a genus share

Eisenberg. pers. comm.). Therefore, I classified 585 mammal genera according

to niche requirements following the scheme of Eisenberg (1981) (Appendix G).

This scheme provides a numeric index for "trophic strategy" or means of

procuring food, such as carnivore, granivore, frugivore and ' substrate" or

locomotory mode, such as terrestrial, fossorial, scansorial, for mammals. I

applied these niche indices to each species in the data sets.

1 sorted lumps in ascending order( 1, 2, 3-.-.N). Each species received a

number signifying the size rank of the liunp in which it is a member. For

instance, each species in the lump ranked third largest from the bottom

(smallest) of the size order would receive the number 3- Since the number of

lumps found by Lump (GaP) Analysis varies with statistical power, I tested

the sensitivity of this analysis to the statistical power level used in Lump

Analysis. I analyzed each data set three times for lump pattern, each time

using a different level of power. The three different power levels were about

0-4, 0.5, and 0.6, respectively. I gave each species three lump numbers

corresponding to their lump membership as interpreted under three different

To derive expected values for each of the categories within a data set, I

calculated the proportions which each niche or taxonomic category

represented in that mammal data set. If categories are randomly distributed

m a data set, 1 would expect Ihe same proportional representation within a

lump as within the entire data set. I compared these expected values against

observed proportions in each lump using a Chi-Square test. FoUowing Chi-
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Square protocols I eliminated cortsiderable numbeis of lump data prior to the

test because the category in question did not occur more than four times in

In such a test the null hypothesis posits that there is a random

association between lump pattern (membership in a particular lump) and

category pattern (membership in a particular category). Within each lump for

each niche or phylogenetic category the test returned a value which

represented the probability value associated with rejection of the null. 1

designated all findings with a probability value equal to or lower than 0.05 as

a significant departure from the expected, thereby allowing me to reject the

null. For each category I report the number of significant and non-significant

findings overall as well as the number of instances where the number of

significant findings increased, decreased or did not change as a result of

All categories except taxonomic order appear to be randomly related to

patterns of lump membership in a majority of cases as evident in the rates at

which I fail to reject the null hypothesis (Table 5-4). The failure to reject rate

(entitled 'Significant Findings’ in Table 5-4) is 49. 56, 81 and 69 percent of all

testable observations of the order, family, substrate and food categories,

respectively. These findings show some sensitivity to the statistical power

level used in Lump Analysis. Only in a minority (mean = 23.75 percent of
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in lumps and phylogenetic

i of non*random association between membership

Parctnt of total poaolble ob

Non-SIgnlUeam Findings

Phytogeny Niche Saius

lOe 146

testable observahons) do the numbers of significani findings increase as

power increases. In a majority of testable observations I firtd no change or a

ordy in a minority of cases might the rejection of the null Increase as a result

of a different level of statistical power, and even in these cases the rejection

rale does not increase dramatically.

These results undermine the Trophic Troph and Limited Morph

lump membership and those of trophic or locomotory mode appear random.

I find the least support for the locomotory mode category, but trophic classes

fate scarcely better, appearing randomly associated with lumps almost 70
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percent of time- Other tests of the Trophic Trough and Limited Morph

hypotheses (Holling 1992) aggregated the number of categories to far fewer

numbers than the ones employed here. For example, Holling utilized only

two (cantivore and hertivore/omnivore) trophic categories as opposed to

sixteen, and two locomotory modes (volant and nonvolant terrestrial) as

opposed to eight(Appendix 6). The degree to which my use of a more diverse

group of categories increases the chances of finding non-significant results in

The case for The Macro-Phylogeny (H2) hypothesis is more equivocal;

in roughly half of the tests I could reject the null hypothesis. While

traditional preoccupation with Type 1 error would caste this result as

complete rejection of H2. broader standards which try to account for Type II

might interpret this as a 'mild' rejection. As such it does not decisively

topple the suspicion that lump pattern is the product of multiple causes

which include phytogeny as well as landscape structure. Macro-scale

phylogenetic patterns may contribute broad, almost cryptic, influences on

lump membership. I find the highest rejection rale for the null when testing

taxonomic order, so it appears to be the right level of the taxonomic hierarchy

Summary

The Limited Morph and Trophic Trough hypotheses failed to resist

disproof at the micro-scale of lumps. However, patterns of taxonomic at high

levels (Family and Order) show a weak but intriguing affinity for lumps at

this grain resolution of lump pattern. I shall now test the power of narrow

(Noah's Ark) and broad (Macro-Phylogeny) patterns of taxonomy in non-

landscape hypotheses to predict lump pattern at scales larger than individual
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a parlicular landscape (such as a biome) challenges the Noah's Ark (H3)

hypothesis, [f limited evolution horn a small number of ancestral forms is

responsible for gaps in the size distribution, then most lump structures,

irrespective of landscape structure, should be relatively similar in that they

share ancestry. Holling's (1992) finding of lump structures unique to the

finding of lump pattern commonality within biomes or 'Tsiome signatures"

(Chapter 3), lump patterns unique to each of some 12 biomes, makes a more

general case for this chaUenge. However, H3 also predicts that such inter-site

pattern similarity within biomes stems from taxonomic similarity at the

species or genus level That is to say that community level lump structure,

the locaHon of lumps and gaps, relates to lower level patterns of taxonomy.

Therefore, Noah's Aik (H3) predicts that an index of lump pattern similarity

should correlate with an index of species similarity, and that is how I will test

H3 in this section.

The Macro-Phytogeny hypothesis (H2) posits that lump pattern

for why lumps are found in certain size ranges. In Chapter 3 I identified

broad patterns (Figures 3-19 and 3-20) in mammal lump structures where

clusters of lumps are more commonly found. In this chapter I compare these

broad lump and body size patterns as a test of H2.
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In this section I test predictions of Noah’s Ark (H3) and Maao-

Phyiogeny (H2) over a variety of landscape types and scales. I shall first test

H3 by correlating taxonomic similarity indices with measures of lump pattern

similarity between landscapes of similar type ('commonality’)- 1 now discuss

data sources and methods for calculating taxonomic similarity.

I assembled lists of mammal genera and species for all landscape study

sites vrhich 1 examined in Chapter 3 for lump pattern commonality both

within-biomes and within-super-biomes. Within each biome and super-

biome 1 measured Sorenson’s Index of Similarity (S-1) for species and for

genera for every matching pair of study site species lists widiin that spatial

Where sp^ = Number of species or genera in Site a,

Sp^ = Number of species or genera in Site b, and

I tested the Noah's Ark hypothesis H3 by correlating similarity index

and both taxonomic resoluHorts (species and genus) I found no sigrtificance in

commonality (Figure 5-3).

Overall, this test undermines the Noah's Ark hypothesis. Despite

numerous graphic observations in Chapter 3 of expectedly strong correlations

between high taxonomic similarity and lump commonality, this trend is



Pattern Matching Between Landscapes

Figure 5-3. Correlations of Sorenson's index of similarity for species <a & c)
and genuses (bid) for pairs of biomes (a i b) and super-bioines (c i d) on
indices of pattern correspondence between different systems (biomes or super-
biomes), the index of Shared Lump Frequency (SFI). All correlations are not
sigrtificant (probability values Indicated in the upper right hand comer).

vitiated by similar frequencies of reverse or mirror trendsr high commonality

/ low taxonomic similarity and low commonality/high taxonomic similarity.

This leaves only broad pattens of size associated with higher level taxonomic

categories (Family or Order) as possible predictors of lump pattern.
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A Ttst of MacrQ-Phvlagenv (H2I at Para-aobal Scalm

The Macro-Phylogeny (H2) hypothesis predicts that patterns of

similarity in lump structure correlate with broad patterns of animal size

associated with taxonomy at the Order or Family levels. In this chapter 1 used

a chi-square test to identify Order as the taxonomic level most closely

associated with lump pattern. In Chapter 3 J demortstrated patterns of lump

commonality for mammals at the para-global level- 1 tested the prediction of

the MacTO-Phyiogeny hypothesis by comparing these two broad patterns:

lump commoiulity at para-global scales and size distribudons compiled at the

level of mammal orders. 1 randomly sampled the mean adult body masses of

100 rartdomly selected species of each of the seven most speciose mammalian

ordere to create an estimate of the size distribution of each order. I then

graphically compared both broad lump and taxonomic patterns by juxtaposing

the zones of highest lump pattern commonality with each mammal order's

size distribuhon (Figure 5-1).

Every one of this subset of mammal orders has size frequency peaks

associated with one (two in the case of Marsupials) of the zones of para-global

lump commonality. This correspondence between broad partems of

taxonomy and lump structure becomes even clearer when I aggregate mean

adult body masses of all 7 mammal orders into one size distribution and

overlay the pattern of common lump zones (Figure 5-5). A size distribution

based on mammal order appears bi-modal, with a hint of tri-modality, which

largely intersects zones of para-gjobal lump commonality.
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Log Body Mass

Figure 5^. Frequency distiiburiorLS oi mean adult body maases of spedea
drawn at random from Silva and Downing(1995) from 7 mammal orders.
Light gray zones indicate areas of highest matching between lump structures
of different mammal communities.



Figure 5-5, Frequency distribution of mean adult body masses expressed as
proportion of all species in 12 mammalian orders. Light gray bands identify

Summary -

The MacTO-Phyiogeny hypotheses (H2) gains support from distinct

overlap between broad paMems of taxonomy (mammalian order) and lump

structure (para-global lump pattern). While H2 does not locus on community

level lump pattern (the locations of individual gaps and lumps at the

landscape level), it docs appear to predict the general zones where clusters of

lumps are located on the size axis.



Previous comparisons (Eisenberg 1981) of nonvolanl terrestrial

mammal communities on different continents graphically suggest some

degree of discontinuity in the size distributions of some eight trophic

categories. Moiling (1992) found similarities in the patterns of discontinu

in lire size distributions of two coarse trophic groupings (carnivores vs.

herbivore/omnivores) of boreal prairie mammal communities. Both

categories were present in each lump. Finding very similar representalit

either trophic category across all the lumps challenges the prediction (H5)

differences in trophic status displace body sizes and create discontinuities

The generality of this challenge to the Trophic Trough hypothesis

would be conErmed by Fmding similarities in lump patterns for trophic

categories in biomes other than the boreal prairie- in this section 1 apply

similar tests to nonvolant terrestrial mammal data compiled from six bio

I now describe these data sources and the methods of examining different?

pattern in trophic size distributions,

Sources of animil body size data

1 assembled species size data at the biome level by compiling body n

data from all landscape study sites I had assembled for a biome and remov

redundant species. I then separaled each biome species assemblage into tw

trophic groups; carnivores and herbivore/omnivores. 1 overlaid graphs o
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Results - Biome CompariMns o( Body Size Distribuhons of Trophic Levels

Frequency distributions ol body mass for carnivores vs.

(Figure 8-6). The only excepbon is that loglO body masses of

herbivore/omnivores usually extend beyond 5.0, whereas those of carnivores

do not. The size distributions of either trophic category do not exhibit any

Discussion

These results give a broad explanation for the general observation

(Sendzimir, impublished data) that carnivores and herbivore/omruvores are

mutually present in almost all lumps in data sets. This outcome is likely if

What remains unclear is why the lump structures of different trophic groups

in non-boreal data sets do not align as precisely as Holling (1992) found for

boreal data sets. The most likely explanation is that HoUing's careful

consultation with zoologists with long experience with birds and mammals

in the boreal biome created robust and comprehensive species lists for birds

and mammals. My compilation of a species lists from a number of study sites

I have tested the predictions of a suite of non-landscape hypoHleses

which predict lump structure without any reference to landscape structure. 1
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Legend for Figure S-6

Herbivore/Omnivores Carnivore

Tundra T

$ 0.2-,
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Figure 5-6. Size distributions for mean adult body masses of carnivores and
herbivore/orrmivores expressed as proportions of all species in sub-samples
of mammal commuruties in 6 biomes.
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find no support at any level of lump structure for the Noah s Ark (H3),

Limited Morph (H4) or Trophic Trough (H5) hypotheses. Looking at herps,

birds, and mammals 1 find no support at the level of an animal commtmity

lump structure for the Competitive Niche and Size Displacement (HI), but

distributions. Looking only at mammals, I also find that trends linking

mammal order size distributions with para-global patterns of lump structure

simiiarity support the Macto-Phylogeny (H2) hypothesis.

In total, lump structure appears best explained by three different

hypotheses, the Macro-Phylogeny, Textural-Discontinuity and CompeHtive

Niche and Size Displacement hypotheses, each operating at a different spatial

scale. The Macto-Phylogeny hypothesis posits that broad, long-term processes

lump structure through the process of community organization.

Communities are organized by species selection within broad but limited size

ranges, or modes of higher species density, associated with adaptive radiation

from a common ancestor of each Order. This process increases the likelihood

of lumps being located within these modal size ranges.

At the level of animal commimities in a landscape, the Textural-

Discontinuity hypothesis predicts that hierarchical landscape structure is a

context in which body sizes are selected for from the pool available after

selection from the phylogenetic size distribution. The environmental

template of landscape architecture is a discontinuous distribution of ranges of

body sizes are se

range of spatial i

scale range resources are apparent to animals. Species

for through competition for resources at each differentelected
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communily size distribution. These gaps separate body size lumps in

At the sub-community level, tvithin the spatial scale exploited by

species within each lump, competition is minimized between species by

diversifying their uses of landscape structure. The Competitive Niche and

Size Displacement hypothesis predicts that this diversification is aided by

separating and spreading the mean sides' body sizes as evenly as possible

along the size axis within the range of sizes which are effective in using the

landscape at that scale, namely, the size range of the lump.

I have concluded this chapter with a brief demonstration of how

parallel consideration of three hypotheses can bridge interactions across three

ranges of scale to explain lumpy animal community morphometry. These

conclusions tely on fmdings throughout this study, which I bring into a more

comprehensive synthesis in the final chapter.



CHAPTER 6
SYNTHETIC INFERENCES FROM TESTS OF CONTINUOUS AND

DISCONTINUOUS WORLD MODELS

Introduction

This study pits two world models against one another in an

exploration of different explanations of how patterns of ecological

processes and landscape structure are linked to patterns of animal sUe.

Questions which encompass such large scales cannot isolate causation; a

host of causes must be addressed, and multiple causation is likely. I

approached the large scale, multi-causal questions of this study with two

main strategies to address my expectation that multiple causation might

obscure the signals my tests report Fust, I embraced adaptive inference

(Wiens 1984, Pickett et al, 199S] as a means to test continuous and

discontinuous world models in parallel. In this way I hoped that contrasts

in results of different, parallel tesu of an array of causes, not the results of

isolated tests of single causes, might reveal the differences which deepen

understanding about the relative importance of each separate cause-

Second, 1 searched for pattern, however faint, across a large collection of

animal and landscape data collected from 18 biomes on S continents.

In this chapter I try to weave the separate threads of these parallel

tests of imposing data arrays into a workable synthesis. 1 briefly review the

underlying theory and initial tests which set the stage for this work and

then integrate the results and conclusions of the separate chapters.

202
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Animal Size Patterns as Evidence oi a Ditecnhnuous World

The premise which opened this avenue o( Inquiry (Holltng 1992) is

that the clustering of time and space behaviors of ecosystem processes

strongly supports a discontinuous world model in which the world is

separated into distinct 'domains of scale' (scnsu Wiens 1987) over each of

wltlch a different set of processes predominates. This sharply contrasts

tvith the Gleasonian view prevailing over the last few decades that all

scales. The study of animal size distributions as indices of the interactions

of animals with the operation of these processes attempts to test Units

between the functioning of ecological processes and mechanisms of

this study follows t)<e example of Holling (1992) in itsing discontinuous

patterns of animal morphometry ('lumpiness') as evidence of animal

interactions with a world of discontinuousiy distributed opportunities.

How to Test Patterns in Animal Size Distributions?

Lump analysis, as applied tlirough GaP Pattern Analysis (Chapter 2,

Restrepo et al. 1997) is an approach with practical and theoretical

advantages in defining lump slmchires. It is relatively rapid and defines

lump patterns which ate broadly consistent with a variety of techniques

(Chapter 2) including Boiling's (1992) Body Mass Difference Index (BMDI)

by Marples (unpublished results). Lumpiness
,
as applied with GaP and

BMDI analysis, has shown promise in a number of biomes and a variety of

taxa (Holling 1992, Restrepo 1995, Hoslellec 1997) as an index linking body
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Size pattern to landscape structure. GaP Pattern Analysis is theoretically

appealing because it directly attacks the notion that all size distributions

are continuous by defining gaps in terms of their probabilities of occurring

in data sets derived from continuous body size data.

The promise shown in previous and current work plus my own

tests allows me to accept lumps (body size clusters) found in lump analysis

useful in testing various world models of ecological processes. 1 do so

despite the ongoing controversy surrounding the hypothesis that lumps

reflect modes in size distributions. Manley (1992) challenged the capacity

of Holling's BMDl to rigorously show that animal body size clusters reflect

modes in a size distributioa However, Marples (in submission) addresses

that chalJenge directly by demonstrating what modal distributions

potentially underlie body size clusters and reinforcing the suspicion that

Manley's negative results stem in part from Type U error. Furthermore,

lumps do not appear to be likely products of chance events causing body

size data to appear discontinuous when the underlying size distribution is

continuous. My simulations (Chapter 2) of synthetic body size data sets

drawn from uni*modal size distributions show that it is highly unlikely

that observed lump structures result from random sampling from

continuous body mass size distributions.

The Reliability of Lump Analysis

I confirmed the reliability of lump analysis, as applied through GaP

Pattern Analysis, by demonstrating that it is robust to observed levels of

error In the creation ofbody mass size data sets (Appendix A). These two

sing of

:
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temporally unstable populations and incomplete accounting of intia-

species variation in animal body mass sizes. 1 found in literature surveys

that the variances of both size and temporal abundances for mammals and

birds have right skewed distributions.

I initialiy estimated that such right skewed distributions of observed

levels of both error sources had little potential to render lump analysis

unreliable. Rather, a right skewed distribution of size variances should

stabilize lump structure in ways analogous to the stabilizing influence of

(O'Neill et aJ. 1986, Allen and Starr 1982). Systems of components linked

by interactions of equal significance and intensity are unstable (Kauffman

1991, 1993). Right skewed distributions of variation frequencies signify

that the vast majority of species exhibit little variation in body mass or in

temporal abundances in the populations. The minority of species which

exhibit high variation introduce relatively low levels of slochasticity In

determining lump structure which ate unlikely to significantly

imdermine the capacity of lump analysis to find the underlying lump

I found that lump analysis is robust partly because of stability

irdierent in such right skewed distributions of size or abundance

variation. I determined this by severe probes of liunp analysis through

simulaticms of extreme variation scenarios. My computer programs

simulated uniform not right skewed distributions of variation in that I

allowed all species to exhibit the same level of variation, in size or in

presence/absence- Lump analysis is robust to extreme simulations of
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lump analysis lo such severe simulations of variation supports the

hypothesis that it is robust to observed, moderate levels of variation in

Variation in animal size may not undermine the robustness of

lump analysis, but it may challenge the linkage between animal size and

landscape structure. In other words, the analysts technique may be robust,

but the connection assumed in animal interactions with landscape may be

weak. Size variation may be more than a 'noise' level disrupting the

spatial condnua or to discontinuous structures.

The presence of a variety of sizes in a species does not necessarily

mean that all sizes are adaptive and result in successful reproduction.

Size variance may simply be a strategy' which allows populations to

persist by increasing the chances that some individuals will be sized such

that their scale of foraging will match the spatio-temporal distribution of

resources- That sub-population which is adaptively sized might have the

best chances of reproduction, but its surviving progeny may exhibit the

same strategy of a body size diversity.

variance which relates to their scale of foraging. For example, the Queen

butterfly (Damus ji/ippus Cramer) utilizes smaller, less foUose species of

milk weeds than do Monarch butterflies [Danaus plexippus L.). The
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Monarch occupies an ecological niche similar to Queen butterflies: it relies

on a common species of milk weed {Asclepias syriaca). These plants are

relatively large resource patches, with a more regular spatio-temporal

distribution- The milk weeds (Asclepias perermis, A. longi/olii, A.

lanceoUta. A. tubervsa. A. oiridis) which Queen butterflies rely on ate

relatively small resource patches that are rapidly exhausted by butterfly

foraging. The combination of relatively small plant size and very

heterogeneous spatial distribution often forces a Queen butterfly to pupate

on site rather than continue to forage {Ray Moranz, pers. comm.). The

variance of Queen butterfly wing size is high - By comparison wing size

variance of Monarchs is veiy low as a result of stabilizing selection

(Arango 1996, Arango and Brower, in prep.).

In this light, size variance is not a noise’ level within body size

metrics which decouples it from landscape structure and renders it a poor

index of environmental geometry. Rather it may reflect population-level

adaptations to shifting patterns of resource distribudon, e.g. landscape

structure. This conclusion is supported by evidence (Smith et al. 1997) that

in Cameroon sub-populations of the same bird species, the little greenbul

(Andropadus airens), have significantly different body size and wing size

morphometries which correlate with differences with landscape structure

not with genetic drift. As predicted by The Textural Discontinuity

hypothesis, birds in more open habitats (the ecotone between the forest

and the savanna) have larger body and wing sizes than birds in the more

enclosed habitat (forest).

Having established that Lump Analysis is a reliable technique for

detecting discontinuides in body size distributions 1 proceeded to apply it
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to bird and mamma] body size data sets to test predictions ot a

I found support for the Textural Discontinuity hypotheses in

correlations of lump number and landscape complexity, in lump pattern

similarities within similar landscapes, in lump pattern contrasts between

landscapes of different structure, and in the capacity of lump pattern to

predict the scale and texture of landscape used by mammals. I also found

evidence which contradicts the Textural Discontinuity hypotheses;

namely, that some features of lump pattern are shared by all mammal

communities regardless of the type of landscape structure in which they

live. That finding suggests that there are several causes of lump structure.

Predictions of the Textural Discontinuity hypothesis (H6) are

supported by significant trends linking the complexities of lump pattern

and of landscape sfnicture- 1 developed an index (LSCI) which I used to

quantify landscape structural complexity over three arbitrary ranges

(micro-, meso- and macro-) of scale for each study site.
1 quantified lump

structure complexity as the number of lumps and found correlations

(strong for birds, moderate for mammals) between both indices of lump

and landscape complexily, e-g. lump number and the LSCI. Confirmation

of H6 on such broad levels invites inquiry Into how consistent the

similarities in lump structure are within similar landscapes and how

different they are between different landscapes.

world
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Lump pattern similarities found within systems of similar

The Textural Discontinuity Hypothesis. My computer simulation tests

animals or groups of animals (communities). I tested this idea by

with two kinds of random groups of lump structures. I effected a 'coarse

randomization' by selecting actual animal community lump structures at

random and then assembling them into groups of 4 which constituted a

'fake' biome lump structure. 1 effected a 'fine randomization' by

randomizing the location of lumps within each actual community's lump

structure and then assembling groups of 4 of these 'faJce' community

lump structures into a 'fake' biome liunp structure. In both cases I foimd

much higher degrees of lump pattern similarity within actual biome or

super-biome groups of study sites than from groups which are

Is it possblc that indices of lump pattern commonality can be seen

as support for non-landscape hypotheses? Lump pattern similarities

shared by all study sites irrespective of landscape architecture could also

produce my observations of high degrees of lump pattern similarity

within groups of sites with similar landscape structure. This would seem

likely if 'coarse randomization’, randomized collections of study site lump

structures, had shown levels of pattern similarity which are dose to those

similar lump pattern for reasons unrelated to landscape structure, then

randomizing their associations to form a group should yield pattern

commonality indices quite s 5. I did
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not find this, but lump pattern similarity within randomized groups is

surprisingly high, and this suggests some level of pattern similarity which

possibility that lump patterns reflect multiple (landscape and non-

The brunt of the evidence to this point clearly undermines the

Continuous World Model and establishes a robust foundation for a

Discontinuous World Model. The Continuous World Model is seriously

challenged by the consistency across 150 ecosystems in 18 biomes with

which 1 find discontinuous size distributions for both birds and mammals

and the degree to which lump pattern is shared between communities in

similarly structured landscapes. However, the evidence of lump pattern

commonality does not uniformly and exclusively support landscape-based

explanations of lump pattern.

The question now becomes what are the relative importances of

landscape and non-landscape influences in determining lump pattern in

animal body size distributions found in a Discontinuous World. The

hypotheses posed to explain lump structure (Chapter 2) can be sorted into

three groups to clarify the principal concepts underlying each (Table 6-1).

1 tested the possibility of the dominance of organismic and

phylogenetic influences on lump pattern by examining two predictions

concenting lump pattern similarities at scales larger than biomes, namely

The first prediction is landscape-based and posits that if landscape
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Table 6-1. Two level concepmal organization of hypothetical explanations
of discontinuous patterns of animal body size.

Base Concepts Tiffe Operational Level

Structural Textural-Discontinuity {H6i Space/time patterns of

Phylogenetic Noahs Ark (H2) Genus and Species

MacTO-Phylogeny (H3) Family and Order

Urgarusmic CompetiHve Niche (HI) Gommun.ty

Limited Morph (H4) Locomotory Modes

Trophic Trough (H5) Trophic Level

matches should exhibit differences which correspond to differences in

landscape architecture. The second prediction is that if non-landscape

processes predominate and give an over-riding, common signal in all

lump patterns, then most inter-biome pattern matches should show

Both landscape and non-landscape hypotheses are supported by the

mix of my findings. I found that the first prediction is mostly true, the

found in most mammal community lump structures which contain high

densities of lumps. These three zones common to most community lump
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structures reveal little about most gaps separating lumps but do explain

some of the largest gaps separating groups of lumps.

I used the index of landscape structural complexity fLSCI) to order

these rankings do predict the values of similarity indices (Shared Lump

Frequency index) in pattern matches between pairs of biome and pairs of

super-biome lump structures. Indices of pattern matching were high,

medium or low when the groups paired represented landscapes of very

similar, slightly similar, or dissimilar landscape structural complexity,

respectively. This trend is not the product of qualitative structural

differences at the extremes (rainforesB versus deserts); differences in

iandscape complexity index (LSCl) predict the index of pattern matching

across the entire range of pattern match-ups between biomes or super-

biomes- This range of excellent to poor index values for pattern matches

completely falsities the second prediction.

Landscape complexity predicts the degree of pattern matching in

comparisons of pairs of animal community lump patterns. However, in

the aggregate, patterns of lump pattern matching common to all systems

irrespective of landscape type suggest that the Textural Discontinuity

hypothesis is an incomplete explanation, I found three regions on the

study site lump structures. 1 determined the bounds of these common

lump regions by aggregating the zones of liunp pattern matching between

every possible match-up of pairs of super-biomes. The zones along the

site lump structures are 12 to 1,8, 3.25 to 425, and 4.75 to 5.3 loglO body
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In my most exacting test of the Textural Discontinuity hypothesis 1

feimd that lump structure predicts the scale and texture of landscape

architecture exploited by mammais. Specifically, mammal species in a

lump share certain features in the landscape in their exploitation patterns.

Species in lumps with smaller mean body sizes used finer textures over

smaller spatial extents than did animal species in larger sized body lumps.

1 found these results when 1 classifled landscape structure using a range of

resolutions from micro-scale (needles in trees) to meso-scale (ecolones). I

did not find any correlation between lump structure and patterns of

resolutions, such as differences in habitat patch types, for example, thickets

versus grasslands.

Norte of the non-landscape h)rpothese5 showed any significant

amount of power to predict the discontinuides which separate lumps in

body size distributions of animal communides. However, I found

regularides in body size patterns at sub-community levels (groups within

the commuidty) and at levels common to many communides found

globally. An organismal hypothesis, the Competidve Niche and Size

Displacement Hypothesis (HI) predicts the body size patterns at the sub-

commimity level, which I found as the 'over-dispersion' of body sizes

within lumps. A phylogenedc hypothesis, the Macro-Phylogeny

Hypothesis (H3) predicts the lump patterns common to most mammal

commuruties which matched body size distribudons at the taxonomic
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Order level. Ail other Organismic or Phylogenetic hypotheses showed no

promise in explaining community lump structure.

The Competitive Niche and Size Displacement Hypothesis (HI) in

community. It predicts the antithesis of discontinuities, which is 'over-

dispersion', the inter-spacing of body sizes which is more even than

expected by chartce. b collaboration with Craig Allen, I tested HI and

found no evidence of 'over-dispersion' of body sizes across the entire

If over-dispersion is evidence of competition, then this evidence

suggests that the arena of operation for competition is within a smgle

range of scale, not across all scales. Species within lumps exploit landscape

objects' within the same range of scale, and compedtion is minimized by

size dispersion within lumps with minor shifting of the range of scale

exploited. Another option might be a significant Jump up or down in size

to another lump which exploits the landscape at an entirely different scale

Lumpy Body Size DLstributinns Within Communities

No non-landscape hypothesis showed any power to predict lump

structure patterns at the community level, specifically the padems of

membership of species withm lumps. 1 found only random celadons

between patterns of species membership m lumps and in any of the

categories representing hypotheses 3, 4 and 5. I found the least support fo

applicadon

range.
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the Limited Morph (H4) and the Trophic Trough (H5) hypotheses. In

more general surveys of memberships in trophic categories I found

members of both categories (carnivores vs. herbivore / omnivores) are

present in most lumps, and the slae distributions of both categories are

more equivocal support for the Macro-Phylogeny (H2) hypothesis in that

relations between membership in specific lumps and membership in

specific taxonomic orders was random only 50 percent of the time.

Phylogenetic patterns at the level of species or genera showed no

capacity to predict patterns of lump pattern matching within biomes or

within super-biomes. I foimd no support for The Noah's Ark hypothesis

(H3) in that there is no sigruficant relationship between indices of

similarity (species or genus) and indices of lump pattern commonality

Lumpy Body Size Di.stributions Common to Most Communities

1 found that phylogenetic patterns at the level of taxonomic Orders

can predict lump pattern common to most mammal communities. These

common lump zones are too coarse to predict individual gaps but do

forecast the size ranges where most lump are found. Of the two

phylogeny-based hypotheses (H2 and H3) only The Macro-Phylogeny

Hypothesis (H2) showed power to predict patterns of lump pattern

matching within and between biomes. This conclusion emerges from the
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Synthenis

Lump strucluie is not the product of a single process; it reflects the

multiple effects of several processes operating at the levels of organisms,

landscapes and phylogeny (Figure 6-1). These conclusions stem from the

support I found for the CompetiHve Niche and Size Displacement (HI),

the Omerta (H3), and the Textural-Discontinuity (H6) Hypotheses.

Multiple interpretations ate possible, but 1 offer one synthesis to explain

lump partem by integrating these different levels of process operation.

Animai body mass lump structure results from the interplay

between sets of processes operating within three domains. Evolutionary

radiation of body sizes at the level of taxonomic orders establishes a

roughly bimodal body size distribution. This phylogenetic body size

template is the broad context which constrains body size seicchon

opportunihes of processes operating at the level of animal communities

in specific landscapes. Processes which organize animal communities

draw on this bimodal body size distribution and split it into lumps based

on competition for available resources, mediated by a discontinuous

landscape architecture. That is to say, competitive selection within limited

number of size ranges (lumps) which reflect the discontinuous set of

is minimized by shifting the scale of resource exploitation slightly within a

scale domain or greatly by switching to a larger or smaller scale domain.

This translates to even dispersion of body sizes within lumps or shifting

from one body size lump to another.
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Interaction with Discontinuous Structure spills Phylogenetic

Size Groups Into Individual lumps

III Xh h b
Animal Comrfiunity IXmp Structure

Dispersion of body messes evenly within a lump minimizes
competition for resources within one range of scale

-K H
Mean Adult Body Masses for Species Within a Lump

Figure fr-1. Synthetic Model integrating interactions between patterns of
phylogeny and landscape structure as mediated through competition



Efforts to protect such things as biodiversity or the capacity of

natural systems to persist are strained by the tension between the

imperatives to conserve what appears to be irretrievably disappearing and

to understand systems whose complexity trartscends mere numbers; they

are dynamic and non-linear in their behavior. Understanding must

reduce the complexity of nature to some workable subset of processes and

actors to give conservation actions an effective focus. This work is part of

wider efforts to explore the importance of a discontinuous set of

architectures in the environment to animal behavior and survival. To

important set of simplifying concepts for ecological theory and

If the discontinuities in animal sixes reflect the persistence of

animal communities through interactions with a discontinuous

Furthermore, it identifies subsets of the animal community interacting

with subsets of the landscape structure. This reduces system complexity

from hundreds of species and landscape shapes to a handful of groups.

This constitutes a dtamatic simplifying step for the conceptualization and

It also ties groups within the animal community to a small set of

processes which operate to structure the landscape. Without negating the

importance of any other inquiries into the effects on animal survival of

temperature, moisture, productivity, disease, or economic use of
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resources, the understanding of animal-landscape interactions establishes

some very useful conceptual linkages between animal communities,

landscape structure and structuring processes. By doing so in the spirit of

adaptive inference, it opens the door to richer understanding through

parallel testing of the relative contributions to the resilience of ecological

systems of landscape structure in addition to other key sets of factors

already being investigated. As shown in this work this may clarify the

contributiorts of non-landscape factors, such as phytogeny. Systems as

large and complex as ecosystems ate undeniably multi-causal, so msights

which they interact are vital both to theory and conservation.



APPENDIX
.

TESTING THE SENSmVITY OF LUMP ANALYSIS TO
SOURCES OF ERROR VmHIN DATA SETS

HoIIifig (1992) dies discontinuous patterns of animal morphometry

Clumpiness') as evidence of animal interactions with a discontinuous world.

These interactions purportedly are functional links between animals and the

landscape, potentially influencing selection either at evolutionary or

'bioassay' (Holling 1992) of discontinuous landscape structure. Trust grows in

lumpiness as an index of this bioassay function when one can rule out

section I describe two possible sources of spurious lumpiness and discuss their

potential to undermine Lump Analysis.

Failure to account for all species in a community could create gaps in a

size distribution and be a source of spurious liunpiness. This failure could

emerge from inadequate survey methods, significant variability in the

In the la



fluctuate unpredictably from year to year, is a subject of on-going and lively

debate (Connell and Sousa 1983, Wiens 1984, Jaksic el al. 1996).

Error Sourte 2; Intra-soecies Body Si^e Variation

Another source of spurious lumpiness might result from an arbitrarily

narrow definition of animal size. Perhaps the integration of the separate

intra-species size variabilities of all species' populations actually is a

continuous distribution for the entire community. However, the choice of a

single number, mean adult body mass, to represent each species might Ignore

much of the 'actual' variability and create a set of atbitrarily discrete data

points. Such 'incomplete' accounting of the full variability in sizes might

artificially boost the likelihood of finding significant' discontinuities in such

an afoitrary size data set. Sexual dimorphism is another source of size

variability ignored by the use of mean adult body mass for each species.

Consideration of each sex separately might result in a community size

distribution which is more or less continuous.

Analysis' credibility in several ways. First, if animal community

morphometry does indeed bioassay landscape structure, such a 'true' signal

might be masked, distorted or swamped. On the other hand, if no bioassay

function exists. Lump Analysis merely reflects artifacts of sampling error

(Source 1) or size definition error (Source 2). The challenge is to determine

the actual occurrence of such error sources and then to probe rigorously for

their potential to influence Lump Analysis' ability to detect lump pattern. I

now describe the design of the tests of Error Source 1 and Error Source 2.
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In this Appendix 1 test lump analysis for Its vulnerability to these two

sources of error- For each error source I create a test which uses a known data

set's lump structure as a template pattern and seeks to define the pattern-

masking' error level which will make it unlikely for lump analysis to detect

the original lump pattern. The actual risk to lump analysis posed by either

masking level found in this test. 1 will assess the actual risk by examining

whether the pattern-masking error level is likely or unlikely given a

frequency distribution of observed error levels. Using size variation as an

example, if the pattern-masking level of size variation is in the extreme

upper tail of the distribution of observed size variations, then the risk is low,

and lump analysis appears robust to such a source of error.

I establish observed error levels by collecting data from literature on

animal community species composition. For the second error source I

marshal data on size variability and degree of sexual dimorphism in

maminals and birds. 1 then predict the pattern-masking error level based on

known characteristics associated with the template data sets. For example, I

can use the size of discontinuities in the original lump structures to predict

how much body size variaHon might alter the location of those

discontinuities and cause lump analysis to fail to find the original lump

For the actual tests in this Appendix I create two computer simulation

experiments to test the polential of each error source to introduce spurious
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pattern in Lump Analysis. 1 set the severity of the test within the computer

program design which dictates how to simulate the effects of either error

source on lump analysis. Finally, 1 compare the levels of each error source

observed in nature with the simulated error levels (the measured pattern-

masking values) associated in my computer experiments with collapse in the

reliability of Lump Analysis to find pattern. 1 now report on the causes and

the observed rates for both potential sources of error. 1 begin with the factors

underlying observed error rates in animal censuses.

Determining Known Error Rates in Animal Tensutet

Factors which render mammal species lists incomplete and/or

unreliable are numerous. Differences in the kind, quality and duration of on-

site sampling methods are local error sources which undermine each

individual list and lower their inter-site comparability. Each sampling

approach is biased toward that fraction of the fauna whose morphology

and /or behavior makes it susceptible to capture by that particular method.

Multiple inventory techniques such as trapping (conventional, tree and

pitfall), diurnal and nocturnal hunting or censusing by sight, misf-netlirtg

and interviewing local residents, must be used in combiriation to

comprehensively sample mammal communities. While the list of

techniques is shorter, similar limitations ate faced by bird censitsing

techniques (Ralph and Scott 1981). The furtding to sustain research efforts of

sufficient scope and duration is tare. Lack of standardiaation in terms of

application protocols and duration and intensity of effort make it hard to

distinguish real faunal differences between localities. One comparison of

mammal censuses in Neotropical lowland rainforests (Voss and Emmons
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1996) noted disparities in sampling efforts ranging from one year to several

decades.

Most censuses are constrained by practical limitations, but even

exbaordinary efforts cannot overcome certain challenges of tracking spatially

diffuse populations. An obvious and inescapable source of error is that rare

species are mote likely to be missed than common ones (Hurlbert 1971, Heck

et al. 1975, Sudman et al. 1988, Green and Young 1993). An even more

demanding challenge than establishing a species' presence is confirming its

absence. Belbin (1993) points out that a species’ presence can be affirmed by

provide any information. Even if a species' presence is confirmed, the

reliability of establishing links between species and landscape features may

hinge on determining the degree of presence. Comparisons of bird censuses

for spedes richness are often misleading not only due to differences in quality

and quantity of sampling effort but also because of failure to distinguish

"core" (resident) from "marginal" (migtant) species (Remsen 1994).

Larger scale sources of error in animal surveys include the geographical

patterns of species distribution can also influence the comparability of bird

censuses in that surveyors tail to note that diversity of habitats surrounding a

site can influence the number of species observed (Remsen 1994), (3ther

factors contributing to the uncertainty of animal censuses include dependence

on occurrence records from institutions like museums. Such data have

unknown rebability because sampling probabilities are likely to vary

according to what habitat or taaa are investigated (Davis et al. 1990). Other

confounding factors include defaunation by hunters, the fact that species

accumulation curves are not assymptotic for any fauna, and high inter-site
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variabUity in all aspacls of fieldwork (Voss and Enunons 1996). The authors

conclude that omission error is prevalent in most mammal censuses;

Comparisons of inventory results with geographic

eapeclations (from range data) suggest that all

In addition to detection methodology, the inherent dynamism In space

of animal community species composition. I cottsider first animal survey

accuracy estimates which attempt to quantify the combined effects of both

dynamism, as an indirect accuracy estimate of animal community surveys.

1 foimd estimates of the range of error for terrestrial vertebrate

number of different animal survey research projects. For birds, 1 examined

studies of the Breeding Bird Survey (Robbins et al. 1989, Sauer and Droege

1992), and the Christmas Bird Count (Drerman 1981). Mammal community

censuses based on range maps in neotropical communities are broadly

critiqued without a quantiutive assessment of error (Voss and Emmons

1996). I fourtd omission (false negative) and commission (false positive) ertor

rates estimated for those bird and mammal censuses which are based on

extrapolations of geographical range overlap in studies of the Cap Analysis

Project (Lewellyn and Peterson 1996, Edwards et al. 1996).

Results - Error Estimates for Bird and Mammal Community Surveys

Few attempts have been made to assess the inaccuracy of surveys of

entire animal communities- The Gap Analysis Program (Burley 1988, Scott et
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al. 1993) (nol to be confused with Marples' GaP Pattern Analysis - see Chapter

2) of the National Biological Survey had among its objectives the mapping of

species richness in the United States. Species richness estimates were derived

animal abundance (or presence/absence) to vegetational patterns (Conroy and

risks of sampling error. Edwards et al. (1996) estimate error ranges for

animals censuses of terrestrial vertebrates to lie between 0% and 24%

(omission) and 4% to 34% (commission) of the total number of species in the

community. The error rates were highest for amphibians and reptiles and

lowest for birds and mammals. On the otlwr hand, Lewellyn and Peterson

(1996) found higher rates of accuracy of range predictions (89% and 92% for

amphibians and reptiles, respectively). These estimates suggest an error range

of 0% to 34% for both omission and commission with a median value of 17%.

The paucity of research in this area imdermines confidence in error

estimates for animal censuses. Another approach to assessing error in

estimates of community composition is to study the degree to which

populatiorts fluctuate in numbers of individuals over time. Communities

characterized by relatively stable spedes densities have been labeled

equilibrial' (Chesson and Case, 1986). 1 use the term 'equilibria)' in a sense

(limit cycles, strange attractors) wider than that of classical (point-equilibrium)

competition theory (Hutchinson 1959). A community is 'equilibria!' if

enough species consistently occupy all niches and habitats such that

communities are resource limited (Cody 1974a; Schoener 1974b; Planka 1976).

The absence of equilibrium might suggest such randomness of association

either inter-organismal or between organisms and landscapes, that any of the

hypotheses posed in Chapter 2 :



Some evidence from structutally simple habitats does not support the

equilibria! view. So little covariance was exhibited between habitat types artd

suites o/ bird species in shrub steppe ecosystems that Wiens (19S4) suggested

that these and other ecosystems are 'non-equilibrial'. SpecificaUy, site level

comparisons of habitat use by avian grourtd foraging guilds showed bird

populations varying independently of habitat structural features and of

density changes of coexisting species. Non-equilibrial properties have been

observed for other taxa at other sites as well. Wide fluctuabons of species

abundartce were noted for finches in the Galapagos (Grant 1986) and for

dominant insect herbivores in goldenrod (Kareiva, 1986). Wiens (1984)

proposed that the study of community organizabon rules be related to the

inherent spabo-temporal variability of populations by identifying where each

animal community is on a conbnuum from non-equilibrial to equilibria!

Random changes in presence from year to year are plausible for some

individual species or even groups of species in marrunals as well- Brown

(197S) reports such levels of population fluctuabon for desert rodents. Spabo-

temporal populabon fluctuabons are evident at the extremes in the animal

size range. Larger, broad ranging species may return infrequently. For

example, local areas in northern Canada are revisited by caribou every 60-i

years as a result of migrahon cycles (Birkes 1995). Small spedes, such as

microtine rodents, may be undetectable during dramabc lows in population

cycles. Local extinctions may require consistent repopulation from outside

source areas (Pulliam 1988, Hanski 1991).
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The possibility that an animal community is non-equilibrial

undermines the reliability of species lists compiled for each landscape, be it a

habitat, ecosystem or biome. Since the spafio-temporal variability of

populations scales negatively with the size of the area sampled (Connell and

Sousa 1983), placing a community on the equilibrium continuum depends on

the scale at which the community is defined. For instance, the same ground

foraging guild "communities" which appeared non-equilibrial at smaller

scales (habitat floristics) did eahibit equilfbrial properties over broader spatial

'western shrubsteppe habitat' (Wiens 1984).

One recent study of changes in population abundances at a single site

in Chile suggests the ephemeral nature of groups within such communities

species composition. Jaksic et al.(1996) examined a relatively mobile predator

guild (owls, falcons and foxes) at a semi-desert site, Aucd in Chile, and found

that the species composition fluctuated sufficiently over time to invalidate

biodiversity conservation plans based on static (single year) definitions of

predator papulations. Similarly, while range estimates predicted their

presence, wolverines iCuIo ynfo) were not detected for more than 20 years at

The Taiga Biological Station in Southeastern Manitoba (Bill Pruitt, pers.

comm.). Whether this represents a serendipitous encounter with an elusive

but ever present species or simply a southern migration cycle which

periodically brings wolverines to that site, the predictability of a species or

group of species occurring at a study site still remains in question.

Non-equilibrium has not been demonstrated as a gerteral property of
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that the rank order of relative abundances of species remained the same for

most sites (Connell and Sousa 1983), but erraHc fluctuations without any

evident stability were found in several instances. Temporal fluctuation was

defined as changes in abundance as measured betvreen two population

censuses separated by at least one population turnover. The log transforms of

temporal variabilities for population fluctuations were continuously

distributed from near 0 to 1.21 standard deviations. Such a continuum does

equilibria! behavior. Connell and Sousa (1983) conclude that difficulties in

defining equilibria had prevented adequate testing of ideas of commurtity

stability based on equilibrium states.

For mammals this question does not apply only to the larger, more free

rangirtg, species because the smaller species are elusive, and their population

sizes can fluctuate to lows which challenge detection. However, at large

enough scales of group size and space/time dimensions of movement,

mammal presence appears relatively stable at landscape study sites (Connell

and Sousa 1983). Avian mobility brings the presence of almost any species in

the entire bird community into question. But the challenge of delecting

mc*ile birds is lessened by their vocalizations, a behavior which is shared by

many species on a predictable (crepuscular) basis. This is evident in that

detection resolution is gauged as the ability to measure avian population

abundance changes, not presence or absence. For example. Farmers in Flight,

an organization that monitors population trends In neotropical migrants,

defines an effecHve monitoring scheme as one that has a 90 percent chance of

detecting a 50 percent abundance decline in a species over a 25 year period

(Butcher el al-, 1993). Such standards make determinations of presence or

e challenge then falls to differentiatingseem relatively risk ftee, The
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between the "core" breeding species and the transients (Remsen 1994), a risk

as yet unquantified.

Most assessments of the inaccuracy of animal community surveys

have been offshoots of large scale (regional and contirtental) censuses such as

the Breeding Bird Survey (Robbins et al. 1989, Sauer and Droege 1992), the

Christmas Bird Count (Drennan 1981), the Gap Analysis Project (Lewellyn

and Peterson 1996, Edwards et ai. 1996) or similar efforts in the Neotropics to

Emmons 1996). 1 am unaware of any accuracy estimates for animal

focused on a single research area, e.g. where an entire animal community was

the object of study from an established research center over a number of years.

It is reasonable to assume that site^pedTic species lists based on

lower estimate error than species lists synthesized from geographic overlaps

in range maps. In the absence of quantification of single site censusing error

namely the median value, 12 percent, for the range of error attributed to

omission (Lewellyn and Peterson 1996, Edwards et aL 1996).

time, and that there is little likelihood that population fluctuatiorrs or censu

errors threaten lump analysis. Only a very small minority of some 50

ecosystem study sites exhibited erratic or non-equilibrial' population
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dynamics on a community-wide' basis (Conned and Sousa 1983). The

measure of Integrity in community organization which is sustained over

time and across a variety of events such as disturbances.

It is difficult to imagine that my computer simulation test will find a

pattern-masking value of random change in species abundance below the low

levels of temporal fluctuation observed for most species. This suggests that

only a strong or extreme test will uncover lump analysis' sensitivity to

population fluctuations or census error. I propose to probe the stabilizing

influence of the integrity of community organization on lump analysis by

examining extra-ordinary levels of population fluctuation, which contrast

with the relabvely persistent abundances of most species. 1 shall increase the

severity of my test by simulating random temporal changes in abundartce not

for a minority, as observed, but for as}' species in the entire animal

I now survey the underlying causes and literature data of observed

levels of the second error source so as to establish the severity of my test of its

influence on lump analysis.

The second source of error in defining animal community body size

distributions may emerge from narrowly defining animal morphometry as

body size might fill any discontinuities in the animal community size

distribution as delected by Lump Analysis. If the imderlying community size

distribubon is continuous, then the choice of arbitrarily discrele data points

might increase the incidence of artificial discontinuities and boost detection of
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spurious lumps. 1 first discuss sources of size variation and then report on

Sources of Body Mass Variation in Terrestrial Vertebrates

Body size varies within populations for a variety of reasons, ranging

from intrinsic (genetic) to extrinsic (environmental). Extrinsic mechanisms

which affect body size include "maternal effects". Maternal effects are

influences on offspring phenotype resulting from non-genetic contributions

of parents or even grandparents or from environmental contributions such a

s nutritional, endocrine, defensive or regulatory (Rossiter 1994). The mean

adult size of some species can vary over hrae as a result of maternal effects.

Species whose population sizes undergo cyclic oscillations often exhibit

commensurate shifts in mean body morphometries (Chitty Effect). For

example, microtine rodent adult body sizes ate 20 to 30 percent larger during

population increases and peaks than during declines or lows (Chitty 1952),

Such size surges during peak populations are not functions of increases in age

or percent of fat in an individual but of more fundamental changes, namely,

skeletal proportioits (Krebs 1964). Analysis of heritability on body weight,

growth rate, age and weight at sexual maturity in Mkrolus pennsi/lvankus

Boag 1987). Increases in mean size and growth rate were attributed to

maternal effects, and milk quality and quantity.

For both birds (especially raptors and insectivores) and mammals most

of an individual's growth is a function of parental investment (Reiss 1989).

proportional to adult body mass raised to 0.3 (Reiss 1989). Since tile lower the

power the younger the animal is at maturity, and since most growth is related

to the relatively brief early interlude of parental investment, it follows that
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birds and mammals (with the exceptions of some very small species] are at an

adult size plateau for a majority of their life span. However, for mammals

the number of Individuals surviving to adulthood varies from species to

species, and often the proportion of a population occupied by adults is a

minority (Bill Pruitt, pers. cotrun.). This increases the likelihood that

sampling will mix sub-adults with adults and increase the variation of

reported mammal adult body masses.

A genetic source of body size variation within populations is

plateau with adulthood but remain positive throughout an organism's life.

Short-lived organisms like microtine rodents exhibit indeterminate growth

Larger mammals such as mule deer (Odocotleus hemimus ) and elephants

(Ltxodonlia a/ricann) achieve and remain around a maximal adult size in the

first 20 percent of their life spans (Peters, 1983), and birds' growth rates allow

them to rapidly achieve adult size. For these reasons as well as the

contributions of parental investment it appears that for a majority of

mammals and birds large intra-species size variation due to indeterminate

growth is not likely.

Another genetic source of size variation in some animal populations is

sexual dimorphism. Sexual dimorphism might confer selective advantage

for: 1) larger males in infer-male reproductive conflicts (Darwin, 1871;

Selander, 1972; Trivets, 1972); 2) larger females with greater reproductive

success (Reiss, 1989); and 3) smaller females with lower bioenergetic demands

(Erlinge, 1979; Moors, 1980). Sexual dimorphism is more pronounced in

larger species, though once the factor of polygyny is eliminated a clear

positive trend between size and dimorphism is evident only in primates and
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dimorphism cannot presently be determined for ecosystem-level

communities because of data scarcity (Dunning 1992, Silva and Downing

1995).

to variation in the body masses reported for mammals. These factors involve

variability in body weighs stemming from changes in reproductive status,

feeding and general physiological condition (Ralls 1976). Animal weights can

shift significantly depending on the phase of pregnancy (females only), time

since last meal, current health status, and phase of the feeding season.

Quantification of sexual dimorphism can be affected by the latter when

weight gain rales during the summer are significantly different between

males and females (Ralls 1976). Body weights of small mammals can decline

overnight by as much as 10 -20 percent or mote due to dehydration after snap

trapping, though this varies greatly as a function of ambient temperature

(Josh Laerm, Curator of Mammals, Museum of Natural History, University of

Georgia, pers. comm.). I now describe my data sources and methods for

determining observed ranges of size variability in birds and mammals.

I randomly sampled the size variabilities of 1000 bird species from

Dunning (1993) by an iterarive process. I selected a page number at random

and then a species within that page at random, and if the species had data

both for mean and standard deviation statistics for species body mass, then 1

derived a coefficient of variation value by dividing the standard deviation by

mean species body mass and selected another species at random. If mean and
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standard deviation statistics were not available for a species, then I started the

selection sequence again.

body masses for birds. This pattern is consistent across all bird species,

irrespective of sett or number of observations. For example, the coefficient of

variation (CV), expressed as a percent, is 8.35 for all observations combined

(Table A-1), and the CV values of all 5 sub-categories ranges ottly 7 percent on

either side of that figure. Highly similar summary CV and standard

deviation values characterize every category- Within each sub-category 1 find

little variance in the amoimt of size variation observed as indicated by the

relatively low average values (5.5 percent) of standard deviation statistics for

CV values across all sub-categories.

whether sample size (n) was adequate to capture the variability of body sizes

within the population. This question is appropriate here since more than

forty percent of the random sampies employed to create these summary

statistics involved bird species with body mass values derived from relatively

few (n < 30) observations. 1 tested the potential that low CV values are

associated with low n fay measuring CV values in the low w sub-category. 1

find almost no difference between low n CV values and those of all other

and standard deviation statistics for n ace I6J and 5.5, respectively.

If a trend links bird mean body mass and CV values, such that larger

birds have larger CV values, then another spurious source of low body size

variance might be the under sampling of larger species. 1 regressed size

variance on mean adult body mass for all 1000 samples and found no
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significant trend relates CV values to mean bird adult body mass (Figure A-1).

A slight increasing slope (3.6 percent) is evident in a regression of CV values

on body mass, but an r-squared value (0.022) indicates little explanatory value.

Table A-1; Variation in Mean Adult Avian Body Masses disaggregated into
data source categories (data drawn randomly from Dunning 1993)

I developed a sexual dimorphism ratio (SDR) to estimate the amount

of body size variance within species contributed by differences in male and

female mean body masses. I designed the SDR ratio to normalize thU size

do this I calculate the absolute value of the difference in mean male and

female body masses and divide by the mean adult body mass value of the

spedes (equation A.l). I calculated mean and standard deviation values for

the SDR for each taxonomic order for those spedes of a taxonomic order far

which data was avaallable.



Figure A-1. Variation in aduJi body masses for 994 species of birds as a
function of mean body mass size. Mean size and standard deviation staBsties
data taken from Dunning 1993.
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all orders (Dunning 1993). No data were available for both maies and females

of a species for three orders: Gaviiformes, Phoenicopteriformes, and

Trogoniformes. Numbers of male/female size observations in the remaining

25 orders ranged from 2 to 174 with a mean of 32 and a standard deviation of

Where M = Mean Adult Body Mass

(A.1)

I found higher indices of variance in the Sexual Dimorphism Ratio

than 1 did for overall intra-species body size variation. The mean SDR for

these 25 taxonomic orders was 0.173 with a standard deviation of 0.053. With

the exceptions of the Falconiformes and Gruiformes, the mean SDR values of

all bird taxonomic orders feU below 0.24, with a mean of 0.162 and a standard

deviation of 0J8 . I did not find a strong trend linking body size to SDR

values. 1 regressed SDR values on mean log body mass (Figure A-2) and find

a very slight increasing trend (r-squaied = 0.13) suggesting little difference in

SDR between bird species over a broad range of mean body masses found in

different orders.

Summa rY-otoefved variabilities of avian body mass size

In summary, sexual dimorphism potentially contributes much more

expressed as percents of mean body mass was 8.4 percent (Standard Deviation
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= S.5 percent) for intra-species size variation and 17.3 percent (Standard

Deviation = 5.3 percent) for sexual dimorphism.

by the coefficient of variation, ranges between 10 and 15 percent with a

median value of 12.4 percent for body mass (Table A-2). Mammalian body

length, another size metric related to body mass, shows a narrower range (4 to

6.2 percent) around a lower median CV value (5.1 percent).

As with birds, if any pattern links mammal mean body mass with body

size variance, then larger mammals would have larger intra-species size

variance. If I over sampled the small end of the size range I might arrive at

an artificially low CV value. I tested the potenfial for such a skewed CV

estimate by regressing the CV values on both body mass and body length and

found only slight, non-significant trends in relation to body mass (Figure A-

3).
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dimorphism (Sexual Dimorphism Ratio, SDR) irt mammalian orders than

from observaHons of intra-aped/ic size variation. SDR values (Table A- 3)

average 0.278 across 18 mammal orders with a mean standard deviation of

0.203. The most prominent outliers are insectivores (0J9), marsupials (0.61),

primates (0.68) and rodents (0.47). The distribution of SDR values has a left

skew, with most values falling below the mean. If calculated as a weighted

average mean SDR is much higher, 0.39, however this value may add a bias

for those orders for which data exists and may contribute no information

about actual SDR values in nature.

Table A-2: Morphometric Variation in Mammal Orders (after Yablokov
1974).



Figure A-3. Coefficient of variation in morphometries (a. mean body
length, b. mean body mass) of mammal species regressed on log
mean body mass.
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variance due to sexual dimotphism and body mass ranges in

maban orders (data from Silva and Etowning 1995).
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mean values for species adult body mass, 1 can only report median size

at 12.4 percent. As with birds, sewal dimorphism shows much greater

potential to contribute variability in size within species. I averaged intra-

species size variation for sexual dimorphism within mammal orders and

found it was 27.8 percent or slightly more than double that of intra-species

size variaHon for all other causes.

In this section 1 estimate the vulnerability of lump analysis to size

variation. Recall that I define vulnerability in terms of the 'pattern-masking'

error level, the level of size variation at which the original lump structure is

not reliably detected by lump analysis. I estimate vulnerability by seeing

where my estimates of pattern-masking levels of size variation lie in relation

to observed frequencies of size variation at the community level . If the

pattern-masking level of size variation is in the extreme upper tall of the

distribution of observed size variations, then the risk is low, and 1 can make

the test reladvely severe- I will first develop an estimate of the pattern-

masking level of size variation. I then develop models of size variation in

animal communities based on the data previously presented for bird and

mammal species on two parameters of size variation related either

specifically to sexual dimorphism or 10 a combination of all factors

influencing size.



gaps

variation. This follows from Ihe idea that if the ti

within an animal community size distribution pla

. of a species' body mass

lump, and if its intra-species size variation is near such a pattern-masking

levei, the species could be located with equal likelihood in that lump or in the

neighboring lump or in the gap in between the two lumps. Pattern-masking

reliability to unreliability. For example. Figure A-4 shows a hypothedcal

lump structure and locates the mean body sizes of two species, a and b, on the

edges of lumps 1 and 2, respectively. For each species the drawing also

illustrates the 'marginal' sizes, the size range of individuals with body masses

which differ positively with the mean by more than one standard deviation.

The potential to undermine lump analysis is illustrated by the rado between

intra-species size variability and mean gap size. This potendai is high where
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I establish the distribution of knovm gap sizes for the test by presenting

(Table A-4) the gTom body masses of edge species in the lump structures of

two known data sets, boreal prairie mammals and birds (Holling 1992). I use

these data to estimate the pattern-masking size variation value as the mean

value of gap sizes expressed as a fraction of edge species body masses. These

values are 0.64 for mammals and 0.14 for birds.

Table A-4. Gap sizes as fractions of edge species body masses in the lump
patterns of Boreal prairie mammals and birds. The ^ges of each lump are
determined by the average body masses of the smallest ('leading edge') and
largest ( trailing edge ) species. All edge body masses ate in grams

Mammals Birds

Mean= 0.64 0-14

St Dev= 0.42 0-05
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How one models variation in size across all species in a community

greatly determines the probabibties associated with error values which mask

lumps or gaps. Mean statistics are but single parameters in any

comprehensive picture of size variation within an entire animal community.

1 use the previous data (birds) and new data (mammals) to establish frequency

distribution models of size variation in mammal and birds (Figure A-5). The

mean values of size variation I use as estimates of the pattern-masking error

values are clearly in the upper tails of observed distributions of coefficients of

variation for both taxa. Even if I extend standard deviation error bars these

estimated ranges of values for pattern-masking levels of size variation are in

the upper tail, indicating that existing variation in body size is unlikely to

mask gap/iump pattern.

Observed frequencies of animal size variation appear to have a left-

skewed distribution which clusters animals into two groups. The majority of

species exhibit little size variation resulting in little likelihood of change in

their size rank or in lump membership. A minority of species, less than 7

percent of all bird species, for example, exhibit sufficient intra-species size

variation that their size rank might fall by chance into another lump or into

gap. The integrity of lumps is protected by the fact that within-species size

variance of most species would most likely shuffle species within a lump

rather than land it in a gap or another lump.

species' to land in a gap or in another lump might be compared to an escape

velocity' which liberates a species from a lump's orbit. Against the
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Figure A*5; Distributions of coefBcients of variation for mean aduJt body
masses for a) mammal species In Russia (Yabbkov 1974) and (he Savannah
River Site, South Carolina (Cothran et al. 1991), and b) in 994 avian species
drawn at random from Dunning (1993). • Arrow marks the pattern-masking
value of size variation in boreal prairie mammals or birds needed to make it

equally likely for edge spedes to be in gaps or in neighboring lumps, as
calculated by expressing mean gap size as a fraction of the mean body mass of
edge species.
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background of stabUity conferred on lump structure by the majority of species,

large size variations within a minority of species could as easily land them in

another lump as create a new gap. This suggests that only a minority of

species might generate new gaps or significantly alter original ones, and only

the fraction of that minority are likely to do so. The mean value of this

escape-level of size variance is indicated by a starred arrow in each diagram

(Figure A-5).

Lump analysis does not appear threatened when a majority of species

esdiibit size variation below the levels which might mask pattern. This

prompts the question: "How robust is lump analysis because of this left-

skewed distribution of size variation wherein most species vary little in size

and a mirtority varies a great deal?" I can test this by using a uniform

distribution of size variation, wherein every species is equally likely to show a

specific level of size variation, as the pattern of community level size

variation which I will simulate in my test I can clearly establish the

robustness of lump analysis if it can detect the original lump pattern under

such radical condiHons. However, the level of size variation at which lump

analysis foils to find the original pattern will aid my estimate of how

stabilizing left-skewed patterns of size variation are to lump analysis and to

the animal community as a whole. I now describe the methods of

incorporating such severe protocols in the computet programs of my
simulation tests.

This Appendix explores the probabilities that patterns found by lur
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prevent lump analysis from delecting an original lump structure

the boreal prairie biome (Holling 1992) because their lump structures are

variety of pattern detection methodologies (Chapter 2) have consistently

predicted the same or very similar lump structures for both data sets.

I will distort the original body mass size distribution of each known

I can then examine these simulated or mock body size data sets to see to what

degree Lump Analysis identifies the original lump pattern. At some level of

application, an error source will distort the originai size data to the point

where the lump pattern recognition rate decays or collapses. This is the

'pattern-masking' error level, the level at which lump analysis passes the

threshold from reliability to unreliability.

1 apply this test using a computer simulation methodology in a three-

staged analysis process. 1 now describe the methods at each of the three stages

for 1) simulating the effects of error sources on animal size data sets, 2)

delecting lump patterns In those simulated data sets, and 3) measuring the

differences in lump pattern between the simulated and original body size data

sets. The general organization for the analysis process and each of the three

stages is shown in Figure A-6. 1 run the process multiple times to test its

sensitivity to different values for parameters used to recognize lump pattern

in Stage 2 and correspondence between lump patterns in Stage 3. 1 now

describe the stages of the process and then the methods of the sens

analysis.

sitivity
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Figure A-6. One run of the computer-aided analysis process. Two alternate
analysis paths are shown applying random deletion (Path A) or random site
variation (Path B) to generate a set of 50 mock data sets for lump analysis (stage
2) and comparison with the original data sets lump pattern (stage 31.
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I created synthetic or mock versions of the original data to simulate

distortions in body mass data in response to either error source. I organised

the synthesis of mock data to capture, at two scales, the variation in response

to error by original body mass data. The complete assembly of groups of mock

data sets embodies large scale variability, the diversity of responses to a broad

range of intensities of each error type. Within the data assembly each group

scale organization of my synthesis of mock data.

For each enor type I synthesized groups of mock data sets, wherein

each group represented the response of the original data to a different

intensity level of an error source. I tried to capture large scale response

variability by examining a wide range of error intensities, organizing them

into 14 discrete leveb which ranged from 1 to 90 percent as follows: 1, 2, 5, 8,

10, IS, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 percent.

Within each group 1

1

approximating its action on

(wlthin-group) response var

create a distribution of respe

nulated the Intensity level of an error source b)

le original data. I tried to capture small scale

bilify by repeating the process fifty times to

ses. Therefore, for each group i synthesized fifn

mock data sets at a particular level of error operahon on the original data.

randomly deleting species from the original data set and expressed each level

as a percent fraction of the original number of species. For example at the ten
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percent level I created 50 mock data sets by 50 iterations of randomly deleting

10 percent of the species from the original data set.

the size of each species. I simulated random intra-species size variation by

determining a new body mass for each species through a random draw from a

Gaussian size distribution. The mean body size value of the distribution was

the body mass for that species given in the original data set. The error

intensity level established the size variation (standard deviation) within the

distribution. For example, at the ten percent error level I created 50 mock data

sets by 50 iterations of randomly selecting a body mass value for each species

from a Gaussian distribution with the original data set's mean size value and

a standard deviation set at ten percent of said mean.

Applying the random size variation process created mock data sets

with identical numbers of species (ti) as that of the original data set, but the

mean body mass value of each mock species would differ by some random

amount within the range of variation set by the error intensity level.

Applying the random deletion process created mock data sets containing body

masses identical to those of the root data set but with ti differing by an

amount set by the error level of the deletion process.

To identify the number and location of modes (lumps) in a size

distribution of mean values for adult body masses of each species, 1 analyzed

each original and each mock body size data set using GaP Pattern Analysis

(Chapter 2, Restrepo et al. 1997), a process generaUy referred to as Lump

Analysis in this study.
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StTucturps

I applied the analysis process to calculate measures of correspondence

between the original lump structure and those of mock data sets in two ways:

numerical differences (mean and variance of lump number counted), and

pattern comparison. Pattern correspondence between the original and mock

lump data sets Is measured by lining up both lump structures on the logio

size axis and comparing the degree of overlap using lump edges as reference

points (Figure A-7). Each lump is bounded by two edges; the body mass of the

smallest species in the lump is designated the leading' edge, and the largest

species' body mass in the lump is designated the trailing' edge. Edge-to-edge

comparisotts for mutuality are confined by these 'leading-trailing' class

designations. 1 matched leading edges in mock data sets only to leading edges

of lumps in the original data set, and, bkewise, original trailing edges to mock

trailing edges.

Without a known statistical model for pattern correspondence to help

distinguish significant matches from misses, 1 devised an arbitrary set of

measures which captured the categories of fit that 1 found in visual

comparisons of original and mock lump patterns (Figure A-5). 1 consider an

edge of a mock lump 'mutual' to an original edge if its body mass value falls

within a critical tolerance range (Epsilon or e) aroimd the original lump

edge's body mass value. 1 sorted mock lumps into categories-of-fit using a

conservative rule that lump edges fit closely when they lie within half the

average gap width (epsilon) of the original data set.

1 derived epsUon by calculating the value for half the width of each gap

in the original data set, wherein the width is the difference betweei

body masses of leading and trailing edges of neighboring lumps. I

the logio
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normalized each width by dividing both by the leading and by the trailing

edge body masses and taking the average of both measures- I found mean

(and standard deviation) epsilon values as 0.110 (.061) for mammals and 0.032

(0.012) for birds in the lump structures of the original boreal prairie data sets.

The criteria for classifying lumps into various categories for degrees of

fit are based on multiples of epsilon. For instance, the difference between a

relatively tight fit ("match ’) and a less exact one (''straddle") hinges on

whether at least one edge in a mock lump is within one or two epsilon of an

original edge. Straddles are further defined as "loose" if the distance between

its remaining edge and either edge of an original lump is farther than two

I calculated overall pattern correspondence between a mock lump data

set and the original by aggregating these categories into two groups; 'hits' and

'misses'. I designated as 'misses' four categories which indicate little lump

pattern correspondence: 'No overlap'. Loose Match', Loose Straddle' and

Irmer Lump'. All other categories 1 counted as 'hits'.

Pattern is detected and measured in Stage 2 (Lump Analysis) and in

Stage 3 (lump pattern correspondence). The resolution at which pattern is

detected is controlled by a single parameter specific to each method. For

Lump Analysis the parameter Is the gap statistic criterion level (Criterion

Level), and for lump pattern correspondence the parameter is epsilon.

1 tested the analysis process for its sensitivity to limited value ranges of

each parameter in a nested group of simulations (Table A^) which tested
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Figure A-7. Correspondence measures between lump structures of
original and derivative mock data sets of boreal prairie animals.
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Figure A-7 Legend

Uementi Measurinn Contsponience in Lump Structure

Elemenl Drscnpthn

Exact Hit

the orieinal edee.

Smeared Hit Mock edges match leading and trailing edges of two

different lumps in the orizinal data set.

Half Match - Tight One mock edge matched, other edge is within twice

the search radiusfe) of the orieinal edge.

Half Match - Loose One mock edge matched, other edge is greater than

tvrice the search radiusfe) away from the original

Inner Lump Neither mock edge matches, but mock lump size

range falls within that of original lump.

Straddle - Tight Both mock edges are within twice the search

radiusfe), but mock lump size range only partially

overlaps that of the original lump size range.

Straddle - Loose One mock edge is within twice the search radiusfe).

No Overlap No part of a mock lump size range overlaps that of

any original lump.



order the pairings of parameters from most conservative to most liberal

combinations, vrhere conservative means avoiding Type 1 error. The

different definitiorts for the Stage 3 parameter (epsilon) were conservative;

epsilon = half the mean gap size (0.13 for mammals, 0.032 for birds), and

liberal: epsilon = the median gap size (0.22 for mammals, 0.058 for birds).

Table A-4: Different combinations of input parameters to test sensitivity of

the analysis process to output of pattern matching statistics.

Basis of Epsilon Values

Conservative Liberal

btatishcal Power Levels Mean C>ap Size Median Cap Size

Conservative

(Low Power)

High Crilerion

Level
Test 1 Test 2

Neutral

(Mid Power)
M:d Lritenon Testa Test 4

Liberal

(Hieh Power)

Low Criterion

Level
Test 5 Teste

In Stage 2 of the analysis process 1 varied the Criterion Level used in

Lump Analysis to test the influence on the lump pattern found of different

interpretations of what signifies a 'real' gap. I did this by using different

statistical power levels to define the criterion lirte above which a gap statistic

is considered significant- 1 established the central or neutral' point between

’liberal' and 'conservative' Criterion Level definitions following the

precedent of Hoiling (1992). I define the neutral point by selecting a power

level which places the criterion line immediately above the 'noise*, the range

of gap statistic values over which the number of lumps delected sharply

increases as the Criterion Line is lowered. This intermediate power level was

059 for boreal prairie mammals and 0.68 for boreal prairie birds. For each

taxon additional sets of runs were executed at power levels which bracketed
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Log10 Body Mass

Figure A-8. Interpretations of lump structures derived from Lump Analysis
(Gap Detector 27) at different levels of statistical power for boreal prairie a.

marrunals, and b. birds. Each statistical power level line is used as a Criterion
level for interpreting gap statistic values to determine lump structure.
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Ihe intemiediale power level; 0.50 and 0.68 (mammala), 0.58 and 0.79 (birds). 1

visually delemiined these bracketing power levels by placing criterion lines

on graphs of the boreal prairie manunal and bird lump structures (Figure A-

8) BO as to approximate three interpretations of 'noise' levels of lump

analysis: low, intermediate, and high.

1 applied random deletion and random size variation as error

approximation mechanisms within the analysis process to boreal prairie

mammal and bird data sets at three power levels. I report on results of the

mid-power level simulations first as a test of the general case. I then report

on simulation runs which test sensiHvlty to higher and lower values of both

power as per Table A-4. 1 do not report on tests using liberal values of epsilon

because these results did not differ significantly from conservative epsilon

correspondence between the original and mock lump structures. 1 created

graphs (Figures A-9, A-IO, A-12, and A-13) for visual comparison of the

general case (mid-power simulations). These graphs present the original

lump structure at the bottom with five clusters of mock data sets stacked

above. Each cluster of five mock dau sets is a sub-sample of a group of 50

which represents the results of applying a specific error level. The shading

within each polygon (lump) indicates species data density; darker polygons

represent lumps with relatively mote species. Visual comparison between
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the original and mock lump structure is enhanced by extension of the

original lump structure vertically with stippled boxes through the areas with

clusters of mock lump structures.

For numeric tests of the effects of increasing error levels on

correspondence between the original and mock lump patterns 1 quantify an

Index of Lump Pattern Recognition (ILP8) as a proportion of the original

lump pattern. I do this by taking the difference between hits and misses (see

Stage 3 and Figure A-7) and dividing it by the number of lumps in the

original data set. I graph the IIPR index against error level for all three

statistical power levels listed in Table A-4.

Within each graph I define two regions which represent conservative

and liberal interpretations of robustness in lump pattern recognition. For the

liberal interpretation I use a gray box with the lower y-axis boundary

arbitrarily set at 80 percent of the original lump pattern recognized. 1 set the x-

axis boundary by the error level at which the frequency of indices of lump

pattern mismatches (misses) is consistently high, as indicated by a sharp

decline in the variance in the frequency of misses. This signifies that lump

pattern recognition is clearly lost A white box outlines a conservative

interpretation based on visual observaHon of inflecHon points in the curves

of the ILPR index and of graphs of clusters of mock lump structures (Figures

A-9, A-10, A-12, A-13). I do not report on tests 2, 4 and 6 because 1 found little

difference in results using either value for the epsilon parameter.

Mammals: The pattern-masking error levels associated with significant loss

of pattern recognition are between 15 and 20 percent random species deletion-
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Mismatch between the original and mock lump patterns is already evident

(Figure A-9) at random deletion error levels greater than 15 percent. The

overall degree of pattern matching between the original and mock lump

sttuctures dramatically declines by the 20 percent deletion error range. Mock

lump pattern tn the smaller size range (mean loglO body mass < 2) retains its

fidelity to the original up to the 25 percent deletion level- Mock lump pattern

in the larger size range (mean loglO body mass > 2) shows significant

mismatch with the original lump pattern by the 20 percent deletion level-

Birds : The pattern-masking error levels associated with collapse of

pattern recognition between bird mock lump patterns and the original occur

at random spedes deletion error levels between 10 percent and 20 percent

(Figure A-10). Beginning at that range of error levels striking increases occur

in the degree of mismatch between the original and mock lump size ranges.

This decay trend is firat evident at lower deletion error levels in mock lumps

in the smaller size range (mean loglO body mass < 2) and becomes general at

error levels above IS percent. The larger size range (mean loglO body mass >

2) of mock lump data sets retains much of the original lump structure to

higher (20 to 25 percent) deletion error levels.

of species above those levels found in censuses eliminate some of the original

gaps. Increasing deletion intensity above these error levels creates mock data

lumps in the original data set. These "wider lumps' overlap one or more

original gaps with greater frequency as the level of random deletion increases,

occurs over different size ranges for bird and mammal lump

despite the similarity in the range of deletion error levels over

p pattern decays. Lumps of larger bird species are robust up to

S: Simulated increases in random deletion

This effect
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Log 10 body mass

Figure A-9- Lump structure of the original boreal prairie mammal data sel

with 5 sets of subsamples of mock lump structures created by random siae
deletion error at levels of 6, 10, 15, 20 and 25 percent. The pattern of the
original liunp structure is extended verbcaliy from the bottom of the graph by
stippled rectangles.



higher (20 %) leveU of deletion, while lump pattern decay is evident at low

(10 %) deletion levels for small birds (lognj body mass < 2). The situation is

reversed for mammals. Robust lump recognition occurs at higher deletion

intensities for smaller species: gap crossing by widening of lumps is evident

sooner for spedes with log,o body mass greater than 2. For both birds and

mammals the same region around 2.0 logio body mass divides the robust and

non-robust regions of lump pattern.

Numeric results (Figure A-11) generally agree with visual

interpretations (Figures A-9 and A-10) for both mammals and birds. In the

case of mammals (Figure A-lla) inflection and decline of indices of pattern

recognition occur between 15 and 20 percent random deletion levels, though

the pattern-masking deletion level is lower (*12 percent) for low power

indices of pattern recognition passing a threshold at deletion levels around IS

pattern recognition at the lowest deletion levels, but the overall trends are

fairly similar tor all three levels of statistical power. For both taxa the loss of

robustness over this deletion error range stems from dramahc decreases in

indices of pattern matching (hits) and increases in indices of pattern

mismatch (misses) accompanied by sharp declines in variance (CV values) for

consistently high, and variance of misses remaihs low suggesting persistent

pattern recognition.
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2 3 4

Log 10 body qiass

Figure A-10- Lump structure of the origmsl boreal prairie bird data set with 5
sets of subsamples of mock lump structures created by random size deletion
error at levels of 6, 10, 15, 20 and 25 percent. The pattern of the original lump
structure is extended vertically from the bottom of the graph by stippled

rectangles.
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reliability of lump analysis. For mammals pattern-masking error levels

associated with collapse of pattern recognition occur at the 18 percent level, 6

percent higher than the observed value (12 percent) /or omission error. For

birds the pattern-masking error levels associated with lump pattern decay

occur around 15 percent, but since bird censuses have quaiitabvely more

stringent standards than do those for mammals, it is reasonable to assume

that omission error in bird censuses is below 12 percent. The slight

differences in pattern-masking deletion error values found at different power

levels suggest that the analysis process is somewhat sensitive to power.

However, these differences do not change the overall conclusions about the

levels at which deletion error rates mask pattern in lump analysis for birds or

Lump analysis appears robust to census error even when tested using

conservative (to Type 1 error) estimates of census error and unrealistically

populations. Lump analysis reliably detected the original pattern at simulated

error levels which are higher than observed in nature even when subjected

to this extreme simulation of randomized species abundances, wherein the

abundance of any species could vary randomly. Simulation of more realistic

scenarios of temporal fluctuations of species abundances would probably

species deletion.
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original boreal prairie data sets (HolUng 1992) to test the sensitivity of lump

analysis to the influence of error source 2: intra'spedes size variation on body

mass data sets. I applied random size variation within the analysis process in

exactly the same series of steps used for random deletion. I approximated

error source 2 by randomly varying the size of each species in the creation of

synthetic or mock data sets, wherein the degree of variation a species' body

size might exhibit in a mock data set corresponded to the intensity level of the

approximation mechanism to modify boreal prairie mammal and bird data

sets and create mock data sets. I analyzed these mock data sets for their lump

structures and compared these mock lump structures with the originals to

measure the degree of lump pattern correspondence.

the general case. I then report on simulation runs which test seixsitivity to

higher and lower values of both powers as per Table A^4. Results are as

follows.

>d graphs (Figures A-12 ar

original and mock lump structures, which were interpreted by lump analysis

at middle levels of power . These graphs present the original lump structure

at the bottom with Rve clusters of mock data sets stacked above. Each cluster

of five mock data sets is a sub-sample of a group of 50 which represents the

results of applying a specific error level of random variation of body size.



25%

Figure A-12. The lump structure of the original boreal prairie mammals data
set with 5 sets of subsamples of mock lump structures created by random size
variation error levels of 5,10,15,20 and 25 percent. The pattern of the original
lump structure is extended vertically from the bottom by stippled rectangles.
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Mammals ; Mammal mock lump structures show marked declines in

lump pattern correspondence with the original lump structure at random

size variation error levels between 10 and 15 percent (Figure A-12). Lump

pattern analysis crosses the threshold from reliable to unreliable by the 15

percent size variation error level. At these error levels decay in lump pattern

correspondence is equally evident across all body sizes in mammal mock

lump structures.

Birds: The pattern-masking error level of random variation of body

size is much lower in birds than in mammals. Bird mock lump structures

begin to show visual pattern mismatch with the original lump structure

around the 5 percent random size variation error level (Figure A-13). The

increase in pattern mismatch is so precipitous that lump analysis no longer

seems robust by the 8 percent size variadon error level. Decay in lump

pattern is equally evident across all body sizes in bird mock lump structures.

I test the effects of increasing size variation error levels numerically by

quantifying the correspondence between the original and mock lump

patterns. I quantity an index of decay in lump pattern recognition as the

proportion of the original lump pattern which I find. Within each graph 1

define two regions which represent conservative (white box) and a liberal

(gray box) interpretations of robustness in lump pattern recognition.

Numeric results (Figure A-14) suggest pattern-masking error levels

slightly lower than those indicated by graphic comparisons. For mammals

the index of lump pattern recognition declines below robust levels in the 10

to 15 percent range of error due to random variahon in body size (Figure A-

14a). For birds lump pattern correspondence declines below acceptable levels

of random size variation error (Figure A-14b).level
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Fi^re A-13. The lump structure of the original boreal prairie birds data set
with 5 sets of subsampies of mock lump structures created by random size
variation error levels of 5,10,15J0 and 25 percent. The pattern of the originai
lump structure is extended vertically from the bottom by stippled rectangles.



Lump analysis is not robust as error intensity levels increase beyond

my visual estimates of a pattern-masking error value for both bird and

mammals. At these and higher levels of size variation correspondence

between the original and mock liunp patterns appears to ‘lock in’ to

persistent and unvarying degrees of mismatch. This conclusion is supported

by the observation that the frequency of misses becomes less variable (steep

declines in the coefficients of variation) and the frequency of hits becomes

more variable as the pattern-masking value of error is surpassed.

In determining pattern-masking error levels of size variation I found

source 1, random species deletion. Mammal pattern-masking error values

showed greater sensitivity than did birds to differences in statistical power

levels used in determining lump structure. However, these sensitivities to

power appear slight, because the differences in pattern-masking error levels

determined at each power level were not so great as to change the overall

Robustness of lump arulysis deteriorates at higher random size

variation error levels for boreal prairie mammals than for birds. The pattern-

masking levels of size variation error associated with declines in indices of

lump pattern recognition are 12 percent for mammals and around 5 percent

for birds. The decline in robustness over these pattern-masking levels is

confirmed by dramatic changes in the variance of frequency indices of pattern

matching (hits) and of pattern mismatching (misses). SpeciRcally, frequency

and dependability decline for hib and increase for misses as the pattern-

masking level of size variation is surpassed. These trends suggest that the

degree of pattern correspondence between mock data sets and the original
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ZonesolRobustRecogimtioBol SuBsBmI Power Level

OfigineJ Lump Peltem I'' Lump Analysis

Low Power

Figure A-U- Lump pattern conespondenee between boreal prairie bird and
mammal lump structures and mock lump structures. Correspondence is

mdexed as the proportion of the original lump structures sdll recognized by
lump analysis at various levels of random variation in species body size.
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remains consistently low at random size variance levels higher than the

pattern-masking levels identified here.

Simulated random variance in body size creates rtovel gaps in mock

lump structures, resulting is more lumps with narrower body mass size

ranges than those found in the original lump structure- Visual comparison

(Figure A-13) of bird data sets suggests that a majority of the original gaps are

evident in the mock lump structures created by 10 percent size variadon. On

this basis, avian lump analysis still seems somewhat more robust than

Indicated by numeric indices of pattern correspondence. However decay in

lump pattern recognition results from the novel gaps in mock data which

now split the size ranges of the original lumps. Similar conclusions can be

drawn from comparisons of original and mock mammal lump structures

with the added observation that Increasing random size variation creates

novel lumps which fill the reladvely large gaps in the original mammal

lump Structure-

Lump analysis is marginally robust for mammals and not at all for

birds when 1 apply a severe simulation of random size variation. I identified

pattern-masking levels of size variadon error which are just at observed

levels of size variadon for mammals (12 percent) and below those levels

observed in birds (< 5 percent versus 8 percent observed). This simuladon of

size variadon is explicitly severe to try to identify the limits of lump analysis'

robustness because lump analysis did not initially appear vulnerable to

observed frequency distributions of variation in animal size. In this test I

allowed the size of any species, not the minority observed in nature, to vary

as much as any other species-
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Lump analysis may be more robust to body size variation in mammals

than birds because gaps in mammal lump structures occupy a larger fraction

of the size axis than do those of birds. It may require higher levels of intra-

species size variation to fill the relatively wider mammal gaps. The identified

pattern-masking levels of size variation are far below those observed because

of sexual dimorphism. The possibibty that each sex in strongly dimorphic

species exploits distinct landscape scale ranges and the consequential effects

on lump structure deserves further consideration. In conclusion, for lump

analysis to appear robust, even marginally, under such extreme conditions is

clear evidence that it can reliably detect lump pattern in the face of known

I confirmed the reliability of lump analysis, as applied through GaP

Pattern Analysis, by demonstrating that it is robust to observed levels of error

in the creation of body mass size data sets. I found in literature surveys that

the variances of both size and temporal abundances for mammals and birds

have left-skewed distributions. 1 foimd that lump analysis is robust partly

because of stability mherent in such distributions of size or abundance

variation. I determined this by severe probes of lump analysis through

simulatior« of extreme variation scenarios. Lump analysis is robust to

extreme simulations of census error for both birds and mammals, and not

robust to extreme simulations of size variation in birds, though marginally so

for mammals. It is quite likely that lump analysis is robust to observed error

levels if it shows reliability under such extreme conditions.



APPENDIX B
SPECIES LISTS FOR BIRD OR MAMMAL COMMUNITIES FOUND AT

STUDY SITES

DIRECTORY OF SPECIES LISTS FOR EACH TAXON COMFILED BY BIOME

BIRD APPENDICES
Page

1. Birds of Temperate Forest Sites in North America and Europe -277

2. Birds of Quasi-Boreal Forest Sites in Norlh America .284

3. Birds of Boreal Grassland Sites in North America 188
4. Birds of Neotropical Dry Deciduous Forest Sites in Central & South

5. Birds of Neotropical Chaco and Cerrado Sites in South America 292
6. Birds of Neotropical Grassland Sites in South America. 295
7. Birds of Neotropical Moist Forest Sites in South America - 299
8. Birds of Neotropical Moist Forest Sites in South America 301

9. Birds of Neotropical Cloud Forest Sites in South America 306
10. Birds of Neotropical Rain Forest Sites in South Ic Central America 310
11. Birds of Temperate Grassland Sites in North America 318
12. Birds of Boreal Forest Sites in North America ..324

MAMMAL APPENDICES
Page

1. Mammals of Temperate Desert Sites in North America 329
2. Mammals of Temperate Grassland Sites in North America 332
3. Mammals of Subtropical Wet Forest Sites in Central America 335
4. Mammals of Neotropical Dry Deciduous Forest in Central and

South 337
5. Mammals of Neotropical Chaco and Cerrado Sites in South

6. Mammals of Cactus Scrubland Sites in South America 341
7. Mammals of Neotropical Grassland Sites in South America.... 342
8. Mammals of Neotropical Wet, Montane Forest Sites in South

America 343
9. Mammals of Neotropical Rainforest Sites in South & Central

America 345
10. Mammals of Grassland and Elesert Sites in Africa and Asia 349
11. Mammals of Savanna Forest Sites in Africa 354
12. Mammals of Moist Montane and Wet Forest Sites in Africa 358
13. Mammals of Rain Forest Sites in Australia and Asia 362
14. Mammals of Quasi-Boreal Forets Sites in North America 365
15. Mammals of Borea! Forest Sites in North America 368

note; The lileralure re/erence for each animal communily species list is

included al the lop of each of these sub-directories of species lists.
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3. MAMMALS Of SUFTROPICAL WET fOREST SITES IN CENTRAL AMERICA
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4. MAMMALS OF NEOTKOPICAL DRY DEaDUOUS FOREST IN

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
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S. MAMMALS OF NEOTROPICAL CHACO AND CERRADO SITES IN SOUTH AMERICA

>lo. STTENAME REFERENCE

SOEUmFIC NAME
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6. MAMMALS OF CACTUS SCRUBLAND SITES IN SOUTH AMERICA

No. SITE NAME REFERENCE

1 Monre Dm»b, Arjonttiu M»re», M.A., 19SS ; Downing, ).A-
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7. MAMMALS OF NEOTROPICAL GRASSLAND StTES IN SOUTH AMERICA

Np STTENAME REFERENCE

I C«m) MutiiM, SW Ecuador Parker Dl, T.A.. 1992.

j__|aunedifcjW_Ecu Punniiig |r„ J.B., 1993.
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14. MAMMALS Of QUASI-80REAL FOREST SITES IN NORTH AMERICA
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5. MAMMALS OF BOREAL FOREST SITES IN NORTH AMERICA

Ttigi DiologlaO Station
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APPENDIX D
ANIMAL COMMUNITY STUDY SITE DESCRIPTIONS

This appendix tabulates the following descriptors for each study site for

which lump analysis was used to study the morphome&ics of the artimal

community: geographical location (latitude, longitude and locator number on

continental maps), landcover classifications (Holdridge Life Zone and Biome],

landscape structural complexity, and climate data (precipitation and potential
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APPENDIX E
STACKED GRAPHICS OF BIOME LUMP STRUCTURES

This appendix contains graphs created by SlackClumps software (Paul

Marpies, unpublished data) which vertically aligtts a stack of animal

community lump structures all drawn from the same biome so that the lump

communibes of similar landscape structure, i.e. from the same biome.

1- Birds of Southern Temperate Forest Sites in North America .401

2- Mammals of Northern Temperate Forest Sites in North America 402
3. Birds of Lowland Dry Deciduous Forest Sites in South America 403
4. Mammals of Tropical Dry Deciduous Forest Sites in South America

and Senegal

5. Birds of Lowland Wet Forest Sites in South Americaa
6. Mammals of Lowland Wet Forest Sites in South Americaa
7. Birds of Neotropical Lowland Rainforest Sites in South America
8. Mammals of Neotropical Lowland Rainforest Sites in South

10. Mammals of Neotropica le Rainforest Site

Birds of Savanna with Forest Sites in South Ame
Mammals of Savarma with Forest Sites in Africa..

Birds of Scrubland Sites in South America
Mammals of Scrubland Sites in South America...
Birds of Shortgrass Prairie Sites in North Americt“

'
>f Shortgrass Prai

"

Mam of Grassland Site n Africa
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

I was bom in Walerbury, Connecticut on September 20, 1950. My

fascination witii the nexus between the natural and human domains has

grown out of a life living on the seams between alternate worlds, nineteenth

century European households in 1950's New England and segregated Rorida,

ecologist among engineers. This perspective exposed how fragile our reliance

is on any person, place or belief and how pivotal is the web of exchanges

which joins them.

A reverence for living creatures goes back to my earliest memories of

my parents, Tadeusa and Bertha, and their fondness for walking in the

outdoors and appreciating both the health and the beauty we gain thereby. I

found a passion for biology in high school when 1 met Frank Trevor, who

taught me that the ’life' in biology extends to all that makes life possible:

politics, economics, religion, philosophy, literature as well as the Krebs cycle.

What a delicious surprise to find how many creatures live in a mowed lawn

or a pile of leaves in the eddy of a stream!

The momentum of this questioning attitude increased with the wild

fluctuations of the 1960's, burning riots at home and plundering colonial

wars abroad. Years later I recognized the fever pitch of those times when, for

several hours, it appeared that the Three Mile Island nuclear power station

might explosively cover our region with deadly radiation. The surreal

discussion of how to evacuate our families, perhaps forever, to another
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continent would have fit easily into the 1960's. So after completing a B.A. in

biology at Hiram College and a Master's of Arts in Teaching biology at Rhode

bland College, 1 dropped all the trappings of family and profession and lived

as a Buddhbt monk in Korea. This useful pilgrimage showed me that earnest

questioning occurs everywhere and b not confined to religion or any of its

embellishments.

In 1980 1 came to Rorida to study with H.T. Odum how nature and

society interact. 1 applied tus systems ideas in measuring the total web of

energy needed to produce tnusseb in the OslerScheide estuary in Zeeland,

Netherlands- 1 am deeply indebted to him for his enthusiastic encourage-

ment to hold the spaghetti-web of ecological relationships in view and dare to

measure what most shyly leave by default to mortey; the significance of

contributions by nature to human and non-human organbms. I worked for

several years thereafter as a wetlands ecologist in Florida, only to be

disillusioned by the fact that the law I upheld in professional practice only

provided a stale sanction for short-sighted development.

In 1990 I returned to the University of Florida to deepen my

understanding of how ecosystems and human institutions co-evolve in large

scale systems- By good fortune C-S. "Buzz" Holling had recently arrived with

an approach which, by transcending the "stodgy encrustations" of conceptual

fiefdoms be they political, sodal or academic, best appreciates the supple way

in which systems adapt and change over time. Working with Buzz has

shown me that the interface between worlds may be lonely, but it's richer

than the perspective one must accept with membership in any clan. The vital

edge between theory and practice hums with exchanges which nurture both

sides. After years of his gentle encouragement 1 can truly say that "the scales

have dropped from my eyes" and a trans-scalar world is evident.
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